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1. Introduction
Interfaces are subject to many investigations as they hold interesting characteristics which are
important for fundamental research and applications alike. An interface always defines the bor-
der between two particular phases with different properties. Chemical and physical processes
are influenced by the properties of the two phases and can alter significantly from the corre-
sponding process in the bulk of the media. At the liquid-air interface, e.g., adsorption processes
occur due to the interaction of the liquid phase with molecules from the gas phase. Such events
result in the formation of thin films at the interface and can effect the interfacial roughness.[1]
Furthermore, the presence of surfactants might decrease the surface tension of a liquid-air in-
terface.
X-ray reflectivity (XRR) and grazing incidence diffraction (GID) are well established tools for
the investigation of interfaces and allow to monitor in-situ changes in the interfacial structure
with Angstrom resolution.[2] With these techniques, detailed information on the lateral and
vertical structure can be obtained and a comprehensive picture of the interface structure may
be drawn. Further X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) in a surface sensitive way allow to gain
information on inter-atomic structural properties of interfaces.[3] This technique is sensitive
to the local ordering of the probed atoms and gives insight into the structure of samples lack-
ing long range order. By the combination of these techniques different length scales can be
addressed yielding information on the long range structure, vertical film thickness, and short
range arrangement of the interface under consideration.
An advantage of these techniques is the possibility to examine processes at interfaces in-
situ. Oftentimes, experiments can only be performed ex-situ. Ex-situ experiments, however,
can be problematic as it cannot be ruled out that sample treatment, such as drying, can have
significant influence on the samples’ structure. If samples are removed from their "natural"
aqueous environment, conditions are altered and further changes are possible. This uncertainty
renders in-situ experiments essential.
In this thesis, research on the structure of thin films at the liquid-air interface by in-situ X-ray
scattering techniques is presented. The growth of thin films was studied using solutions of two
different types of iron salts and the formation process and ordering of the structure of these
films was investigated. Furthermore, the formation of thin films by adsorption of nanoparticles
to the interface was examined.
This thesis is structured in the following way. The theoretical framework of nucleation and
adsorption processes along with chemical aspects important within the scope of this work are
given in chapter 2. Here, also the description of the theoretical background of the used X-ray
scattering methods is summarized.
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Chapter 3 describes the experimental procedures and details used. A short description of the
beamline end-stations as well as the data handling is given.
Examinations of interfaces modified with surfactants are presented in chapter 4. Special
attention is payed to the influence of the pH value on the interfacial structure. Surfactants
can have a tremendous effect on the interfacial structure which in turn governs e.g. structural
or diffusional properties. For example, the presence of these films can inhibit the diffusion of
molecules between the neighboring phases or can enhance the concentration of ions in the in-
terfacial region. Surfactants forming films of molecular thickness can be composed of single
molecules joined by either van der Waals forces or by covalent bonds. The properties of these
films depend strongly on these joining forces which influence the elastic properties and the lat-
eral homogeneity. This chapter is a basis for the investigation reported in the following chapter.
The subsequent chapter 5 deals with the formation of inorganic thin films from solutions
containing iron chloride salts investigating the influence of different interfacial compositions on
the formation process. These investigations tend to explore the influence of such modified inter-
faces on the thin film formation process in natural systems. During the evolution organisms were
caught in the crossfire of influences which continuously required significant development and
change in their habit and survival strategies.[4] For protection or stabilization, rigid structures
with high durability are needed but cannot be provided by organic tissue alone. Therefore, or-
ganisms had to develop strategies to form resistant structures by the incorporation of inorganic
parts. One prominent structure which was developed by nature is the human bone. This mineral
structure is five times stronger than steel and has a tensile load two times bigger than that of
concrete. By further comparing the artificially constructed materials with the ones by nature,
more advantages of the natural materials can be found. Bone not only rearranges during the
lifetime to account for varying exposures, but also self-healing occurs in these entities. In these
days, a further point of view is the low amount of energy and CO2 emission which is needed
for the growth of biominerals. These highly robust structures are formed under ambient con-
ditions in aqueous environments where no high temperatures or toxic reagents are employed.
The mimicking of these processes could, thus, help to develop low cost and efficient materials,
which in the case of iron could have magnetic properties or high durability.
The fundamentals which direct the nucleation can be identified as a templating effect by
membranes of vesicles or cells containing proteins.[5] Secondly, the shape, phase and texture
of the inorganic compounds is a function of ions and organic molecules in the growth environ-
ment. The growth is managed in intracellular spaces or organic scaffolds.[5] The self-assembly
processes, which are the key mechanisms for the nucleating minerals, are controlled on a molec-
ular level. This allows to control the habit, shape, size and polymorph of the forming crystals
precisely. The access to the influence of organic molecules on the growth process is therefore
crucial as these interactions determine the basic influences of membranes and proteins on the
growth process.
As the experiments are conducted under a biomimetic point of view, meaning that processes
in nature are tried to emulate, templates are necessary in order to investigate their influence on
the biomineralization and to explore the different factors. The ideal template, which can be used
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to investigate the mineralization process at the solution-air interface are Langmuir layers. These
mono molecular films represent one half of a cellular membrane’s bilayer.[6] Furthermore, dif-
ferent molecules can be used which allow tweaking of the interfacial properties. Such a sample
system gives valuable insight into processes taking place at organic interfaces. The investigation
of the Langmuir layer composition upon film formation of iron compounds are performed in
order to explore the responsible factors for the nucleation at membrane structures. Langmuir
layers with different functional groups were employed to probe the effect of the chemical nature
and interface charge on the formation process. Furthermore, the effect of the oxidation state of
iron ions in solution and the concentration is questioned in the course of the study.
The study of the formation of inorganic thin films from solution containing nanoparticles is
summarized in chapter 6. Nanoparticles are used in many applications, e.g. in sun protection
and food purposes, and hold promising properties for future task.[7] Because of their small
size these particles exhibit different properties compared to their bulk counterparts showing
higher chemical reactivity, smaller influence of mass forces for the benefit of surface forces,
special optical characteristics, increased importance of the surface potential and thermodynamic
properties.
The stabilization of foam or emulsions e.g. pickering emulsion, can be performed by nanopar-
ticles which adsorb at the interface.[8] The adsorption properties depend on the wettability,
the size and the material. However, the wettability properties can be changed using surfactants
which adsorb to interfaces. The structure of such composite surfactant nanoparticle films was
investigated to gain information on the vertical structure of the forming films. For this, solutions
combining nanometer sized particles of different surface potentials with different surfactants
of varied composition were investigated. The adsorption process was investigated for different
evolution times by XRR experiments in order to get access to the vertical film structure.
The chapter 7 gives a summary and outlook of this thesis.
The last chapter 8 is dedicated to projects which were performed collaterally to the here
presented experiments.
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In-situ investigations with Angstrom resolution can be performed with X-ray scattering tech-
niques. These allow for instance the investigation of buried interfaces and matter under extreme
conditions without disturbing the sample itself.[9, 10] Other methods need vacuum conditions,
like scanning electron microscopy (SEM), or have no resolution on sub nanometer length-scales,
like atomic force microscopy (AFM) and Brewster angle microscopy (BAM). X-ray techniques
like X-ray reflectivity (XRR) and grazing incidence diffraction (GID) allow to address questions
regarding the interface structure and adsorption processes on sub nanometer length scales.
Amorphous as well as periodic structures are present at liquid-air interfaces. Thus, the use of
different techniques is necessary to draw a comprehensive picture of the events taking place. In
the case of samples exhibiting long range order X-ray diffraction techniques were used, which
give information on the periodic arrangement within the sample. Other techniques like X-ray ab-
sorption spectroscopy were used to explore the short range order of amorphous samples present
at the interface.
A further challenge was the sample system itself as the chemistry of iron ions in aqueous solu-
tions is very complex. The growth of thin inorganic films was investigated under biomimetic as-
pects where special interest lies on the interaction of inorganic ions and amphiphilic molecules.
This includes crystal nucleation and growth from solutions and the modification due to the
presence of organic molecules forming so called Langmuir layers.
This chapter is subdivided in different sections describing first the principles of biomineral-
ization (see chapter 2.1) and the nucleation of minerals from solutions (see chapter 2.2). The
adsorption of nanoparticles to interfaces is described in chapter 2.3 and the iron species forming
in solution are mentioned in chapter 2.4. Further, Langmuir layers are described in chapter 2.5
which organize in two-dimensional periodic structures. These were used as organic templates
as they can mimic biological membranes. In the end of this chapter, the X-ray techniques are
described which were used to study the interface and the adsorption processes.
2.1. Biomineralization
During evolution living organisms have developed composite materials with fascinating prop-
erties. Such composite materials are composed of organic and inorganic components which
are structured on the nanometer length scale.[11, 12] By this composites are obtained with
high hardness and advanced elastic behavior or reduced crack propagation properties compared
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to single component systems.[11] Nature controls the production of these materials by self-
organization. For this purpose the control of the nucleation and growth conditions of crystals is
an essential step in order to reach the desired composite.[5, 13] The minerals forming the inor-
ganic part vary from calcium carbonate, iron oxide, silica to apatite depending on the requested
properties.[13–16] The composition and shape are adapted for functions like stabilization in the
case of bones, storage of iron in the protein ferritin, sensing of the magnetic field in magnetotac-
tic bacteria or in the avian magnetometer system of birds.[16–25] Even specific types of bacteria
are capable of nucleating ice with the aid of specialized proteins.[26]
Figure 2.1.: Left: Mature portion of the radula of chiton. Rows of teeth are visible. Right: Fractured
cross section of an individual mineralized tooth. The images are taken from [20].
Iron is used in nature for different aspects from which one example is the radula of the teeth
of chiton which are shown in figure 2.1. These structures are extremely resistant against abra-
sion allowing these mollusks to erode rock on which they reside.[27] These teeth have the
largest hardness and stiffness of any biomineral reported on. This property is the consequence
of an anisotropic construction organized by specially distinct organic and inorganic phases. The
immature teeth only consist of a few ferric compounds which undergo a transformation to mag-
netite in the mature teeth.[28]
Another example is bacterial magnetite which is composed of well ordered single domain
particles with a morphology connected to a hexagonal prism with truncated (011) faces by low
index planes.[24] The crystallization seems to start from an amorphous phase composed of
hydrated iron(III) oxide.
The iron storage protein ferritin, which is composed of 24 apoferritin subunits forming the
outer shell of the protein, is capable of performing site specific catalytic oxidation of Fe(II) and
the accumulation of Fe(III) in the inner core which is composed of ferrihydrite.[19] A modifica-
tion of ferritin also results in the controlled growth of magnetite in the inner core.[21]
The generation of such composite structures is guided on a molecular level by complex com-
binations of different macromolecules like proteins, or interfaces directing the structure and
composition of the particles.[5, 29–31] The influence of the control mechanism can be very
specific. For example, only the growth of aragonite or calcite from supersaturated calcium hy-
drogen carbonate solution was reported when using proteins extracted from organisms forming
either aragonite or calcite, respectively.[32, 33] Structured organic interfaces are examined in
detail as they are thought to be one important aspect for matrix mediated crystal growth. At
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Figure 2.2.: SEM images from different structures made of ACC: a) Body spicules from pyura pachyder-
matina. b) Cross section of a broken tunic spicule from pyura pachydermatina. c) Cystolith from leaves
of ficus microarpa. d) Granule from storage structures of orchestia cavimana. The image is taken from
[57].
such interfaces the nucleation of particular crystal faces or the nucleation of certain polymorphs
may be promoted by interfacial recognition.[30]
It was shown that inorganic ions tend to accumulate at charged interfaces increasing the
interfacial concentration by a factor of two over the bulk concentration as well as a lateral or-
dering might appear at structured organic interfaces.[34–37] Studies reported on complex for-
mation and strong bindings between the inorganic ions and the functional motif of a Langmuir
layer.[38, 39] The growth of oriented crystals under Langmuir layers was explained by the match
between the inorganic crystal lattice and the lateral order of the organic boundary.[40, 41] From
this an epitaxial growth mechanism was proposed.[4, 30, 41–47] However, this process is highly
disputed in literature. Another proposed growth mechanism in biological tissue is stereochem-
ical matching controlling the nature of the crystals.[48] This growth mechanism requires rigid
and highly specific interaction sides with a complementary periodic arrangement of the organic
interface with an array of ions in the crystal lattice.[5, 13, 49] Further a stereochemical cor-
respondence between the organic interface and the crystal is required e.g. a correspondence
between a carboxylate group of an organic motif and a carbonate group of a calcium car-
bonate crystal.[5, 13, 49] In contradiction to this, recent studies report on the dominance of
electrostatic interactions influencing the crystallization by which periodic arrangement can be
neglected.[50, 51] These studies show mainly the interaction of acidic residues of proteins with
the crystal faces.[52] The interacting residues lack a periodic arrangements and, thus, the in-
teraction with the crystals occurs due to unspecific and flexible sites. The mineral phase may
be controlled by the surface charge density.[53] Also experiments report on the stabilization of
different polymorphs depending on the surface pressure of Langmuir layers which is directly
linked to the surface charge density.[45, 54–56]
The observations made regarding the surface charge are in accordance with reports from the
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appearance of amorphous particles providing the first nucleation step for biomineralization in bi-
ological samples as well as in in-vitro investigations.[43, 55, 56, 58–61] A well studied example
is amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC). Different structures which are composed of (ACC) are
shown in figure 2.2. Clusters of ACC nucleate and are transformed subsequently into crystalline
material. However, the stabilization of the amorphous phase and the transformation towards
a crystalline polymorph are subject of different investigations.[57, 62–64] These studies show
the existence of various biogenic ACC which offer a different ordering in the near structure. It
could be shown that the transformation of this ACC can be influenced by the surface pressure of
Langmuir layers, the pH value, or magnesium ions.[64] The formation of ACC happens at phos-
pholipid monolayers which subsequently cause the transformation to calcite via vaterite where
the stability of the metastable vaterite was influenced by the surface pressure.[54, 65] High sur-
face pressure inhibits the transformation thus stabilizing vaterite. Similar observations could be
made for macromolecules like ovalbumine where first ACC was stabilized which transformed to
vaterite and calcite.[66] However, the stability of the vaterite phase was also increased as the
ovalbumine concentration increased hinting a stabilizing effect. By combining soluble process-
directing agents and a Langmuir monolayer the growth of tablets of aragonite at the interface
could be induced.[67]
2.2. Nucleation and growth
The nucleation of minerals from solution can be described by a spontaneous formation of small
seeds throughout the solution with size-dependent free energies.[68–71] These seeds dissolve
again if the condition for a stable cluster is not fulfilled. The nucleation process is induced if
a two phase system is energetically more favorable than a sole single phase system. The free
Gibbs energy ∆G of such seeds is composed of the strain energy ∆GS of the cluster per unit
volume and the free energy ∆GV of the cluster per unit volume. The initial seeds are stable
if the decrease in energy by creating the bulk volume overcomes the energy increase due to
interfacial free energy. From this condition the critical radius rs can be derived which defines a
stable cluster
rs = − 3σ
∆GV −∆GS . (2.1)
The interfacial tension of the cluster is described by σ and the difference of the Gibbs free
energies by ∆GV −∆GS . If the radius of the cluster is bigger than this critical radius the
clusters are stable and continue to grow whereas for smaller values the seeds dissolve again.
This radius depends on the temperature, the level of supersaturation, and the energy of the
accruing interfaces of the two phase system.
The mentioned situation accounts for homogeneous nucleation, meaning the spontaneous
nucleation in solutions by statistically controlled fusion of small seeds. If the nucleation takes
place at an interface, a so called heterogeneous nucleation occurs. If the interaction between the
seed and the interface lowers the Gibbs free energy, the critical radius for a cluster is lowered. It
can happen that the concentration is high enough to achieve a supersaturation at the interface
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and only the heterogeneous nucleation sets in, as the limit for homogeneous nucleation is not
surpassed. However, by ongoing mineralization the saturation level decreases again stopping
the film growth process. The heterogeneous nucleation mostly results in the formation of thin
films.
The final morphology of the crystals can be understood in the framework of thermodynamical
and kinetic growth mechanism. Regarding the thermodynamic picture of thef crystal growth
process, the difference of the surface energy and the growth environment is influencing the
forming structure. The evolution from the initial seed to the final crystalline phase proceeds by
a single step. The final shape can be described by the rule of Wulff which states that the equilib-
rium morphology is determined by the minimum of the sum of the products of all exposed faces
with the relative surface energies.[72] Fast growing faces have a high surface energy whereas
slow growing faces have a low one. By this, the slow growing faces determine the shape of the
crystal. The thermodynamic treatment can not always predict the final morphology as defect
structures and kinetic aspects have to be considered, too. However, it can be used as a basis
for the explanation of additive mediated crystal growth. These additives are composed of ions,
polymers, and proteins which influence the surface energy of a crystal face.[73–80] Thereby the
surface energy of the according face is changed, thus, influencing the growth speed of the crys-
tal face and with this the overall shape.[5] The formation of anisotropic structures like needles,
spheres, or tubes can be explained by this route.
The kinetic controlled growth relies on the modification of activation energy barriers of
metastable states of the nucleation cluster.[5] The crystallization proceeds by a step by step
process via metastable phases until a stable polymorph is reached. This mechanism includes the
modification of the composition and the crystal structure by kinetic effective reaction pathways.
The phase transformation normally proceeds by a dissolution-recrystallization process. The sta-
bility of each metastable state is a function of the solubility of the present phase and activation
energy for a further transformation step. These transformations can be described by the Oswald
rule.[81] However, the stability of each metastable state can be changed by additives as the
transformation mainly relies on recrystallization of the intermediate phase.
In biomineralization processes a high relevance is allocated to the evolution of amorphous
pre-cursor phases. These phases allow an effective material transport but also enable the gener-
ation of complex structures like the skeletal of corals.[5, 28, 82–86] The concentration needed
for the formation of amorphous phases is low compared to a direct nucleation of a crystal.[5]
The transformation process is speculated to proceed by a solid state transformation of the amor-
phous structure resulting in a crystalline ordered compound and not via an anew solution and
recrystallization process.[87]
The crystallization in organisms will not only proceed by one single mechanism but rather
all different ways might be present in order to achieve the best result. At organic interfaces,
for which Langmuir layers are used in the following studies, the crystallization can proceed via
different ways. A sketch of the different mechanisms is depicted in figure 2.3. A templating
effect could be exerted by the regular arrangement of a Langmuir layer as single ions accu-
mulate at the functional group of the mono molecular film.[41] As this layer mimics a regular
9
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A
B
C
Figure 2.3.: Crystallization pathways at an organic interface. A) Cluster formation directly occurs at the
monolayer. B) Cluster form in the solution and enrich at the interface. C) Amorphous pre-cursor form.
The scheme was adapted from [88].
arrangement similar to a crystal lattice an ordered growth might occur. Also the homogeneous
nucleation of small crystallites could occur which subsequently adsorb to the interface with a
certain orientation. This would induce the growth of a crystalline layer with preferred crystal
orientation.[5, 13] A further pathway includes amorphous pre-cursors. Such structures might
be formed in the bulk solution or at an interface. In all of these processes the Langmuir layer
can influence the inorganic film but also the ongoing mineralization could induce changes in the
organic matrix itself as such systems are not rigid and exhibit some flexibility.
2.3. Nanoparticle adsorption
Particles are able to adsorb to an interface dividing hydrophilic and hydrophobic media. If the
particles are regarded as single spheres the adsorption behavior is determined by the surface
tension and the contact angle of the particle to the interface. From this it follows that particles
with a finite contact angle and sufficient small mass can adsorb to an interface.[89, 90] If the
contact angle is equal to 90◦ the particles are preferred to be at the interface whereas for a
contact angle which is smaller than 90◦ the particles are favored to be present in the hydrophilic
phase. If the contact angle is bigger than 90◦ the particles like to be in the hydrophobic phase.
However, the bulk concentration seems to have also a significant influence as an adsorption was
observed if the particle concentrations in the solution was raised to higher concentrations.[91]
2.4. Iron species in aqueous solution
The chemical compounds which are encountered in an aqueous solution containing iron species
can differ significantly. The Fe(III) ion has sixfold coordination and a strong tendency for
hydrolysation in aqueous media which is the source for a variety of different iron species
e.g. (Fe(OH)3−yy , y ≤ 4) and dimers with the composition Fe2(OH)4+2 under strong acidic
conditions.[92, 93] Further, compounds may be observed if other ions are present in the so-
lution. For example at elevated chlorine concentration chloro-complexes like [FeCl(H2O)5]2+
may be present as well.[94] Table 2.1 renders an overview of the different species of Fe(III) in
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Figure 2.4.: Speciation of iron(III) as function of the pH value at an iron concentration of totality
c(Fe)=10 µmol. The graph is taken from [92].
aqueous solutions along with the hydrolysis constants. Figure 2.4 shows a graph depicting the
fraction of different iron(III) species in an aqueous solution as function of the pH value.[92] It is
obvious that depending on the pH value a distinct compound is dominating. Thus, the observa-
tions which are made for iron(III) chloride solutions and Langmuir layers cannot be explained
by sole interactions of iron(III) ions with the monolayer film.
A hydrolysis reaction can be formulated as
Fe3+ + H2O⇋ [FeOH]2+ +H+. (2.2)
This balance can be characterized by the hydrolysis constant
K =
c[FeOH2+]c[H+]
c[Fe3+]
. (2.3)
For solutions containing iron(II) species the situation is much simpler as only the compounds
FeOH+, Fe(OH)2, and FeCl+ can be present. The hydrolysis constants are summarized in ta-
ble 2.2. The amount of each compound was calculated for different initial iron(II) chloride
concentration and is given in table 2.3.
The calculated values show that mainly iron(II) ions are present and the contribution from
other iron compounds can be neglected in contrast to iron(III) chloride solutions.
The formation of insoluble iron hydroxides or iron oxides is a process depending on different
factors like the pH value, the temperature, or the presence of different ions, organic molecules
and oxidation agents.[99] Different nucleation and growth steps occur from soluble iron species
towards a solid state material. On the addition of iron salts to aqueous solutions small colloidal
particles form by the aggregation of pre-cursors composed of aqueous Fe(OH)03,(aq) species.[100–
102] The colloidal particles formed by the fusion of monomeric Fe(OH)3 subsequently transform
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species log(K) reference
[FeCl(H2O)5]2+ 1.16 ± 0.20 [94, 95]
[FeCl2(H2O)4]+ 1.28 ± 0.25 [94, 96]
[FeCl3(H2O)](aq)/ [FeCl3(H2O)2](aq) 0.77 ± 0.25 [94, 95]
FeCl−4 -1.26 ± 0.45 [94]
Fe(OH)2+ -2.19 [92, 97]
Fe(OH)+2 -5.76 [92, 97]
Fe(OH)03 -11.8 [92, 97]
Fe(OH)−4 -21.8 [97]
Fe2(OH)4+2 -2.92 [97]
Table 2.1.: Hydrolysis constant of different ion complexes formed by iron(III) aqueous species.
species log(K)
Fe(OH)+ 4.5
Fe(OH)2 -6.5
FeCl+ 1.5
Table 2.2.: Stability constant of different iron species formed by iron(II) aqueous species.[98]
species concentration [ mmol/L] concentration [ mmol/L]
FeCl2 0.1 100
c(Fe) 0.61 95
c(FeOH+) 0.039 3.9
c(FeCl)+ 10−7 10−4
c(Fe(OH)2) 10−16 10−10
Table 2.3.: Speciation of iron(II) for different iron(II) chloride concentration values calculated by the
stability product.
to crystalline material.[102] The following transformation route can be established [100, 101]
Fe2+ → Fe3+ → Fe(OH)3−nn → amorphous particles→ crystalline phase. (2.4)
The rate of crystallization strongly depends on the solution condition and can be very slow last-
ing months.[99] However, the initial formation of the amorphous colloidal particles proceeds
very quickly.[100, 102] After this first step the formation of crystalline species proceeds by a
transformation reaction yielding e.g. goethite (γ-FeOOH) or maghemite (Fe2O3).[101] The last
step is a precipitation reaction where the insoluble species are dropped out. This can also be
described by a stability constant K. However, the determination of K is extremely difficult.
Factors like the composition, pH value, and temperature are influencing the equilibrium. For the
experiments presented here, the equilibrium is shifted by a change of the pH value in the inter-
facial region. By this the precipitation reaction is triggered and unsoluble products are formed.
The different formation and transformation pathways are depicted in figure 2.5 showing the
complexity of the system.
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2.5. Langmuir layers
This section describes the structure and properties of mono molecular films of amphiphilic
molecules called Langmuir layers. First, the effects which drive the formation of a Langmuir
layer will be discussed. Then, the structural phase transitions will be shortly outlined together
with a description of the surface pressure-area isotherms. The different amphiphiles will be
specified in the end.
Langmuir layers are mono molecular films composed of amphiphilic molecules which are
oriented at specific interfaces, e.g. the water-air interface. These molecules are composed
of hydrophilic (polar) and hydrophobic (non-polar) parts. The polar part is denoted as the
headgroup and the unpolar alkyl chain as the tailgroup. Amphiphilic molecules vary in the
headgroup composition having e.g. carboxylate or amide headgroups. Also, the tailgroup varies
as the length of the alkyl chain or the number of chains can differ. Thus, Langmuir layers have
diverse properties with respect to the observable phases they form.
sufficiently low, the formation of a monolayer at the interface is favorable compared to the
formation of such complex structures. A further impact on the formation of a monolayer comes
from the hydrophobicity of the single amphiphiles, which is directly influenced by the length
of the alkyl chain.For chains shorter than 12 carbon atoms mostly water soluble micelles are
formed. However, if the carbon group is too long no monolayer can be formed either because
crystallization occurs.
Normally, Langmuir layers are formed by solving the amphiphiles in unpolar volatile solvents
like tert-butyl-methyl ether (TBME) or trichlormethan (chloroform). If such a solution is spread
on the water subphase, the solvent evaporates leaving the amphiphilic molecules at the inter-
face and a monolayer is formed. The amphiphiles orient themselves with the polar headgroup
towards the water subphase, whereas the tailgroup is oriented towards the air.
Figure 2.6.: Langmuir trough with compressed Langmuir layer. The surface pressure of the pure water
surface and with lipid layer is represented by σ0 and σ, respectively. The lateral pressure Πext is exerted
by the surface barrier with counter force πint + πhyd.[6]
Figure 2.6 depicts a Langmuir layer at a water-air interface. The film is compressed by a
surface barrier with the pressureΠext to a smaller area. The film is strained and a force πint+πhyd
exerts on the surface barrier and the surface pressure Π increases to
Π = σ0 − σ. (2.5)
The surface pressure can be calculated by considering the free energy Fm of a monolayer at a
14
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water interface by [6]
Fm = nm[Φhyd(Am) + Φint(Am) + Φm-u(Am)]. (2.6)
The number of molecules in the film is denoted by nm and the area occupied by each molecule as
Am. The hydration of the headgroup, the interaction of the molecules between each other, and
the interaction between the hydrocarbon chains with the atmosphere are denoted by Φhyd(Am),
Φint(Am) and Φm-u(Am).
The surface pressure results from the derivative of the free energy with respect to the area Am
Πm(Am) = −
(
∆Fm
∆Am
)
nm
= πint(Am) + πhyd(Am)− φ′m-u(Am). (2.7)
The last term φ′m-u(Am) can be neglected as the interaction between the air and the carbon chain
is weak. In case of the derivative of the free energy for a double layer, it can be shown that the
mono and double layers are in a corresponding state as the molecules adopt the same area Am
and the surface pressure of the monolayer corresponds to the density of the hydrophobic free
energy of a double layer.[6] Monolayers can, thus, be regarded as good model system for lipid
double layers of biomembranes.
The surface pressureΠ of a Langmuir layer can be measured using a Wilhelmy balance. Such a
Wilhelmy balance consist of a test pad, called Wilhelmy plate, and a force sensor. The Wilhelmy
plate is dipped into the water surface and a force pulls on this pad proportional to the surface
tension. The force FW which is observed by the force sensor can be calculated as [104]
FW = g(ρplpWptp − ρfhpWptp) + 2σtpWp cos θB. (2.8)
The first term describes the flotation of the Wilhelmy plate which depends on the volume
of the plate, given by the length lp, width Wp, and thickness tp, the height being immersed in
the water subphase hp and the density of the plate and water subphase ρp and ρf, respectively.
The second term describes the force due to wetting of the plate as a function of the surface
Figure 2.7.: a) Langmuir trough with two adjustable barriers for compression of the Langmuir layer. b)
Front and side view of the Wilhelmy plate. The picture was taken from [105]
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Figure 2.8.: Top: Compressed Langmuir layer. Bottom: Sketch of a Π-A isotherm of a Langmuir layer
and a scheme showing the structure of the amphiphiles in the corresponding phase.[106]
tension σ and the contact angle θB. Wilhelmy plates with high surface energies, like platinum or
iridium, have contact angles of 0◦ and the force depends linearly on the surface tension. Thus,
the difference of the force exerted by a pure water subphase and a subphase with Langmuir
layer on the Wilhelmy plate gives information on the surface pressure yielding
Π = σ0 − σ = ∆FW
2(tp + wp)
. (2.9)
Langmuir films exhibit different phases which depend on the temperature of the subphase
and surface pressure.[106] The compression of a Langmuir layer by reducing the accessible
area at constant temperature yields a surface pressure-area (Π-A) isotherm. A sketch of such an
isotherm is shown in figure 2.8. For a large area per molecule, a huge space is available for every
molecule and the monolayer is in a gaseous state. The interactions between the lipids are low
and the Langmuir layer can be regarded as an ideal two-dimensional gas. The surface pressure
can be approximated by [107]
Π =
kBT
Am
. (2.10)
If the film is compressed, a transition to the liquid expanded phase can be observed. This phase
can be described by the van der Waals equation for a non-ideal gas [6]
(
Π+
Aint
A2m
)
(Am −Ae) = kBT (2.11)
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lipid molecular formula headgroup lc Nchain Mw [g mol−1]
DPPC C40H80NO8P zwitter-ionic C16 2 734
DPPA C35H68NO8PNa anionic C16 2 670.9
EPC C42H85NO8PCl cationic C16 2 797.5
stearic acid C18H36O2 anionic C18 1 284.4
stearyl amide C18H37ON non-ionic C18 1 283.50
stearyl alcohol C18H38O non-ionic C18 1 270.49
Table 2.4.: Summarized properties of the used amphiphiles in the presented studies. The number of the
alkyl chains is denoted by Nchain and the length of this chain by lc in terms of carbon atoms.
A repulsion correction is accounted by Aint and the area Ae which is excluded by amphiphiles
itself. The single lipids start to interact but still no long range ordering occurs. This region
is followed by a coexistence region of the condensed and liquid expanded phase. The liquid
expanded phase normally exhibits a phase transition of first order with a horizontal curve in the
isotherm. Most systems show a positive slope which can be attributed to impurities. The Gibb’s
phase rule allows the coexistence of two phases for the increased number of components over
a larger surface pressure range.[108] Upon further compression, the so called tilted condensed
phase is reached. In this phase, the headgroups are arranged regularly and the tailgroup exhibits
a tilt with respect to the interface. This tilt reduces as the surface area is decreased further until
all tailgroups are in the upright position and the untilted condensed phase is obtained. Further
compression results in a collapse of the film structure. The tilted and untilted condensed phase
both exhibit a lateral periodic arrangement.[106]
Langmuir layers form well ordered lateral structures with crystalline domains which can be
investigated by X-ray diffraction experiments. In the investigations performed in the framework
of this study six different amphiphiles varying in the headgroup composition and the length and
number of the hydrocarbon chains were used. The amphiphiles along with their properties are
listed in table 2.4. The phospholipids consist of a glycerol backbone which links the headgroup
with the two alkyl chains each consisting of 16 carbon atoms. Stock solutions with a concen-
tration of 0.5 mmol/L were prepared by using chloroform. Anionic, cationic, and zwitter-ionic
molecules were used in order to change the charge properties of the interface systematically.
The second class of amphiphiles has an alkyl chain with a length of 18 carbon atoms. However,
these amphiphiles only have a single chain. Two of the used headgroups were non-ionic and
one was anionic, being a carbonyl-, an amide- and a carboxylate headgroup, respectively. For
these amphiphiles, stock solutions with a higher concentration of 1 mmol/L were used. In or-
der to control the surface pressure with good accuracy while spreading the amphiphiles at the
interface, these different concentration had to be used.
2.6. X-ray scattering from interfaces
In the framework of this thesis, experiments utilizing different X-ray techniques were employed
in order to investigate adsorption processes at interfaces. In the following chapter the meth-
ods of X-ray reflectivity (XRR), grazing incidence diffraction (GID), and X-ray absorption spec-
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Figure 2.9.: Sketch of the in-plane and out-of-plane scattering geometry
troscopy (XAS) are described briefly. The mentioned techniques complement each other and,
thus, allow to draw a comprehensive picture of the sample system under investigation.
2.6.1. Scattering geometry
The following paragraph deals with the geometry of X-ray scattering experiments in general. A
sketch of the scattering layout is shown in figure 2.9. The X-ray beam hits the sample under an
angle denoted αi and is scattered under an angle αf into the space above the sample surface. A
part of the incoming X-ray beam is refracted into the medium under the angle αt. The so called
in-plane geometry is defined by the plane which is oriented perpendicular to the sample surface
and which accommodates the incoming and the reflected beam. A further out-of-plane angle 2θ
has to be defined if scattering contributions are investigated which lie outside of this plane.
The incoming and scattered X-rays are described by plane waves
#»
Ei(
#»
ki),
# »
Ef(
#»
kf), and
# »
Et(
#»
kt)
with the wave vectors
#»
ki,
#»
kf and
#»
kt, respectively. In the following only elastic scattering is
considered and the wavelength λ of the photons is preserved. In X-ray scattering experiments
the intensity is monitored as function of the wave vector transfer #»q =
#»
kf −
#»
ki. The correlation
of the wave vector transfer to the incident angle and the scattering angle can be deduced from
the sketched geometry depicted in figure 2.9 as
#»q =
#»
kf −
#»
ki = | #»ki|


cosαf cos 2θ − cosαi
sinαf sin 2θ
sinαf + sinαi

 . (2.12)
X-ray reflectivity measurements investigate the specular reflected intensity and with this, the
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incident and exit angle are equal (αi = αf and 2θ = 0). Insofar, the expression simplifies to
#»q =


0
0
qz

 = | #»ki|


0
0
2 sinαi

 = 4π
λ


0
0
sinαi

 . (2.13)
In XRR measurements, only a wave vector transfer perpendicular to the sample surface occurs.
Consequently, such experiments only give information on the laterally averaged vertical struc-
ture of the sample.
A further special case is a so called out-of-plane measurement; in these measurements, the
experimental conditions are chosen to be: αi ≈ αf ≈ 0 and 2θ 6= 0. By this, the wave vector
transfer only has lateral components
#»q =


qx
qy
0

 = 2π
λ


cos(2θ)− 1
sin(2θ)
0

 . (2.14)
Thus, these measurements supply only information on the lateral structure of the sample surface.
The lateral component | #»q ||| is given by
| #»q ||| = |ki|
√
1 + cos2 αf − 2 cosαf cos 2θ ≈ 2k sin 2θ
2
. (2.15)
It is obvious that, depending on the kind of information which is of interest, the optimal
scattering geometry has to be used.
2.6.2. X-ray reflectivity from smooth surfaces
The following section briefly describes the theory of X-ray reflectivity measurements in terms of
optics at smooth interfaces. For a detailed description the reader is referred to [109].
One relevant parameter in an X-ray reflectivity measurement is the index of refraction n of
the sample. Under the assumption that N atoms per unit volume can be described by harmonic
oscillators with the respective resonance frequencies ωj the index of refraction can be expressed
as [109]
n2(r) = 1 +N
e2
ǫ0me
N∑
j=1
fi
ω2j − ω2 − 2iωηj
, (2.16)
where ω is the frequency of an electromagnetic wave propagating through the medium, e the
elementary charge, me the electron mass and ǫ0 the electrical field constant. The factors fi
denote the forced oscillation strength of each single atom and ηj are damping factors. The
oscillation strength fj is, in general, a complex number:
fj = f
0
j + f
′
j(ω) + if
′′
j (ω). (2.17)
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Dispersion and absorption corrections are taken into account by f ′j(ω) and f
′′
j (ω). If the oscil-
lation frequency of the electromagnetic wave field is much higher than optical frequencies and
far away from resonance frequencies of inner atomic shells, equation 2.16 simplifies to
n = 1− δ + iβ, (2.18)
with δ = λ
2
2π reρ being the dispersion, where re is the classical electron radius and ρ the electron
density, and the absorption β = λ4πµ, where µ represents the linear absorption coefficient.[2]
Scattering at smooth surfaces can be described by the Fresnel formulas1 which are given by
[110]
r =
ki,z − kt,z
ki,z + kt,z
,
t =
2ki,z
ki,z + ki,z
, (2.19)
where the index z denotes the z component of the corresponding wave vector.
Since the real part ℜ(n) is always smaller than one in matter, vacuum is the medium with
the higher optical density. The consequence is the occurrence of total external reflection. As the
incident angle of the X-rays gets smaller than the critical angle αc, the X-rays are totally reflected.
The value of the critical angle αc can be deduced from Snell’s law and it follows αc =
√
2δ.
For smaller angles αi < αc the wave field can no longer penetrate the sample and an evanes-
cence wave propagates parallel to the interface.
This wave field infiltrates the medium with a penetration depth [109]
Λ =
1
2kiℑ(αt) . (2.20)
As the incident angle tends to zero, the penetration depth gets independent of the wavelength
yielding Λ = 1√
4πreρ
.[109] For most materials, a penetration depth of Λ ≈50 Å exists which
shows that for very shallow angles the scattering mainly originates from the near surface region.
As the angle αi is increased, the penetration depth increases rapidly and is then only limited by
the absorption of the material.
The square of the transmission function |t|2 = T and reflection function |r|2 = RF (called the
Fresnel reflectivity) are depicted in figures 2.10 and 2.11. The incident angle αi is normalized by
the critical angle αc. The transmission function shows a maximum for αi = αc which originates
from a constructive interference of the reflected and transmitted waves increasing the intensity
by a factor of two.[109] As the angle αc is passed T tends to unity. This angle dependence of
the transmission coefficient may result in the observation of the so called Vineyard peak.[111]
1In case of X-rays the Fresnel formulas for p-polarized and s-polarized waves are practically the same. Hence, for
simplification only the s-polarized waves are considered.
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Figure 2.10 shows that the reflected signal RF = |r2| is unity as the incident angle is smaller
then αc and exhibits a strong decay as this angle is passed.
In case of stratified media with j layers where every layer has a different refractive index nj
multiple reflections occur at the interfaces. The electromagnetic waves interfere with each other
and a modulation of the reflected signal is observed. This can be described by the recursive
approach of Parratt [112]
Xj = Rj/Tj = exp(−2ikz,jzj)
rj,j+1 +Xj+1 exp(2ikz,j+1zj)
1 + rj,j+1Xj+1 exp(2ikz,j+1zj)
(2.21)
where Xj+1 denotes the ratio of Rj+1 and Tj+1 in the j-th layer. The Fresnel-coefficient rj,j+1 is
defined as
rj,j+1 =
kz,j − kz,j+1
kz,j + kz,j+1
(2.22)
with kz,j = k(n2j − cos2 αi)1/2 being the z-component in the j-th layer. The substrate is in general
much thicker than the penetration depth of the X-rays and no reflection from the substrate
occurs. This condition serves as a starting point for the recursion. The reflected intensity is thus
given as
Rj+1 =
1
tj+1,j
(
Tjrj+1,j exp(−i(kz,j+1 + kz,j)zj) +Rjexp(−i(kz,j+1 − kz,j)zj)
)
(2.23)
Tj+1 =
1
tj+1,j
(
Tj exp(i(kz,j+1 − kz,j)zj) +Rjrj+1,jexp(i(kz,j+1 + kz,j)zj)
)
(2.24)
with the Fresnel coefficient tj+1,j = 1 + rj+1,j.
Real interfaces are not perfectly smooth and offer always roughness. Due to this the specular
reflected intensity is damped compared to the Fresnel reflectivity. The interface of such a system
is no longer sharp and has to be replaced by a continuous variation of the laterally averaged
refractive index nj(z). If the variation between two media can be described by an error function
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profile new Fresnel-coefficients are obtained
r˜j,j+1 = rj,j+1 exp(−2kz,jkz,j+1σ2j ) (2.25)
t˜j,j+1 = rj,j+1 exp((kz,j − kz,j+1)2σ2j /2) (2.26)
where σ is root-mean-square (rms) roughness of the interface.
Figure 2.12 shows the calculated reflectivity of a single layer system. The figure also shows
the Fresnel reflectivity from the bare substrate. Due to the presence of the layer, oscillation
occur, the so called Kiessing fringes.[113] These fringes originate from interference of the X-
rays scattered at the interface.s The thickness of the layer can be deduced from the period of
the oscillation by l = 2π/∆qz where ∆qz is the difference of two subsequent minima. The figure
also shows the increased decay of the reflectivity induced by the roughness.
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Figure 2.12.: Calculated reflectivity of a silicon wafer covered by a 400 Å thick polystyrene layer for a
wavelength of 8 keV. Also the Fresnel reflectivity from a smooth silicon substrate without layer is shown.
In case of a stratified sample Kiessing fringes can be seen.
2.6.3. Diffraction experiments
The following section illustrates the grazing incidence diffraction (GID) technique which probes
the long range order of the sample’s interface under consideration. The scattering geometry
is described in chapter 2.6.1. Here, a general description of diffraction experiments is given
at first. Then the conditions of grazing incidence diffraction experiments are discussed more
closely. Furthermore, theoretical considerations important for scattering from two-dimensional
systems such as Langmuir layers are made.
Crystals are composed of a periodic arrangement of atoms or molecules. Therefore, a crystal
can be defined by a combination of a point lattice and a basis, which resides on the lattice points.
The unit cell of a crystal contents information on the structure and symmetry. It is completely
defined in three dimensions by the length of the translation vectors ai (i = 1, 2, 3) and the angles
α, β and γ between them. If these lattice vectors are chosen in a way, that the unit cell has the
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smallest possible volume this cell is called primitive. In three dimensions 14 Bravais lattices with
230 space groups describing the symmetry of the crystal structures exist. This number reduces
for a two-dimensional system to 5 Bravais lattices with 14 space groups.[114]
The point lattice of a crystal can be described by a set of translation vectors
#  »
Rn =
N∑
i=1
ni
#»ai, (2.27)
with n ∈ Z, the lattice vectors #»ai, and the dimension N of the periodic structure.[2]
The basis is described by the translation vectors #»a i and the position of the k constituents of
the basis in real space are given by
#»rn =
N∑
i=1
xi,j
#»ai, j = 1, .., k (2.28)
with xi,j 6= 1. This crystal lattice is further connected to an equivalent lattice in the recipro-
cal space via a Fourier transformation. The translation vectors of the reciprocal lattice can be
calculated from the lattice vectors via
b1 =
2π #»a 2 × #»a 3
VU
, (2.29)
b2 =
2π #»a 3 × #»a 1
VU
, (2.30)
b3 =
2π #»a 1 × #»a 2
VU
. (2.31)
VU denotes the volume of the unit cell. Thus, every point in the reciprocal lattice can be reached
by the vector
#»
Ghkl = (h
#»
b 1 + k
#»
b 2 + l
#»
b 3), h, k, l ∈ Z. (2.32)
In the framework of the first-order Born approximation, the scattering amplitude, which is
generated by the interaction of the X-rays with matter, can be described by [2]
A( #»q ) = −re
∫
V
ρ( #»r )ei
#»q · #»r d3r, (2.33)
where ρ( #»r ) describes the electron distribution in the media and re the classical electron radius.
By using #»r =
#  »
Rn +
#»rn +
#»r ′ to describe the position of every electron at the relative position
#»
r′
in the electronic shell of the atoms, it follows for the scattering amplitude of periodic structures
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A( #»q ) ∝ Fstr(~q) · G˜(~q) (2.34)
with
G˜( #»q ) =
N1∑
n1=0
N2∑
n2=0
N3∑
n3=0
e(i~q · ~Rn)
= SN1(~q · ~a1)SN2(~q · ~a2)SN3(~q · ~a3) (2.35)
and
Fstr(~q) =
N∑
j=i
fj(~q)e
(i~q · ~rn), (2.36)
fj(
#»q ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
ρ( #»r ′)ei
#»q · #»r ′d3 #»r ′. (2.37)
The scattering amplitude can be split into parts: the structure factor Fstr( #»q ) and the lattice sum
G˜( #»q ). The structure factor Fstr(~q) describes the scattering originating from each unit cell and
depends on the atoms in it. The summation is performed over all atoms N residing in the unit
cell. Further, the atomic form factor fj( #»q ) is included which represents the scattering amplitude
of a single atom and is defined as the Fourier transformation of the electron distribution ρ( #»r ′)
of the electron shell. However, this term might be altered if the X-ray energy is in the range of
an absorption edge. Then, the effect of the dispersion correction and resonant scattering has to
be taken into account. The lattice sum G˜ accounts for required phase factors and between the
scattered waves. This term only depends on the translation vectors defining the crystal lattice
and the wave vector transfer. By summing up this term, the interference functions SNi are
obtained. These functions have a maximum at the position | #»q | = 2πn| #»a i| and their width correlates
with the number of unit cells as
∆FWHM ≈ 1
Ni
, (2.38)
and, thus, with the size of the crystalline structure. As the size of the crystal tends to infinity
(Ni → ∞), the interference function transforms into a δ-distribution. A scattering signal can
only be observed if the conditions
#»q · #»a1 = 2πh, (2.39)
#»q · #»a2 = 2πk, (2.40)
#»q · #»a3 = 2πl, (2.41)
are fulfilled simultaneously. In this case the lattice sum G˜ has a maximum value. Using the
relation #»ai · #»b j = 2πδi,j it follows that this occurs if the wave vector transfer is equal to a
reciprocal lattice vector
#»q =
#»
G, (2.42)
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thus, resulting in a constructive interference of the scattered waves. This equation, also known
as the Laue condition, represents the scattering condition in the reciprocal space. An equivalent
equation to this is the Bragg condition
nλ = 2d sin(θ). (2.43)
Here denotes d the distance between two lattice planes in real space and θ the observed angular
position of the Bragg reflection. The order of the integer n is equal to the length of Ghkl divided
by the shortest reciprocal lattice vector parallel to Ghkl.
Hence, the total differential cross section dσdΩ , which is defined as the square of the scattering
amplitude per solid angle dΩ, is
(
dσ
dΩ
)
diffraction
= r20PL|Fstr|2MVUδ( #»q −
#»
Ghkl), (2.44)
for a diffraction experiment at a three-dimensional periodic structure. Here r0 denotes the
Thompson scattering length, P the polarization factor, L the Lorentz factor and M the number
of unit cells.[2] For small deviations from the scattering conditions, also scattered intensity can
be observed which is accounted by the Lorentz factor.
In case of a lower dimensional system, e.g. two-dimensions, the lattice sum can only converge
in two directions, and the total differential cross section changes to
(
dσ
dΩ
)
diffraction,2D
= r20P |Fhk|2NxNy
λ2
AU
1
sin 2θ
(
∆qz
ki
)
(2.45)
with a modified Lorentz factor which is in the case of powder diffraction given as
L = 1sin 2θ sin θ .[2]
As shown by equation (2.38) the widths of the diffraction maxima are influenced by the
number of unit cell and the size of the crystal, respectively. However, if the line broadening
is mainly due to size effects of the crystallites, their size can be estimated using the Scherrer
formula [115]
∆θFWHM =
K ·λ
l cos(2θ/2)
. (2.46)
The scattering angle of the observed peak is denoted as θ, the length of crystal is marked with
l and the full width at half maximum of the diffraction peak by ∆θFWHM. The constant K is
a factor which includes different contributions and can vary between 0.7 and 1.2.[116] For a
crystal with a cubic lattice the factor was calculated to 0.94.[117]
A two-dimensional system is a special case of a three-dimensional structure having only peri-
odicity in the q|| direction. For a two-dimensional array of point-like scatterers a so called Bragg
rod would develop at Ghk which is extended infinitely perpendicular to the lattice plane. In real
systems, atoms or molecules with finite extension are present and broad maxima are obtained
in the direction perpendicular to the restricted plane. These rods have no uniform intensity
distribution as the form factor of the unit cell induces a modulation of the intensity. This will be
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described later in more detail.
If the diffraction pattern of a single crystal is inspected, isolated maxima can be observed,
each of which corresponding to a single reciprocal lattice vector. If diffraction experiments are
performed on powder samples, this assignment changes showing a maximum in the scattered
intensity as the magnitude of the wave vector transfer is equal to the magnitude of a reciprocal
lattice vector. In powders, small crystals are present with the crystal axis orientated randomly.
The diffraction patterns for all possible orientations of a single crystal are obtained simultane-
ously. In two-dimensional powder samples, the crystallites are all oriented randomly in one
single plane. This is equivalent to a single crystal which is rotated in the plane around one
crystal axis.
2.6.4. Grazing incidence diffraction
In grazing incidence diffraction (GID) measurements, the incoming X-ray beam is adjusted to
hit the sample under a shallow angle αi,g. This angle is in the range of 60%-80% of the value
of the critical angle αc for total external reflection (see chapter 2.6.2). Thus, an evanescence
wave propagates along the interface. This wave has a penetration depth of roughly 50 Å and
therefore the wave is scattered predominantly from the interfacial region.[109] The direction of
the incident beam is fixed in experiments investigating Langmuir layers as the Bragg condition
is always fulfilled since the samples form two-dimensional powders at the interface. For these
measurements usually a position sensitive detector is employed. This detector is oriented per-
pendicular to the sample surface and is rotated by the angle 2θ around the sample. By using this
setup, a two-dimensional scattering map is obtained. This map has a lateral and vertical wave
vector transfer component. In case of lipids, information about the orientation can be obtained
from the Bragg rods.
The combined scattering amplitudes of a Langmuir film and forming crystals below are not
superimposed coherently, as the crystalline domains of the amphiphiles and crystals have a
random orientation with respect to each other. Thus, the different scattering signals can be
treated independently and the observed signal can be just described by a summation of the
scattered intensity.
In GID patterns the formation of the Vineyard peak can be observed. For shallow angles the
approximations which are made in the Born approximation are not valid anymore, as multiple
scattering has to be considered. Here the distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) has to be
used. If the diffusely scattered intensity is calculated one obtains [109]
I ≈ |ti(αi)|2F 2str( #»q )|tf (αf )|2. (2.47)
As the incident angle αi or the exit angle αf are close to the critical angle αc maxima are ob-
served. These maxima are caused by the transmission functions ti(αi) and ti(αf ) of the incoming
and outgoing X-ray beam. For GID scans the incident angle is kept fixed, thus, ti(αf ) reduces to
a constant and the transmission function ti(αi) leads to the observation of the Vineyard peak.
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2.6.5. The two-dimensional unit cell of a Langmuir layer
Langmuir monolayers at liquid interfaces form a two-dimensional periodic structure where every
lattice point hosts one amphiphilic molecule. The observed diffraction pattern originates from
the periodic arrangement of the tailgroups; no diffraction pattern from the headgroup itself has
been observed so far.[108] The structure factor Fstr( #»q ) bears the information on the composition
of the amphiphilic molecules and thus determines the intensity of the diffraction pattern. For
diffraction experiments on Langmuir layers usually only the lowest order peaks can be observed.
Anyhow, the two-dimensional structure can be extracted from the position of the out-of-plane
Bragg peaks by taking geometric considerations into account.
The structure factor (see equation (2.36)) can be separated in two parts
Fstr(
#»q ) =
∑
j
ei
# »q|| · #»r jf0j ( #»q )eiqzzj = Fp( #»q ||)Fmol(qz, q||), (2.48)
yielding the structure factor Fp( #»q ||) and the molecular form factor Fmol(qx, q||). Due to this, the
lattice structure and the alignment of the molecules in the unit cell can be regarded indepen-
dently for a Langmuir layer.
For a closely packed two-dimensional lattice, each molecule is surrounded by six neighboring
molecules. This limits the number of two-dimensional unit cells which can be formed. The
possible unit cells differ further in the number of lattice spacings dhk, which are directly related
to the wave vector transfer q|| via
dhk =
2π
q||
. (2.49)
The symmetry of the unit cell has an influence on the number of detectable Bragg reflections. A
sketch of an oblique unit cell, which has the lowest symmetry, is shown in figure 2.13. For this
lattice type, three different spacings can be observed. If the symmetry of the lattice increases
and the lattice spacings become equal, the unit cell changes to a (centered) rectangular geom-
etry with two degenerated lattice spacings and to a hexagonal one if all lattice spacings are
degenerated. 2 The rectangular, the oblique and hexagonal lattice are primitive ones, only the
centered rectangular is not primitive.
A sketch of the different lattice types is shown in figure 2.14. For the oblique lattice, the
low order reflections are the (0, 1),(0, 1¯) (first reflection), (1, 0),(1¯, 0) (second reflection) and
(1, 1¯),(1¯, 1) (third reflection) reflections. A centered rectangular and a rectangular lattice ex-
hibits two Bragg reflections, being the (11) (first reflection) and (02) (second reflection) reflec-
tion. For this type of lattice extinction occurs and only peaks with (k + h = 2n) are observ-
able. In the hexagonal lattice all spacings are degenerated and the first reflection is indexed as
(0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1¯), (1¯, 1), (1¯, 0), (0, 1¯).
The unit cell construction is normally carried out by constructing the reciprocal lattice via
equation 2.49. However, a consequence of the limited number of lattice types is the ability to
2The cubic lattice is not mentioned, but it is the fifth lattice type. Is is also a primitive lattice.
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Figure 2.13.: a) Primitive unit cell of an oblique lattice. The sketch shows the heights, sides, and angles
of the cell. b) Non-primitive unit cell of an orthorhombic lattice. Heights and sides are marked. The
picture was adapted from [105].
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Figure 2.14.: Scheme of two-dimensional unit cells. The sequence of the cells from left to right is as
followed: hexagonal, centered rectangular, rectangular, oblique.
calculate the parameters of the unit cell by the lowest order Bragg peak positions alone.
The heights of an oblique unit cell (see figure 2.13) can be calculated by equation 2.49 to
ha,b,ab =
2π
qa,b,ab||
, (2.50)
where the crystallographic convention is made qa|| ≤ qb|| ≤ qab|| . The important correlation for the
angles of an oblique lattice are
sinαD =
hab
b
=
hb
ab
, (2.51)
sin βD =
hab
a
=
ha
ab
, (2.52)
sin γD =
hb
a
=
ha
b
. (2.53)
The heights and sides are related by
ab =
ha
hab
a, (2.54)
b =
ha
hb
a, (2.55)
a =
ha
hb
b. (2.56)
by using equation eqs. (2.53) to (2.56) in combination with the law of cosines the angle γD can
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be calculated to
γD = arccos
[
hb
2ha
+
ha
2hb
− hahb
2h2ab
]
. (2.57)
Further are the angles between the vectors #»a and
#»
b connected by
γ = αD + βD = 180− γD. (2.58)
2.6.6. Intensity distribution along a single Bragg rod
In a two-dimensional crystal system, the appearance of a Bragg rod can observed. This Bragg
rod is a direct consequence of the finite crystalline size perpendicular to the crystal axis. As
molecules are placed on the point lattice a modulation of the rod occurs due to the form factor
of these molecules. The intensity distribution along the Bragg rod at the position q|| = Ghk is a
function of qz and is determined by the mentioned form factor as shown by the decomposition
in equation (2.48). Thus, an analysis of the intensity distribution along the Bragg rod yields
information on the structure of the unit cell.
The primitive unit cell resides one molecule which is titled with respect to the water phase by
an angle τ . The angle Ψ describes the angle between the projection of the tailgroup onto the
lattice plane and the lattice vector, see figure 2.15. If the tilt angle τ is zero, the maxima of the
Bragg peaks lie in the horizontal plane. As a tilt angle τ 6= 0 is realized, the maximum moves
out of this plane and has a qz 6= 0 component. Hence, the content of the unit cell does not
change the position of the Bragg peak with respect to q|| but changes the position with respect
to qz. It has to be noted that the peaks are not only shifting to a positive qzcell of position but
also a shift to negative qz position may occur. As a consequence, some peaks lie beneath the
horizontal scattering plane and can no longer be observed. For a hexagonal structure the (1, 1¯)
and (1¯, 1) reflections would remain in the horizontal plane as the hydrocarbon groups are titled.
The (0,1) and (1,0) reflections shift to a position with qz > 0 and the (0, 1¯) and (1¯, 0) reflections
to a position with qz < 0. A scheme showing the tilt of the alkyl chains towards the nearest
neighbor (NN) and next nearest neighbors (NNN) is shown in figure 2.16.
A coordinate system can be chosen where the hydrocarbon groups are not tilted. The tilt
direction is chosen to be along the qx axis. By this new coordinates q′z and q′|| can be obtained
which are connected to the laboratory system via [118]
#»q ′z = (qz cos τ − qx cos(π/2 − τ)) #»e ′z (2.59)
→ q′z = qz cos τ − qx sin τ (2.60)
#»q ′|| = (qx cos τ + qz cos(π/2− τ)) #»e ′x + qy #»e ′y (2.61)
→ q′|| =
√
q2y + (qx cos τ + qz sin τ)
2. (2.62)
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Figure 2.15.: Scheme of a two-dimensional lipid network. The lipids are titled by the angle τ from the
surface normal in the unit cell. The angle between the lattice vector and the projection m is denoted by
Ψ.
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Figure 2.16.: Scheme for the tilt along different directions.
By this, the components of the in-plane wave vector transfer can be calculated as
qx = Ghk cosΨ
∗
hk (2.63)
and
qy = Ghk sinΨ
∗
hk, (2.64)
respectively. The magnitude of the reciprocal lattice vector of the Bragg reflection is denoted
as Ghk and the angle between the reciprocal lattice vector and tilt direction as Ψ∗hk. If the tilt
direction of the chains is chosen as the reference point for the decomposition of the wave vector
transfer the derived components are valid independently of the chosen lattice.
The construction of the alkyl chain by a molecular model is too static as e.g. for phospholipids
a free rotator phase can be assumed, which introduces a degree of freedom.[119, 120] A better
model allowing rotation of the lipids around their longitudinal axis is the approximation of the
chain by a stiff cylinder.[118, 121, 122] The model assumes a free rotation of the lipid chain
which results in a smearing of the electron density over the shell of the cylinder. The diameter
of the cylinder can be estimated by the length of the CH2-CH2 bond distance of 1.54 Å and the
angle between the single CH2 groups which is 110◦, yielding a radius of 0.44 Å. The length L
of the cylinder can be calculated in a similar way under the assumption that the chain is in the
all-trans configuration using the number nCH2 of CH2 groups to L = (nCH +
9
8) · 1.265 Å. The
second term in the bracket takes into account the slightly longer methyl (CH3) group at the end
of the chain. The form factor can then be expressed as
Fmol(
#»q ) = f0( #»q )
∫
dV cos( #»q · #»r ), (2.65)
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where the integration is performed over the volume of the lipid chain. This form factor can be
further split into
S(q′z) =
∫ L/2
−L/2
dz cos(q′z · z) = 2
sin(12Lq
′
z)
q′z
, (2.66)
and
R( #»q ′xy) =
∫ 2π
0
dφ
∫ R
0
dr〈cos( #»q ′xy · #»r )〉2d = 2π
R · J1(R · q′||)
q′||
(2.67)
with J1 being the first order Bessel function. The prime indicates that the actual coordinate
system is titled by the angle τ with respect to the sample surface. Thus, the Bragg rod for a
given Bragg reflection is influenced by the tilt angle τ and the angle Ψ∗hk of the lipid chains.
By this, the intensity along a Bragg rod as a function of qz is given by
I(qz) = |Flipid|2 · |tf (qz)|2 ·A+ b. (2.68)
Here, A is a scaling amplitude which accounts for the fact, that neither the calculations nor the
measurements are performed using absolute intensities. The factor b is a constant background
and tf (qz) describes the transmission function which defines the Vineyard peak, see equation
2.47.
The tilt direction Ψ∗ in reciprocal space and the tilt angle τ can be computed if the qz and q||
values of the maxima are known. By using the relation qz = q|| cosΨ∗ tan τ a set of equations is
obtained for an oblique lattice [118, 123, 124]
qaz = q
a
|| cosΨ
∗
a tan τ, (2.69)
qbz = q
a
|| cosΨ
∗
a tan τ, (2.70)
qabz = q
ab
|| cosΨ
∗
ab tan τ, (2.71)
with the boundary condition qaz = q
b
z + q
ab
z .
For the angle Ψ∗b one obtains ( see [105])
Ψ∗b = arctan
(
1
sin γD
·
(
cos γD −
qaz q
b
||
qbzq
a
||
))
. (2.72)
By the combination of equation 2.69 and 2.70 the angle Ψ∗ab can be computed to
Ψ∗ab = arccos
(
qabz q
b
|| · cosΨ∗b
qbzq
ab
||
)
. (2.73)
Using the relation Ψ∗a = γ∗ + Ψ∗b all angles between the reciprocal lattice vectors are known
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along with the tilt direction. Finally the tilt angle τ can be calculated via
τ = arctan
(
qiz
qi|| · cosΨ∗i
)
, i = a, b, ab. (2.74)
The angles of the reciprocal lattice are linked to the angle of the tilt directions by
Ψb = Ψ
∗
a − π/2 (2.75)
Ψa = Ψb + γ = Ψ
∗
a − π/2 + γ (2.76)
Ψab = Ψb + αd = Ψa − βD. (2.77)
with γ = γD.
2.6.7. X-ray absorption spectroscopy
In the following section the X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) method will be outlined. So
far, X-ray techniques were discussed with the constrain for preservation of the value of the
X-ray energy (elastic scattering). The scattered intensity in these experiments was monitored
as function of the wave vector transfer. However, in XAS experiments the absorption coefficient
µ(E) is the quantity to be measured as a function of the X-ray energy. The technique is described
briefly and the interested reader is directed to the book of Koningsberger.[3]
The intensity of X-rays is attenuated when passing matter. This process is represented by the
law of Lambert-Beer [2]
I = I0 · e−µ(E)d. (2.78)
The intensity of the incoming X-ray beam with an energy E is denoted with I0, the energy de-
pended absorption coefficient is given by µ(E), the sample thickness by d and the transmitted
intensity by I. The absorption coefficient of a specific element shows a strong modulation if the
X-ray energy is in the range of the binding energy of core-electrons. The reason is a successful
removal of a core electron from the inner shell resulting in a sudden increase in the absorption,
the so called absorption edge. This energy dependent modulation of the absorption coefficient,
called the X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS), yields information on the physical and chem-
ical properties of the absorbing atom. Informations like the coordination number, oxidation
state, the distance and type of next neighbor atoms can be obtained on crystalline as well as on
amorphous or distorted structures. This technique is sensitive to the local environment of the
absorbing atom.[125]
If strongly bound core electrons from K and L shells are investigated which require X-ray
energies between 1 keV and 10 keV this technique is highly sensitive to bulk material as a strong
penetration depth exists in this energy range. Furthermore are these absorption edges well
separated and the signal of interest can be extracted because no overlap from other edges occur.
If the X-ray energy E of the incoming photons is larger than the binding energy Eb of the
core electron the photons excite a core electron to an unoccupied state. This process, called
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photoabsorption, is accompanied by other mechanisms such as elastic scattering (e.g. Thompson
scattering) and inelastic scattering (e.g. Compton scattering). Nevertheless, these processes can
be neglected for the used energies in the presented experiments. The scattering contributions
have only weak energy dependence and can be regarded as a constant background. So far
photoabsorption alone has to be accounted.
If the X-ray energy is far away from an absorption edge, the absorption coefficient can be
described by the Victoreen polynomial
µ(E) =
Z4ρ
A
(
C
E3
− D
E4
)
(2.79)
where Z is the atomic number of the element, ρ the particle density, A the atomic mass, C
and D element specific factors.[126] If the energy of the photons is smaller than the binding
energy of the core electrons, no excitation can occur. As the energy of the X-rays is equal to the
binding energy Eb the absorption suddenly increases as the electrons are now able to reach an
unoccupied state. Above this absorption edge the difference of the photon energy E and the
binding Energy Eb is carried away as kinetic energy Ekin by the photoelectron. The absorber
atom is afterwards in an excited state composed of an atom having a core hole. Because the
electron hole left behind belongs to a strongly bound state, the atom relaxes during a short
period of time. This can proceed by the emission of a photon which is called fluorescence or
by the radiation free emission of a weakly bound electron called Auger-Effect. This last process
is dominant at photon energies of the incoming beam lower than 1 keV and can therefore be
neglected for the experiments which will be presented.[2]
For samples which allow the transmission of the X-ray’s the experiments can be performed
by monitoring the incident X-ray intensity I0 and the transmitted intensity I. The absorption
coefficient is received by calculating the logarithm of the ratio of the intensities and by dividing
it by the sample thickness d
µ(E) = ln
(
I
I0
)
/d. (2.80)
Many experiments and also the experiments presented herein do not allow this geometry. In
E
1 E2
backscatterer
photoelectron wave
absorbing atom
r j
destructive constructive
Interference
Figure 2.17.: Sketch of a destructive and constructive interference of a photoelectron wave after
backscattering from the neighboring atoms. The sketch was adapted from [127].
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order to achieve surface sensitivity the samples were illuminated in the total external reflection
mode. The X-rays hit the sample under a grazing angle which is smaller than the angle of total
external reflection. Thus, the penetration depth is lowered to approximately 50 Å. This sample
geometry allows one to monitor two different signals which give information on the absorption
coefficient. The first one is the totally reflected beam. If the energy is increased to the energy
of the absorption edge, the intensity of the reflected beam decreases due to absorption. The
second signal, which can be used is the fluorescence emission. The advantage of this signal is
that no smooth surface is needed. The absorption coefficient is determined by the ratio of the
fluorescence and the incident intensity
µ(E) ∝ If
I
. (2.81)
As mentioned in the beginning of this section the modulation in the absorption edge depends
strongly on the local environment of the absorbing atom. This can be understood by quantum
mechanical interference effects. If an atom is excited a photoelectron with the impulse p is
emitted, which can be described by a spherical wave with the wavelength (λ = h/p), where h
is the Planck constant, see figure 2.17. This spherical wave is scattered back to the emitting
atom along different scattering paths by the surrounding atoms. During this process, the pho-
toelectron suffers a phase shift. The backscattered wave interferes with the spherical wave of
the photoelectron as a function of the photoelectron wavelength and the surrounding geometry.
By this, the probability for photoabsorption is modified and, thus, the absorption coefficient is
modulated.
The absorption edge can be divided into two parts, the so called X-ray absorption near edge
structure (XANES) and the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS). Figure 2.18 de-
picts the absorption K-edge of goethite. The XANES and EXAFS region are sketched for clarity.
The boundary between these regions is usually chosen to be approximately 40 eV above the
absorption edge. The segmentation is reasonable because the regions differ in the analysis pro-
cedure and in the information which can be gained. In the XANES region the photoelectron is
subject to strong interaction with the surrounding which results in multiple scattering. Due to
this, an analytical calculation is difficult because not all effects which modulate the structure of
the absorption edge can be described successfully.[125] Often, XANES spectra are simulated by
ab-initio calculations, which rely on multiple scattering approaches e.g. FEFF, and are compared
to the measured data.[125] Other approaches for data analysis use experimentally obtained ref-
erence spectra or combination of references which are fitted to the spectra. By this, information
on the radial distribution of the neighboring atoms, interatomic distances or the electronic struc-
ture like the oxidation state can be deduced.
For some elements, a so called pre-peak can be observed at energies which are below the
energy of the absorption edge. Such pre-peaks originate by a transition of a core-electron into
a weakly bounded state. The pre-peak gives information on the oxidation state and the coordi-
nation to the next neighborhood. In the energy range of the absorption edge such transitions to
unoccupied states are also possible. If the density of these states is bigger than the density of
the unbound states the height of the absorption edge can be enhanced further.
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Figure 2.18.: Experimentally obtained absorption spectrum µ(E) of iron K-edge in goethite. The onset of
the absorption edge can clearly be seen at 7.112 keV. The spectrum is divided into two parts the XANES
and the EXAFS region.
A change in the charge distribution around the absorbing atom has an impact on the position
of the absorption edge. If, for example, the oxidation state of the central atom changes the
position of the absorption edge shifts. The lack of a valence electron decreases the screening
of the core potential thus increasing the binding strength of the core-electron and with this the
absorption edge shifts to higher energies.[125]
In the EXAFS region, photoelectrons with a higher kinetic energy are generated which are not
subject to strong interactions with the surrounding atomic potentials. A theoretical treatment
is possible as only single scattering events have to be considered. As a result, only information
on the geometrical properties around the absorbing atoms can be obtained. The oscillatory part
χ(E) of the absorption coefficient µ(E) is extracted by subtracting the absorption coefficient
µ0(E) of an isolated atom and is normalized by this
χ(E) =
µ(E)− µ0(E)
µ0(E)
. (2.82)
Here, an isolated atom is to be understood as an atom in the same electronic environment which
is not influenced by the back scattered photoelectron wave. Based on the difficulty to calculate
µ0(E) , this absorption coefficient is mostly approximated by a spline or polynomial µb. This
approximated absorption coefficient µb(E) is subtracted and the data is normalized by a value
of the absorption coefficient µ(E) at a constant energy Ei.[125] Furthermore, the energy range
is normally converted to the wave number k of the photoelectron: k=
√
2m0(E−E0)
~2
.
A semi-phenomenological expression for the EXAFS oscillation at the K-edge is given by [127–
129]
χ(k) =
m0
2π~2k2
∑
i
Nis
2
0
ti(2k)
R2i
e−2k
2σ2i e−2Ri/λ(k) sin(2kri + δi(k)). (2.83)
The summation is performed over all neighboring atoms in the same coordination shell with the
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Figure 2.19.: The Fourier transformed χ(R) of the EXAFS oscillations. The χ(k) is shown in the inset.
The data was extracted from the spectrum of goethite shown in figure 2.18.
mean distance Ri to the absorbing atom. The backscattering amplitude is denoted by ti(2k) and
the lifetime of a photoelectron by e−2Ri/λ(k) with the energy dependent mean free path λ(k). The
coefficient σ accounts for structural and thermal disorder and Ni describes the number of the
same atoms in the coordination shell. The factor s20 accounts for the reduction in the oscillations
due to many-body effects. For a calculation of χ(k), the backscattering amplitude ti(2k), the
mean free path λ(k), and the phase shift δi(k), which is experienced by the photoelectron wave
due to the potential of the absorbing atom and the backscattering at the neighboring atoms,
must be known. Because χ(k) depend on λ(k) and R2i only the local environment up to a
distance of approximately 10 Å can be investigated.[125]
As a result every coordination shell generates a frequency in the EXAFS signal which depends
on its distance. In order to get information about the distances of the coordination shells, the
k-weighted EXAFS signal is Fourier transformed:
χ(R) = FT(χ(k)) =
1√
2π
∫ kmax
kmin
knχ(k)e2ikRdk. (2.84)
The applied power of the k value depends on the atomic number and varies between one and
three. The χ(R) of the goethite sample is shown in figure 2.19. The result is a radial distribution
of atoms from which the distances of the coordination shells can be extracted after performing
a phase correction.
The EXAFS signal gives information on the distances of the coordination shells, the disorder
around the absorbing atom, and coordination number Ni.
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In the framework of this thesis, experiments were performed at different synchrotron radiation
facilities and experimental end-stations. In this chapter, these end-stations will be specified. A
description of the sample system and data handling will be given. The chapter starts with the
characterization of the sample system and will carry on with the requirements needed for the
investigation of liquid interfaces in general. The different end-stations will be sketched briefly
in the following. This chapter ends with a description of the general data handling.
3.1. Sample system
The sample system, which is utilized, consists of a pure water or an aqueous solution containing
either iron chloride salts or nanoparticles with different concentrations. On top of the aqueous
surface different Langmuir layers were placed in order to influence interfacial properties. A
sketch of the sample system is shown in figure 3.1. As described in chapter 2.4 the formation of
insoluble precipitates is induced by a change in the pH value of the solution. As a part of this
study aims for the investigation of the growth of inorganic thin films at the liquid air interface,
the interfacial pH value was controlled in the regarding experiments using gaseous ammonia.
For this purpose, vials containing ammonia solution were placed inside the sample trough in
order to generate an ammonia containing atmosphere. The ammonia diffuses first into the air
volume in the sample cell and then, into the interfacial region of the sample.
Langmuir
mono
layer
NH3
subphase
Figure 3.1.: Sketch of the investigated sample system. On top of the iron salt containing subphase
(yellow) the Langmuir monolayer is spread. Small particles start to nucleate as ammonia diffuses from
the gas phase into the interfacial region.
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Figure 3.2.: Sketch of a typically used sample cell. The sample cell contains a Langmuir trough and
a Wilhelmy balance. The surface pressure is adjusted by controlling the surface area via a computer
controlled surface barrier. Vials with an ammonia solution were distributed around the trough.
3.2. General setup
For the experiments, a Langmuir trough made of teflon (PTFE) equipped with a Wilhelmy bal-
ance and a computer controlled surface barrier was used. A sketch of a typically used sample
cell is shown in figure 3.2. The surface pressure of the sample system can be altered by adjust-
ing the geometrical area of the trough. For this, the surface barrier is moved to decrease the
accessible area for the amphiphiles. The single amphiphiles were pushed closer together, thus,
increasing the surface pressure. In the trough itself the aqueous subphase is filled. This assembly
is enclosed by a sample cell providing a controllable air phase above the sample. The sample
cell possesses windows made of kapton which can be passed by the X-rays with a low amount
of absorption. Air scattering was reduced by flushing the cell with helium. This setup also al-
lowed to generate an ammonia containing atmosphere above the sample surface in a controlled
way. The extrusion of air was monitored by an oxygen sensor and the ammonia content was
measured by diffusion tubes (ISO 9001, Dräger). Because the concentrations of ammonia were
only in the ppm regime no suitable electronic device which is sensitive to the concentrations and
small enough to be mounted on the inside of the cell, could be found.
As already mentioned in chapter 2.6, the experiments had to be performed under a grazing
angle for the incoming X-rays in order to achieve surface sensitivity.[130, 131] For fluid sam-
ples, the beam has to be bent down on the sample surface, which makes the use of additional
optical elements necessary. A sketch of a typical beamline setup is shown in figure 3.3. The
beamlines used for the experiments were equipped with deflection stages for beam tilting or
have specialized monochromators capable of changing the incident angle. For XAS and GID
measurements, a constant incident angle is utilized, whereas for XRR measurements the angle
has to be changed continuously in order to fulfill the condition for specular reflection.
For detecting the X-rays, point detectors, one dimensionally sensitive detectors (PSD) and
fluorescence detectors were employed in the different experiments. The point detectors were
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Figure 3.3.: Sketch of a typical experimental setup used for the experiments, showing the most important
components.
used for reflectivity measurements where the resolution is defined by a slit system in front of
the detector and the size of the X-ray beam. The GID measurements took advantage of a PSD
detector in combination with a soller slit. Depending on the orientation of the soller slit, the
resolution along a distinct direction is enhanced. The loss of intensity for a soller slit is much
smaller than for a single slit. This makes it favorable for GID experiments in order to detect also
scattering contributions with weak intensity. Energy dispersive detectors were used in the XAS
experiments to measure the fluorescence signal emitted by the sample.
3.3. Beamline BW1, DORIS III
XRR and GID measurements were performed at the beamline BW1 of the synchrotron light
source DORIS III, HASYLAB, Hamburg. In the experimental hutch, a liquid surface diffractome-
ter with a custom made Langmuir trough is available. The white beam emitted by a wiggler
is monochromized by a beryllium crystal which is also responsible for adjusting the incident
angle.[132] The beamline utilizes an X-ray energy of 9.51 keV or a wavelength of λ= 1.297 Å,
respectively. The size of the incident X-ray beam was adjusted by a slit system to a size of (0.2 x
2 ) mm2 (v × h). For the GID experiments the incident angle of the X-ray beam was adjusted to
0.1◦ which is 85 % of the critical angle of water. A typical XRR experiment was performed up
to a wave vector transfer of qz = 0.8 Å
−1
. GID measurements were performed in the angular
regime of 2θ = 15◦ to 2θ = 20◦ in order to detect the scattering reflection from Langmuir layers.
This range was extended when scattering signals from crystalline minerals were sought.
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3.4. Beamline A1, DORIS III
At the beamline A1 of the synchrotron radiation source DORIS III, HASYLAB, Hamburg, XAFS
experiments were performed. The beamline uses X-rays emitted by a bending magnet with
accessible X-ray energies from 2.4 keV up to 8.3 keV by using a silicon (111) double crystal
monochromator.[133] Furthermore, the beamline is equipped with a toroidal mirror to focus the
incident beam. In fact, the beamline is not designed for probing liquid samples and an additional
mirror for manipulating the X-ray beam had to be mounted. The incident angle was adjusted
to 0.1◦ by a silicon mirror of 20 cm length using total external reflection for deflection of the
primary beam. A KSV mini trough along with a sample cell was installed into the experimental
end-station. In these experiments, an energy dispersive X-ray detector was used in order to
observe the fluorescence signal emitted by the sample. The size of the incident X-ray beam was
defined by a slit system to a size of (0.8 x 3 ) mm2 (v × h). The energy range from 7.05 keV
to 7.21 keV was scanned for XANES spectra. For EXAFS measurements, the energy range was
extended from 6.9 keV up to 7.6 keV. For each sample several scans were recorded which were
summed up afterwards.
3.5. Beamline ID10B, ESRF
Experiments were further performed at the beamline ID10B of the European synchrotron radi-
ation facility (ESRF), Grenoble, France. The end-station is designed for surface diffraction on
liquid and solid interfaces.[134] The beamline is capable of performing GID, XRR and grazing
incidence small angle X-ray scattering (GiSAXS) experiments. The energy of the incoming X-rays
can be changed between 8 keV to 22 keV using diamond crystal monochromators. The beam-
line is equipped with a deflection mirror made of a germanium crystal for tilting the X-ray beam.
The XRR and GID experiments were performed using an energy of 22 keV with a beam size of
(0.025 x 0.6 ) mm2 (v × h). For the GID experiments, an incident angle of 0.045◦ was used. The
custom made Langmuir trough of the beamline ID10B was used during the experiments. The
X-ray reflectivity measurements were performed up to a wave vector transfer of qz=0.8 Å
−1
and
the GID experiments were performed in the angular regime from 2θ = 7◦ to 2θ = 9◦.
3.6. Beamline BL9, DELTA
The beamline BL9 is located at the synchrotron radiation source DELTA, Dortmund, using syn-
chrotron radiation emitted from a superconducting asymmetric wiggler.[135] At the experimen-
tal end-station, GID experiments on the solution-air interface were performed. The beamline is
equipped with a silicon (311) double crystal monochromator providing an energy range from 5
keV up to 30 keV. For measurements at liquid interfaces, an additional silicon mirror is mounted
into the beam path utilizing total external reflection for the beam deflection. The experiments
were carried out using a two-dimensional MAR345 detector with a sample to detector distance
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of 350 mm.[136] An X-ray energy of 13 keV was used for the GID experiments. The incident an-
gle of the X-ray beam was fixed to 0.076◦ and a beam size of (0.2 x 2 ) mm2 (v × h) was chosen.
A sample cell containing a KSV mini trough was installed to the experimental end-station. An
angular regime from 2θ = 2◦ to 2θ = 30◦ was accessible by these experimental conditions.
3.7. Beamline BL8, DELTA
At the beamline BL8 of the synchrotron radiation source DELTA, Dortmund, XAS experiments
were performed. The beamline uses the synchrotron radiation emitted by the same supercon-
ducting wiggler as beamline BL9. The beamline is equipped with different monochromator
crystals allowing an accessible energy range from 1 keV up to 30 keV. Because the iron K-edge
onset lies at an energy of 7.112 keV, the Si(111) double crystal monochromator was used. The
beam was bent down by a mirror. The X-ray beam was adjusted to hit the sample under an
angle of 0.1◦. The size of the incident X-ray beam was defined by slits to a size of (1 x 3 ) mm2
(v × h). The energy range from 7.05 keV to 7.21 keV was scanned for XANES spectra. EXAFS
measurements were performed in the energy range of 6.9 keV to 7.6 keV.
3.8. Laboratory diffractometer D8
Two different laboratory diffractometers D8 Advanced built by Bruker AXS were employed dur-
ing the experiments. The diffractometers are differing in optical components and available
detectors. Both diffractometers use the radiation emitted by a copper anode resulting in an X-
ray wavelength of λ= 1.54 Å. Whereas one diffractometer is optimized for XRR measurements
the other one is optimal for diffraction experiments.
The XRR setup utilizes a Göbel mirror for beam monochromatization and parallelization.
The beam is further defined by a slit system to a spot size of (0.1 x 10 ) mm2 (v × h). The
diffractometer is equipped with a single point detector with an vertical opening of 0.2 mm.
The second diffractometer utilizes a so called “Montel Optic“ focusing the X-rays horizontally
and vertically to a single spot. The beam size is defined by a slit system to an area of (1 x
1 ) mm2 (v × h) and the scattered intensity is monitored by a PSD detector.
3.9. Sample system and preparation
Liquid solutions were prepared by using ultra pure water (ρ =18.2 Ω/m, specific resistivity)
right before the measurements. The Langmuir trough was cleaned with chloroform and ultra
pure water in order to remove organic and water soluble deposits. A small stripe of filter paper
was used as Wilhelmy plate. For every sample a new stripe was prepared. In the following,
the balance was calibrated and amphiphilic molecules dissolved in chloroform were spread by
gently dropping the solution with a syringe over the subphase. The sample cell was closed and
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Figure 3.4.: Sketch of an electron density originating from a Langmuir layer on a subphase. Region I
denotes the subphase containing different ions. The headgroup of the Langmuir layer is present in region
II whereas the alkyl group is in region III.
the films were left for 20 minutes to allow evaporation of chloroform. Afterwards, the films were
compressed to the target pressure by using a surface barrier speed of 4 mm/min. After the initial
state was monitored, the sample cell was opened and 4 vials with a 3 wt% ammonia solution
were placed inside to trigger the formation process. These vials were equally distributed in the
sample cell around the Langmuir trough and the sample cell was sealed again. The ammonia
diffused from the gas phase into the interfacial region thus increasing the pH value. By this, the
precipitation reaction was induced in the interfacial region.
It has to be mentioned that a critical point in these experiments is the determination of the
surface pressure. As solid material forms at the interface, the surface pressure has to be reviewed
with precaution. Under this condition not only the surface pressure has an influence on the
balance also the solid material exerting an additional weight due to gravitational forces might
virtually increase the value recorded by the balance.
3.10. Data handling
The analysis of the obtained data is similar throughout the thesis. Therefore, a short description
of the general data handling will be given here.
XRR data For measurements at the laboratory diffractometer and the beamline ID10B the
diffusely scattered background was obtained by tilting the detector by 0.1◦ from the specular
condition and recording the longitudinal diffusely scattered intensity. This scan was afterwards
subtracted from the XRR data. All reflectivity curves which will be shown in this thesis are
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water carbon (graphite) iron gold
formula H2O (T = 0◦) C Fe Au
density [g/cm−3] 0.998 2.26 7.874 19.32
dispersion δ · 106 4.55 5.06 16.75 33.36
absorption β · 106 3.72 · 10−4 5.57 · 10−3 1.59 2.65
Table 3.1.: Constants of different materials at an X-ray energy of 9.5 keV. The dispersion and absorption
values were calculated via [137]
normalized by the Fresnel reflectivity. By this, the strong decay in the intensity is accounted
for and also slight changes in the obtained data are visible. For the analysis of the XRR data,
the recursive Parratt algorithm along with the effective density model to account for interfacial
roughness was used.[109, 112] For Langmuir layers, it is sufficient to use a model consisting
of two layers. Thereby one layer represents the headgroup and the other one the tailgroup. A
sketch of the electron density profile, originating from a Langmuir monolayer, is shown in figure
3.4. If the data showed the growth of a layer at the interface, additional layers were added. The
absorption and dispersion values of different elements are given in table 3.1. It can be seen that
for water or carbon the absorption is low. This changes for metals with a large atomic number
Z. Thus, the absorption is in the same regime as the dispersion and can no longer neglected. In
a first step the layer thickness and dispersion of the layers were adjusted. This was necessary as
the dispersion is a function of the electron density at the interface and the value is proportional
to the amount of adsorbed material. The formation of a not fully closed layer results in an
effective decrease of the layer dispersion. After these factors were adjusted, the roughness and
the absorption parameters of the layer system were optimized.
GID data The GID patterns were collected by a PSD which was oriented perpendicular to
the scan direction. By this, two dimensional scattering patterns were obtained. The data was
summed up along the vertical scattering direction yielding one dimensional scattering curves as
function of the lateral wave vector transfer q||. The data was corrected for the background by
using an area of the two dimensional map where no reflection was observed. For some cases,
this was not possible. Here, a polynomial was fitted to the data and was subtracted afterwards.
All diffraction patterns were normalized by the intensity of the incoming X-rays. For a qual-
itative analysis, Voigt profiles were fitted to the Bragg reflections. Voigt profiles are obtained
by a convolution of a Gaussian function and a Lorentzian function. In X-ray scattering experi-
ments, peak broadening has different origins. Broadening due to experimental resolution has
a Gaussian character whereas peak broadening due to crystalline size effects has a Lorentzian
shape.[138] By applying this function, peak broadening due to the experimental resolution and
size effects can be considered. For the Voigt profile, no analytical expression exists which made
the use of numerical approximations necessary.[139] At the beginning of the experiments, the
primary beam was scanned in the direction parallel to the interface and a Gaussian function was
fitted to it in order to estimate peak broadening due to resolution. This width was used for the
Voigt profiles in the data analysis throughout one experimental run. By this, only the width of
the Lorentzian part had to be adjusted.
From the lateral position q|| the distance of the lattice planes dhk can be calculated via equation
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lattice type hexagonal centered rectangular oblique
unit cell size Axy a2 sin(2π3 ) a · b a · b sin γd
molecules per unit cell 1 2 1
area per molecule A0 Axy Axy/2 Axy
lattice constant a 4π√
3
d
√
d2
11¯
· b2
d2
11¯
−b2 d10
lattice constant b 2 · d02 d01
Table 3.2.: Formulas used to calculate the unit cell size and molecular areas of the amphiphiles.
(2.49). If these d-spacings are known the lattice constants and unit cell area can be calculated.
The formulas for the relevant lattice types are summarized in table 3.2.
A two dimensional diffraction pattern of a DPPC monolayer is shown in figure 3.5a. Figure
3.5b shows the summarized profile along the qz direction as function of the lateral wave vector
transfer q||. At the maxima of the lateral diffraction profile, the Bragg rods were extracted, which
are depicted in figure 3.5c and 3.5d. The positions of the diffraction maxima were determined
yielding a position of q|| = 1.453 Å
−1
and qz = 0.533 Å
−1
for the first reflection and a position of
q|| = 1.503 Å
−1
and qz = 0 Å
−1
for the second reflection. By using equations (2.57),(2.72) and
(2.74) the tilt angle can be deduced to be 23.16◦ with respect to the surface normal. Afterwards,
the Bragg rods were simulated using equations (2.67) and (2.67). These were than compared
to the experimental data. Such simulated Bragg rods are also drawn in figure 3.5c and 3.5d.
It has to be mentioned that for oblique or rectangular lattices in some cases the position
of maximum intensity of the first Bragg rod was close to qz = 0. In such a case, no reliable
determination of the position was possible due to the shading of the sample and an overlap by
the Vineyard peak, see figure 3.6. In these cases no valid statement about the tilt angle could be
made.
Because Langmuir layers are sensitive to radiation damage the Langmuir trough was trans-
lated vertically during the measurement. By this the X-ray exposure of the surface was dis-
tributed over a bigger area and the risk for beam damage was reduced.
XAFS data The XAS data was analyzed by the usage of the program package ATHENA.[140]
With the aid of this program, the background contributions were subtracted and the EXAFS
data was further analyzed by performing a Fourier transformation. A k value of 2 was used as
weight for data evaluation throughout the analysis. The phase shift correction implemented in
ATHENA was not used as it can only account for phase pure materials. Analysis of the coordi-
nation shell composition and distribution for non crystalline samples was performed with the
program package ARTEMIS.[140] First, the s20 was determined by analyzing a magnetite refer-
ence sample. Afterwards, a model composed of one or two coordination shells was fitted. By
this, the distance and the number of atoms in the coordination shell could be determined.
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Figure 3.5.: Diffraction patterns of a DPPC monolayer compressed to a surface pressure Π =40 mN/m
in the presence of ammonia. a) Contour plot of the two dimensional diffraction pattern. b) Diffraction
pattern summarized along the qz direction. c) extracted Bragg rod at the q|| = 1.453 Å
−1
c) extracted
Bragg rod at the q|| = 1.503 Å
−1
.
Figure 3.6.: Schematic drawing of Bragg rods along the qz direction. The maximum of the rod is at
different qz positions. Because of the shading by the sample only half of the curve can be seen rendering
problems to determine the position reliably.
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4. Influence of the pH value on monolayer
films
In the following chapter the results of a study on the influence of ammonia on different Langmuir
layers is reported. It is known that the structure of Langmuir layers is influenced by the pH value
of the subphase.[141, 142] Therefore, the structural changes appearing in an already assembled
monolayer upon the change of the subphase pH value were investigated systematically. The aim
of this study was to gain knowledge on the structural changes induced by ammonia diffusing
from the gas phase into the interfacial region. Thus, the observations reported herein serve as
groundwork for the investigation on iron salt solutions presented in chapter 5.
The amphiphiles which were examined can be divided in different classes which differ in the
interaction between the amphiphilic molecules. The lateral structure of polysiloxane layers is
determined by the covalent bond which is formed between the single monomers. Thus, highly
stable membranes can be formed. The other class is composed of amphiphiles whose interaction
is only determined by van der Waals forces and electrostatic interactions, e.g. stearic acid.
4.1. The network structure of polysiloxane membranes
The lateral structure of membranes formed by polysiloxane networks was investigated for dif-
ferent pH values of the subphase and furthermore as a function of ammonia present in the gas
phase. Deposition of octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) monomers at the liquid-air interface in-
duces the formation of the two-dimensional network with pronounced viscoelastic properties
resulting in an increased stability against deformation. Such networks can undergo elastic con-
tortion exerted by external forces. These membranes are used as model systems for membranes
[143], as directing templates for nanoparticle aggregation [144–146] and as wall material for
capsules.[147, 148] The structure of such a molecule is similar to amphiphiles like fatty acids
which can be described by a hydrophobic tailgroup and a hydrophilic headgroup. The OTS
molecules polymerize by the condensation of the silane headgroups under the separation of
hydrochloric acid (HCl). The reaction pathway is shown in figure 4.1. Since this process can
only proceed in the presence of water, membranes can be formed e.g. at the water/air or wa-
ter/oil interface. Polysiloxane networks are the subject of different investigations, in which their
properties at different interfaces were explored.[148, 149] Such membranes are semipermeable,
exhibit special rubber-elastic properties and have controllable pore size.[150–152]
The kinetics of the condensation reaction of the silane network is known to depend on the pH
value of the water subphase.[153–157] Furthermore ammonia (NH3) can disturb the network
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Figure 4.1.: a) Hydrolysis reaction of the OTS monomers. b) Condensation reaction of the OTS
monomers.
structure by breaking SiO bonds.[158] In order to investigate if the homogeneity of the lateral
structure is influenced by the pH value, X-ray scattering experiments on polysiloxane networks
at the water-air interface were performed at the beamline BW1, DORIS III,Hamburg, Germany.
To this end polysiloxane membranes were prepared on subphases with different pH value. In the
case of acidic (pH = 3 ) and neutral (pH = 7 ) subphases ammonia was added afterwards in or-
der to investigate if a subsequent manipulation could be achieved. For the alkaline water phase
(pH = 12 ) polysiloxane networks were prepared on solutions of sodium hydroxide (NaOH). All
measurements were performed with a constant surface pressure of Π = 20 mN/m.
The investigations on the pH dependence of the lateral homogeneity of polysiloxane networks
were performed within the collaboration with the group of Prof. Metin Tolan (TU-Dortmund)
and Prof. Heinz Rehage (TU-Dortmund). Part of the presented results were published as: D.
C. Florian Wieland, Patrick Degen, Michael Paulus, Martin A. Schroer, Heinz Rehage and Metin
Tolan (2011). Manipulating thin polymer films by changing the pH value. Journal of Applied
Physics 110:102221-102224.
In the first part of this chapter the influence of ammonia on polysiloxane networks prepared on
a water subphase with a pH value of 7 is presented. The adjacent section deals with the influence
of acidic subphases (pH = 3 ) on the lateral polysiloxane network structure. Subsequent the
investigation on alkaline solution is discussed. The chapter ends with a summary of the results.
4.1.1. Experimental Data
The GID data integrated along the qz direction of an OTS layer on a neutral water subphase
(pH = 7 ) are shown in figure 4.2 as a function of the wave vector transfer parallel to the water
surface. The data was collected before and after the addition of ammonia.
OTS monomers form a monolayer with a hexagonal unit cell indicated by the presence of one
Bragg reflection at q|| = 1.540 Å
−1
. The intensity of this Bragg reflection increases by a factor
of 9 after ammonia is added to the gas phase. The scans were refined using a Voigt function.
The obtained parameters are shown in table 4.1. The position of the Bragg reflection and the
width of the Voigt function keep constant within the error-bars indicating no change of the size
of the unit cell. The domain size of the polycrystalline film is 91 Å and the lattice constant is
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Figure 4.2.: GID scans of an OTS monolayer on a water subphase with a pH value of 7; native state
(black), after the addition of ammonia (red). The refinements to the data are shown as solid lines.
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Figure 4.3.: Left: XRR data of an OTS layer on a water subphase with a pH value of 7 (circles) and
refinement (lines) normalized by Fresnel-reflectivity RF. For a better visibility the curves are shifted by
a factor of 10 against each other. Right: Electron density profiles obtained by the refinement of the
reflectivity data.
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without NH3 with NH3
FWHM [Å−1] 0.09 ± 0.02 0.085 ± 0.006
domain size [Å] 91 ± 22 96 ± 6
q|| [Å−1] 1.540 ± 0.005 1.535 ± 0.005
lattice constant a[Å] 4.70 ± 0.04 4.72 ± 0.04
Inorm [a.u.] 1.00 ± 0.12 8.84 ± 0.06
Table 4.1.: Parameters of the Voigt function fitted to the GID scans recorded on OTS membranes on
neutral water subphases, full width of half maximum (FWHM), lateral position of the reflection q||,
intensity Inorm of the peak normalized to the maximum of the first measurement without ammonia.
a=4.71 Å. From this it can be concluded that the increased intensity is due to enrichment of
scattering material in the illuminated area.
The XRR curves normalized by the Fresnel reflectivity are shown in figure 4.3. The polysilox-
ane monolayer was refined a model consisting of two layers, whereat the first layer represents
the headgroup and the second layer the tailgroup of the molecule. The electron density profiles
obtained by the refinement procedure are shown in figure 4.3. The overall electron density of
the Langmuir layer increases in the presence of ammonia but the initial structure is preserved.
The behavior of the polysiloxane network was further investigated on acidic solutions with a
pH value of 3 Hydrochloric acid was used to adjust the pH value of the water subphase. After
the polysiloxane membrane was formed and characterized by GID experiments ammonia was
added to the gas phase above the sample. The evolution of the system was then monitored until
stable conditions were reached. The two-dimensional scattering maps of the OTS film after
deposition and in the presence of ammonia are shown in figure 4.4 together with integrated
scattering curves along the vertical scattering direction qz.
The polysiloxane network deposited on the acidic subphase exhibits a Bragg rod with a curved
shape indicating tilted tailgroups. Since the intensity distribution along the arc shaped rod
exhibits no maximum it can be concluded that different tilt angles are present in this phase. The
lateral position of the Bragg reflection is shifted to a smaller q-value of q|| = 1.506 Å
−1
compared
to the position of a neutral water subphase at q|| = 1.540 Å
−1
. This reveals that the membrane
has a larger unit cell constant of (4.81 ± 0.04 )Å.
Figures 4.4b-c show the Bragg reflection of the polysiloxane membrane for different times
after the addition of ammonia. Directly after the addition of ammonia the intensity of the Bragg
t = 33 min t = 100 min t = 157 min t = 212 min
domain size [Å] 298 ± 20 103 ± 12 88 ± 13 100 ± 23
FWHM [Å−1] 0.027 ± 0.002 0.078 ± 0.006 0,092 ± 0.003 0.081 ± 0.008
q|| [Å−1] 1.506 ± 0.005 1.550 ± 0.005 1.555 ± 0.005 1.545 ± 0.005
a [Å] 4.81 ± 0.04 4.67 ± 0.04 4.66 ± 0.04 4.69 ± 0.04
A0 [Å2 molecule−1] 20.0 ± 0.1 18.9 ± 0.1 18.8 ± 0.1 19.0 ± 0.1
Table 4.2.: Structural parameters of a polysiloxane membrane determined by evaluation of the GID data.
Area per molecular (A0), full width at half maximum (FWHM), parallel wave vector transfer q||, lattice
constant a.
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Figure 4.4.: GID data of polysiloxane networks on acidic subphases. Left: Two-dimensional diffraction
pattern. Right: Integrated scattering intensity along the qz direction. a) Without ammonia. b) Ammonia
added. c) 57 minutes after addition of ammonia. c) 112 minutes after addition of ammonia.
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Figure 4.5.: GID scan of an OTS membrane on an alkaline subphase (pH = 12). Left: Two dimensional
diffraction pattern. Right: Scattering curve integrated along the qz direction.
reflection drops significantly accompanied by a shift of the position to q|| = 1.550 Å
−1
. In the
following 180 minutes the intensity of the Bragg reflection recovers again. The evaluated pa-
rameters are summarized in table 4.2. Within the error-bars the position of the Bragg reflection
as ammonia is present is the same as for the neutral subphase. Furthermore the crystalline
domain size coincides with the value observed for a pure water subphase.
The reason for these observations might be a hindered hydrolysis reaction of the single
monomers due to the low pH value of the solution, see Figure 4.1. The network formation
proceeds via two steps being first a hydrolysis reaction of the silane group and a subsequent
condensation of single monomers. The hydrolysis reaction is a nucleophilic substitution of the
type Sn2 which is slowed down under acidic conditions.[81, 158] As a consequence the single
monomers are not able to condensate and the monolayer might consist of single OTS monomers
which are not joined by covalent bonds. Bond length calculations of the Si-O-Si bond yield
a distance of 4.3 Å.[154] By assuming an interaction of the hydrocarbon chains via van der
Waals forces the distance between the chains would be 4.8 Å.[154] These calculations of the
bond length show that the hydrocarbon chains had to be compressed during the condensation
reaction which requires an elastic energy of 40 meV. This amount is smaller than 8 eV which
will be gained by formation of the covalent bond between the single monomers.[154] Insofar,
it can be concluded that on the acidic subphase the OTS is not polymerized in the beginning.
The distance of the hydrocarbon tails is governed by the van der Waals interaction which results
in a larger unit cell size. When ammonia is added to the system the condensation reaction is
enabled and the polysiloxane network forms. This is indicated by the collapse of the intensity
of the Bragg reflection due to a reorganization of the monolayer and by the shift of the Bragg
reflection. With ongoing time the intensity of the reflection recovers but does not reach the
initial state. The size of the crystalline domains drops by a factor of 2 after ammonia is added.
Thereafter the domain size keeps constant.
Langmuir layers of OTS were also studied on an alkaline subphase. Therefore a sodium
hydroxide subphase was used with a pH value of 12. The GID scan is shown in figure 4.5. By
comparing the position of the Bragg reflection with the position found for a water subphase no
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domain size [Å] 126 ± 20
FWHM [Å−1] 0.064 ± 0.02
q|| [Å−1] 1.548 ± 0.005
lattice constant a [Å] 4.68 ± 0.04
area per molecule A0[Å2 molecule−1] 19.0 ± 0.1
Table 4.3.: Properties of the polysiloxane membranes on alkaline subphases determined by evaluation of
the GID scans. Area per amphiphilic molecule (A0), full width at half maximum (FWHM), parallel wave
vector transfer q||, lattice constant a.
low pH value
increased pH value
NH3
Figure 4.6.: Sketch of the restructuring in the polysiloxane membrane on the addition of ammonia. The
membrane was formed on acidic subphases.
change can be observed. The structural parameters of the film obtained are summarized in table
4.3. Due to the high pH value the condensation reaction is terminated after the deposition of
the monomers at the interface.
4.1.2. Discussion and conclusion
The initial state of the polysiloxane networks is influenced by the subphase’s pH value. Under
acidic conditions a layer composed of single OTS monomers is formed which exhibit a tilt of the
hydrocarbon chain, see figure 4.6 top. The distance between the single monomers is controlled
by van der Waals forces between the hydrocarbon groups resulting in an increased unit cell size.
After ammonia is added the pH value in the interfacial region of the subphase increases which
enables the formation of a two-dimensional network by covalent bonding of the monomers thus
reducing the distance between the hydrocarbon tails and decreasing the tilt of the hydrocarbon
chain a shown in figure 4.6 bottom.[153, 157] The polysiloxane network structure is the same
as on a neutral subphase in the end. The size of the crystalline domains observed also coincides
with the patch sizes on neutral subphases. Thus, the homogeneity of the network after poly-
merization is the same. The results are reasonable as the hydrolysis reaction is slowed down
under acidic conditions and the single monomers are not able to polymerize. [81, 158] Thus,
the membrane formation process is controlled by the hydrolysis equilibrium. As the pH value
increases the silane group is hydrolyzed and the condensation reaction can take place. The
kinetics of the membrane formation process are thus controlled by the hydrolysis reaction.
On neutral subphases the polymerization is not hindered. The OTS molecules spontaneously
polymerize forming polysiloxane patches with voids between them.[159] After ammonia is
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+NH
3
Figure 4.7.: Sketch of the lateral restructuring in the polysiloxane membrane on the addition of ammonia.
The membranes was formed on neutral subphases.
added the XRR data show an increase of the electron density without an alteration of the film
structure. The crystalline structure of the polysiloxane patches is not influenced by the am-
monia as the GID measurements show a constant crystalline domain size and a constant unit
cell size. However the scattering amplitude increases indicating an increase of scattering mate-
rial in the illuminated area. Surface pressure measurements performed in the context of these
experiments by P. Degen, Physikalische Chemie II, TU Dortmund, show a decrease of the sur-
face pressure in the presence of ammonia.[160] This can be explained by a reorientation of
macroscopic polysiloxane patches induced by ammonia. Furthermore, surface potential mea-
surements in the presence of ammonia indicate a distortion of the film structure which recovers
with time.[160] The observations can be explained by the break up of siloxane bonds in the
network by ammonia.[158] The flexibility of the film is increased and a rearrangement of the
film can take place. This rearrangement of the OTS patches is sketched in figure 4.7.
4.2. Influence of ammonia on Langmuir layers
In the following chapter the influence of ammonia on lipids forming a Langmuir layer is inves-
tigated. The samples were prepared as described in chapter 3.9. Amphiphiles were spread onto
subphases consisting of ultra pure water (specific resistivity ρ=18.2 Ωm) and the formed layers
were compressed to a surface pressure of Π = 20 mN/m. After characterizing the initial state
vials containing an ammonia solution were placed in the sample cell. XRR and GID measure-
ments were conducted at the beamline BW1, DORIS III, Hamburg, Germany and at the beamline
ID10B, ESRF, Grenoble, France.
4.2.1. Stearic acid
The XRR data recorded from Langmuir layers consisting of stearic acid are shown in figure
4.8 and are normalized by the Fresnel reflectivity. The data show oscillations indicating the
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as deposited ammonia added
FWHM [Å−1] 0.013 ± 0.001 0.020 ± 0.006
q|| [Å−1] 1.526 ± 0.005 1.522 ± 0.005
Inorm [a.u.] 68 ± 4 16 ± 1
lattice constant a [Å] 4.75 ± 0.3 4.7 ± 0.3
unit cell size Axy [Å2] 19.5 ± 0.3 19.6 ± 0.7
area per molecule A0 [Å2] 19.5 ± 0.3 19.6 ± 0.7
Table 4.4.: Properties of the stearic acid films on water subphases estimated by evaluation of the GID
scans, full width of half maximum (FWHM), lateral position of the reflection q||, intensity Inorm of the
Bragg reflection.
presence of a thin film at the interface. The subsequent addition of ammonia has no effect on
the reflectivity. The electron density profiles obtained by refinement are shown in figure 4.8.
This data show no significant change in the vertical density profile.
The GID data obtained from this sample are shown in figure 4.9. In the native state a Bragg
reflection at q|| = 1.526 Å
−1
can be observed. The stearic acid molecules organize in a hexagonal
lattice with the hydrophobic carbon tails oriented perpendicular to the sample surface indicated
by the existence of one single reflection. After the vials containing the ammonia had been placed
inside the sample chamber the diffraction signal lost intensity by a factor of 4.25. The lateral
position of the diffraction peak was stable at q|| = 1.526 Å
−1
. The increase of the width of the
reflections indicates a decrease in crystalline domain size. It can be concluded that ammonia
reduces the lateral order but has no effect on the crystal lattice of the Langmuir film. The fitted
parameters are summarized in table 4.4 and are in agreement with values from literature.[161]
In order to keep the surface pressure stable the area covered by the Langmuir film had to
be reduced by reducing the geometrical size of the trough by the surface barrier as ammonia
was added. This indicates a loss of amphiphilic material from the interface which can be ex-
plained by the formation of ammonia stearate, which is soluble in water.[162] By this formation
amphiphilic molecules are removed from the interface which results in a decline of surface pres-
sure. This might also provoke disorder in the lateral structure reducing the size of the crystalline
patches.
4.2.2. Stearyl alcohol
Fresnel normalized XRR data of stearyl alcohol layers are shown in figure 4.10. In the beginning
the reflected signal shows an oscillation with a small amplitude which is damped when ammonia
is added. The electron density profiles obtained from the experimental data are also shown in
figure 4.10. The headgroup of the film has an electron density which is slightly higher than the
electron density of water. After the addition of ammonia the overall electron density of the film
is reduced.
The GID scans of the stearyl alcohol layer are shown in figure 4.11. In the beginning a single
reflection originating from the Langmuir layer can be observed. Voigt profiles were fitted to the
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Figure 4.8.: Left: XRR data of stearic acid on a water subphase. Right: Electron density profiles of stearic
acid on a water subphase.
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Figure 4.9.: GID measurements of stearic acid on a) water subphase and b) in the presence of ammonia.
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Figure 4.10.: Left: XRR data of stearyl alcohol on a water subphase. Right: Electron density profiles of
stearyl alcohol on a water subphase.
Bragg reflections and a satisfactory result was achieved by using two Voigt profiles simultane-
ously. This indicates a distortion of the alkyl chain packing with a slight tilt of the alkyl chains.
Although the reflections are not clearly distinguishable making a clear structure determination
impossible, the unit cell of the Langmuir layer is supposed to be centered rectangular. The peak
with the smallest q|| value is attributed to be the (1,1) and(1,1¯) reflections whereas the peak
at high q|| is the (0,2) reflection. After ammonia was added the intensity of the Bragg reflec-
tions decreased. The parameters of the Langmuir layer with and without ammonia show that
the (1,1) and (1,1¯) reflections gain in intensity upon addition of ammonia (see table 4.5). This
process is accompanied by a change in the size of the crystalline domains. The most plausible
reason for the observations is change in the tilt of the hydrocarbon tailgroup. However from the
experimental data no exact conclusion can be drawn. The overlapping of the Bragg rods and the
proximity to the horizon make a reliable evaluation of the qz position impossible.1 Shih et al. re-
port on a size of 19.9 Å
2
for the headgroup area of Langmuir monolayers of heneicosanol which
has a slightly longer hydrocarbon chain but the same hydrophilic headgroup structure.[163]
As ammonia is added the scattering intensity decreases whereas the width of the reflections
increase. This indicates a decrease in the size of the crystalline domains due to ammonia.
4.2.3. Stearyl amide
The Fresnel normalized reflectivity data obtained on stearyl amide are shown in figure 4.12 as
well as the electron density profiles. The electron density profiles resemble each other showing
the same vertical film structure.
In contrast the GID scans show an alteration when ammonia is added, see figure 4.13. In the
initial state the stearyl amide Langmuir layer shows two Bragg reflections. This already implies
that the layer is organized in a centered rectangular unit cell. Further, the appearance of a
reflection at qz 6= 0 indicates a tilt of the Langmuir layer hydrocarbon chains.
1See chapter 3.10, a determination of the qz position of the maximum in a Bragg rod would have a high error. A
reliable conclusion is thus not possible.
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Figure 4.11.: GID measurements of stearyl alcohol a) on a water subphase and b) in the presence of
ammonia. The left row shows the two-dimensional scattering pattern and the right shows the summarized
scattering pattern along the vertical scattering direction.
(1,1) and (1,1¯) reflections as deposited ammonia added
FWHM [Å−1] 0.088 ± 0.006 0.10 ± 0.01
q|| [Å−1] 1.528 ± 0.005 1.512 ± 0.005
Inorm [a.u.] 10.2 ± 0.3 3.75 ± 0.1
(0,2) reflection
FWHM [Å−1] 0.015 ± 0.005 0.037 ± 0.004
q|| [Å−1] 1.530 ± 0.005 1.530 ± 0.005
Inorm [a.u.] 18.2 ± 0.3 4.99 ± 0.07
lattice constant a [Å] 4.7 ± 0.1 4.8 ± 0.2
lattice constant b [Å] 8.2 ± 0.4 8.2 ± 0.5
unit cell size Axy[Å2] 39.4 ± 0.5 39.4 ± 0.7
area per molecule A0 [Å2] 19.7 ± 0.5 19.7 ± 0.7
Table 4.5.: Properties of the stearyl alcohol film on water subphases estimated by evaluation of the GID
scans, full width of half maximum (FWHM), lateral position of the reflection q||, intensity Inorm of the
Bragg reflection.
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Figure 4.12.: Left: XRR data of stearyl amide on a water subphase. Right: Electron density profiles of
stearyl amide on a water subphase.
(1,1) and (1,1¯) reflections as deposited ammonia added
FWHM [Å−1] 0.064 ± 0.005 0.062 ± 0.004
q|| [Å−1] 1.415 ± 0.005 1.398 ± 0.005
qz [Å−1] 0.165 ± 0.003 0.0716 ± 0.010
Inorm [a.u.] 21.2 ± 0.3 22.3 ± 0.07
(0,2) reflection
FWHM [Å−1] 0.177 ± 0.006 0.173 ± 0.01
q|| [Å−1] 1.538 ± 0.005 1.541 ± 0.005
Inorm [a.u.] 23.7 ± 0.3 27.5 ± 0.1
lattice constant a [Å] 5.2 ± 0.3 5.3 ± 0.3
lattice constant b [Å] 8.1 ± 0.4 8.1 ± 0.3
unit cell size Axy 43.2 ± 0.6 43.8 ± 0.5
area per molecule A0 [Å2] 21.6 ± 0.4 21.9 ± 0.8
tilt angle τ [◦] 7 ± 0.4 3.5 ± 0.3
Table 4.6.: Properties of the stearyl amide film on water subphases estimated by evaluation of the GID
scans, full width of half maximum (FWHM), lateral position of the reflection q||, intensity Inorm of the
Bragg reflection.
The reflection at q|| =1.415 Å is the degenerated (1,1) and (1,1¯) reflection and the peak at
q|| =1.538 Å is indexed as the (0,2) reflection. The unit cell has dimensions of a = 5.2 Å and
b = 8.1 Å. A tilt of the hydrocarbon tails of τ = 7◦ was calculated in the direction of the
nearest neighbor (NN-tilt), see figure 2.16. After ammonia is added the unit cell of the stearyl
amide layer changes. The (1,1) and (1,1¯) reflection, which in the beginning have a qz value
of 0.165 Å
−1
shifts to a qz value of 0.0716 Å
−1
. In addition the position of the Bragg reflection
changes to q||= 1.398 Å
−1
. The analysis shows that the tilt of the tail groups is reduced to τ =
3.5◦. The calculated parameters are summarized in table 4.6.
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Figure 4.13.: GID measurements of stearyl amide a) on a water subphase and b) in the presence of
ammonia. The left row shows the two-dimensional scattering pattern and the right shows the summarized
scattering pattern along the vertical scattering direction.
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Figure 4.14.: Left: XRR data of DPPA on a water subphase. Right: Electron density profiles of DPPA on a
water subphase.
4.2.4. DPPA
The Fresnel normalized XRR data obtained on Langmuir layers of the phospholipid DPPA are
shown in figure 4.14. The data show strong oscillations originating from the Langmuir layer.
After ammonia is added the first minimum shifts to a slightly smaller qz value. The electron
density profiles reveal a slightly smaller headgroup with an increased electron density, see figure
4.14.
The GID scans show strong variations upon ammonia addition, see figure 4.15. In the be-
ginning a single Bragg reflection can be observed indicating a hexagonal crystal lattice. After
ammonia is added a second reflection appears. This indicates a transformation of the hexagonal
lattice to a centered rectangular lattice accompanied with a tilting of the tailgroup. When ammo-
nia is added the available molecular area of the DPPA amphiphiles is enlarged. The observation
is attributed to the changed pH value which has direct influence on the electrostatic repulsion
of the headgroups of the DPPA molecules. As the pH value increases the repulsion between the
single headgroups gets stronger thus enlarging the distance between them and increasing the
effectively occupied area. The evaluated parameters of the DPPA film are summarized in table
4.7. The values observed by Estela-Lopis et al. for the pure water subphase are the same within
the error.[164] The Bragg rod analysis is shown in appendix A.
4.2.5. DPPC
The XRR data obtained on Langmuir layers composed of DPPC are shown in figure 4.16. After
addition of ammonia no changes can be identified in the data. In agreement to this the electron
density profiles obtained from the XRR data show no significant changes of the film structure
only a slight decrease of the overall electron density, see figure 4.16.
The GID data is shown in figure 4.17. The diffraction pattern shows two peaks indicating
that the layer can be described by a centered rectangular unit cell. By this the first peak at
q|| = 1.414 Å
−1
can be ascribed to be the degenerated (1,1) and (1¯,1). The second peak at
q|| =1.479 Å
−1
is the (0,2) reflection. After ammonia is added the intensity of the diffraction
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as deposited ammonia added
six fold degenerate (1,1) and (1,1¯) reflections
FWHM [Å−1] 0.088 ± 0.003 0.044 ± 0.004
q|| [Å−1] 1.530 ± 0.003 1.439 ± 0.005
qz [Å−1] 0 ± 0.002 0.586 ± 0.002
Inorm [a.u.] 55.6 ± 0.3 33.8 ± 0.2
(0,2) reflection
FWHM [Å−1] - 0.041 ± 0.02
q|| [Å−1] - 1.500± 0.005
qz [Å−1] - 0 ± 0.002
Inorm [a.u.] - 10.2 ± 0.1
lattice constant a [Å] 4.7 ± 0.1 5.1 ± 0.3
lattice constant b [Å] - 8.3 ± 0.4
unit cell size Axy[Å2] 38.8 ± 0.6 42.8 ± 0.6
area per molecule A0[Å2 molecule−1] 19.4 ± 0.6 19.3 ± 0.6
tilt angle τ [◦] - 25.5 ± 0.3
Table 4.7.: Properties of the DPPA film on water subphases estimated by evaluation of the GID scans,
full width of half maximum (FWHM), lateral position of the reflection q||, intensity Inorm of the Bragg
reflection.
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Figure 4.15.: GID measurements of DPPA a) on a water subphase and b) in the presence of ammonia.
The left row shows the two-dimensional scattering pattern and the right side shows the summarized
scattering pattern along the vertical scattering direction.
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Figure 4.16.: Left: XXR data of DPPC on a water subphase. Right: Electron density profiles of DPPC on
a water subphase.
(1,1) and (1,1¯) reflections as deposited ammonia added
FWHM [Å−1] 0.054 ± 0.003 0.031 ± 0.008
q|| [Å−1] 1.414 ± 0.003 1.405± 0.005
qz [Å−1] 0.637 ± 0.003 0.605± 0.005
Inorm [a.u.] 4.5 ± 0.3 3.2 ± 0.1
(0,2) reflection
FWHM [Å−1] 0.008 ± 0.004 0.020 ± 0.005
q|| [Å−1] 1.479 ± 0.003 1.476 ± 0.005
Inorm [a.u.] 7.2 ± 0.3 6.6 ± 0.1
lattice constant a [Å] 5.21 ± 0.4 5.23 ± 0.1
lattice constant b [Å] 8.48± 0.04 8.50 ± 0.04
unit cell size Axy [Å2] 44.2 ± 0.7 44.5 ± 0.8
area per molecule A0 [Å2] 22.1 ± 0.7 22.2 ± 0.8
tilt angle τ 27.9 ± 0.3 26.8 ± 0.8
Table 4.8.: Properties of a DPPC film on water subphases estimated by evaluation of the GID scans,
full width of half maximum (FWHM), lateral position of the reflection q||, intensity Inorm of the Bragg
reflection.
peaks decreases slightly, however the peak positions and the width change only hardly indicating
minor changes in crystal lattice. The obtained unit cell parameters show a slight deviation to
data reported in literature. Estela-Lopis et al. observed for DPPC a slightly larger area per
molecule of 23.7 Å
2
at a surface pressure of 20 mN/m.[164] This difference might be explained
by the presence of calcium and natrium ions in the solution subphase of the mentioned study
influencing the interaction between the DPPC headgroups. The Bragg rod analysis is shown in
appendix A.
4.2.6. EPC
The XRR data on Langmuir layers of EPC are shown in figure 4.18. The oscillations in the
obtained curve indicate the presence of a surfactant layer. After ammonia is added the amplitude
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Figure 4.17.: GID measurements of DPPC a) on a water subphase and b) in the presence of ammonia.
The left row shows the two-dimensional scattering pattern and the right row shows the summarized
scattering pattern along the vertical scattering direction.
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Figure 4.18.: Right: XRR data of EPC on a water subphase. Left: Electron density profiles of EPC on a
water subphase.
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Figure 4.19.: GID measurements of EPC a) on a water subphase and b) in the presence of ammonia. The
left row shows the two-dimensional scattering pattern and the right row shows the summarized scattering
pattern along the vertical scattering direction.
of the oscillation is enhanced. The electron density profiles are shown in figure 4.18. The data
indicate an enlarged tail group length upon addition of ammonia which can be explained by a
more upright and ordered state of the tailgroup.
The GID data is shown in figure 4.19. In the initial state no Bragg reflection can be observed.
This shows that the tail groups are not ordered even though the surface pressure is 20 mN/m.
When ammonia is added a broad Bragg reflection occurs. The reflection shows a maximum
at qz = 0 Å
−1
. Two Voigt profiles were fitted to the data for a satisfactory result. The obtained
parameters are summarized in table 4.9. The XRR and GID data indicates that in the presence of
ammonia the Langmuir layer might undergo a transition from a liquid expanded to a condensed
state.
4.3. Summary
The experiments on the influence of ammonia on the Langmuir layer structure show significant
changes of the lateral film structure at a constant surface pressure. The non-ionic Langmuir films
(stearyl amide, stearyl alcohol) show in general a reduction in the tilt angle of the hydrocarbon
tailgroup. As the pH value in the interfacial region increases the amphiphilic molecules are
pushed closer together thus reducing the molecular area and the tilt of the tailgroup. This
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as deposited ammonia added
FWHM [Å−1] - 0.012 ± 0.001
q|| [Å−1] - 1.532 ± 0.005
Inorm [a.u.] - 13.2 ± 0.1
FWHM [Å−1] - 0.152 ± 0.001
q|| [Å−1] - 1.498± 0.005
Inorm [a.u.] - 8.8 ± 0.1
lattice constant a [Å] - 4.7 ± 0.1
lattice constant b [Å] - 8.3 ± 0.2
unit cell size Axy [Å2] - 39.4 ± 0.9
area per molecule A0 [Å2] - 19.7 ± 0.9
Table 4.9.: Properties of a EPC film on water subphases estimated by evaluation of the GID scans,
full width of half maximum (FWHM), lateral position of the reflection q||, intensity Inorm of the Bragg
reflection.
domain size
tilt
intensity of the
Bragg reﬂections
stearic acid
anionic
Figure 4.20.: Graphical representation of the observed changes in the different Langmuir layers upon
the addition of ammonia.
effect is not observed for the cationic amphiphil of DPPA showing a transition to a more tilted
phase. The lateral structure of stearic acid Langmuir layers shows no change on the addition of
ammonia. Further the zwitter-ionic DPPC Langmuir layer structure is influenced only slightly.
In contrast the Langmuir film of the cationic amphiphile EPC shows a transition to an untilted
phase as the subphase is more alkaline. An observation which can be made for all Langmuir
films independent on the type of headgroup is a reduction in scattering intensity of the Bragg
reflections. The results are summarized graphically in figure 4.20.
The experiments illustrate that ammonia is not destroying the lateral structure as all am-
phiphiles show a Bragg reflection up to the end.
Damage induced by the X-ray beam normally gets visible by the formation of thick film in a
XRR experiment. The vertical structure was only slightly disturbed which shows that the stability
against beam damage is not reduced as ammonia is present.
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at the aqueous solution-air interface
As mentioned in chapter 2.1, in nature the formation of organic-inorganic compound mate-
rials is controlled by different processes like macromolecular or interface mediated growth.
[5, 30, 31] These materials, grown in organisms, exhibit properties which are optimized for
special needs.[13–16] Getting insight into the interface controlled growth could yield knowl-
edge important for thin film applications. For instance, the controlled nucleation of iron oxide
at interfaces could help to develop membranes with magnetic properties by choosing a distinct
iron oxide polymorph. Further, adjusting the film thickness or its lateral homogeneity allows to
influence the elastic properties of the membranes.[165]
In order to learn about the important factors which govern the interfacial growth of inorganic
thin films, the formation of iron containing aggregates is investigated at Langmuir layers. These
layers are regarded as model systems for membranes of living organisms although these am-
phiphilic molecules form only monolayers at the water air interface.[166, 167] In order to vary
the interfacial properties, Langmuir layers with different types of headgroups were used and the
influence on the film formation process was studied. In addition, the influence of the oxidation
state of iron ions on the film growth was investigated by using different subphases. It is known
for different ion species with oxidation states ranging from 1+ up to 3+ that they interact dif-
ferently with Langmuir layers.[35, 36, 168–170] The condensed phase of a Langmuir layer can
be observed even at larger areas per molecule. The surface potential and the layer transfer-
ability to solid substrates are also affected by the metal ions in the subphase.[171–176] X-ray
absorption spectroscopy measurements on water air interfaces of solutions containing Pb2+ ions
revealed the binding of this metal ions by a polynuclear complex to Langmuir layers having
carboxylate headgroups.[37] Supplementary ions of different elements with the same oxidation
state exhibit a varying interaction with Langmuir layers which cannot be explained by the pure
charge showing the configuration of the electronic shell has to be considered.[168, 171, 177]
In order to investigate if the formation process is altered as the oxidation state of the ions in so-
lution is changed, subphases containing either iron(II) chloride or iron(III) chloride were used,
respectively. But also the concentration of the single reactants will have great influence on the
formation process as this parameter directly influences supersaturation levels needed for the
nucleation together with pH value in the solutions. Further the sample preparation is crucial
as it is not clear if the spreading of a monolayer film on an iron salt solution is different to the
addition of an iron solution under an already assembled monolayer. The mentioned aspects
show the extent of the parameter space which makes this system very complex. The line of
action in this study was to make a comprehensive survey on the controllable parameters which
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might influence the nucleation process. Most studies on this field of science make use of ex-situ
techniques like e.g. scanning electron microscopy and transmission electron microscopy. These
techniques are critical since an influence of the sample preparation e.g. drying or heat treatment
can not be ruled out. The X-ray techniques permits to investigate the sample system in its real
environment without disturbing the interface.
In the first part of this chapter, the film growth using an iron(III) chloride solution in combi-
nation with different types of Langmuir layers is discussed. Following this, studies on diluted so-
lutions containing iron(II) chloride in combination with different Langmuir layers are reported.
This part is continued by the investigation of the formation of aggregates using higher iron(II)
chloride salt concentrations. In the following, the results of the investigations of the thin film
growth under membranes composed of polysiloxane networks are shown. The chapter is closed
by a summery of the results obtained on the different sample systems.
5.1. Subphases containing iron(III) chloride
In the following chapter, the investigations on iron(III) chloride solutions will be presented.
The sample system was investigated by XRR, GID and XAFS measurements. These experiments
were performed at different beamlines of the synchrotron light sources ESRF, Grenoble and
DORIS III, Hamburg. The experimental end-stations along with the available techniques are
summarized in table 5.1 and the setups were described in chapter 3. The sample preparation
and the experimental procedure is described in chapter 3.9. As mentioned in chapter 2.1 by
solving iron(III) chloride in aqueous solution the Fe3+ ions form different compounds and are
not present as sole ions at the pH regime used in the investigations. A detailed description is
given in chapter 2.1.
5.1.1. Experimental Results
In a first step the iron(III) chloride concentration of the subphase was varied in order to find
ideal parameters for the experiments. Subphases with a concentration of 8 mmol/L were pre-
pared and the initial state was characterized by XRR experiments. Four vials containing a 3 wt%
ammonia solution were placed inside the sample cell in order to trigger the precipitation reac-
tion. This resulted in a fast formation process of a rough layer, which could be seen by the bare
eye. The concentration of iron(III) chloride was then lowered to 1 mmol/L. Using this concen-
tration, the formation process was slowed down and the increase of the interfacial roughness
was not too strong during the formation process. As a consequence XRR and GID measurements
reported in this chapter were performed at an iron(III) chloride concentration of 1 mmol/L. The
concentration of ammonia in the air was measured by diffusion tubes (ISO 9001 purchased from
Dräger ) yielding a maximal concentration of 100 ppm during the experiments.
In a next step the influence of the surface pressure on the film formation process was probed.
Since experiments on the growth of calcite single crystals showed the need for a sufficient surface
pressure for a successful nucleation.[56] Stearic acid monolayers were spread on the interface
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experimental end station synchrotron light source technique
A1 DORIS III XANES/EXAFS
BW1 DORIS III XRR/GID
ID10B ESRF XRR/GID
Table 5.1.: Experimental end-stations used for the investigation of solution containing iron(III) chloride
with a concentration 1 mmol/L and 100 mmol/L
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Figure 5.1.: Left: Fresnel normalized XRR curves obtained on stearic acid spread on an iron(III) chloride
surface. The surface pressure was adjusted to Π = 10 mN/m. Right: Electron densities obtained by the
refinement of the XRR data. After a time of 80 minutes ammonia was added.
of an iron(III) chloride solution having a concentration of 1 mmol/L. The film was compressed
to a surface pressure of Π = 10 mN/m which was maintained constant during the experiment.
After the initial state was characterized, ammonia was added (80 minutes after preparation).
The Fresnel normalized XRR data are shown in figure 5.1 and were refined using a density
model consisting of two layers. The obtained electron density profiles are shown in figure 5.1 as
a function of evolution time. The profiles show a decrease of the electron density predominantly
in the tailgroup region upon addition of ammonia. This process stops after 206 minutes and the
electron density recovers. The data show no evidence of an aggregation of additional material
at the interface.
The next experimental series was conducted with a surface pressure of Π = 20 mN/m. After
the initial state was characterized by XRR ammonia was added to the gas phase. In the following,
the evolution of the system was monitored. The Fresnel normalized reflectivities along with the
refined theoretical curves and the obtained electron density profiles are shown in figure 5.2.
After addition of ammonia an increase of the electron density in the headgroup region can be
identified. With ongoing time, this effect becomes more pronounced accompanied by a growth
of the layer towards the subphase. The data reflects the penetration of the Langmuir film by
additional material thereby disturbing its structure. These experiments indicate the need for a
surface pressure of Π = 20 mN/m for a successful aggregation of iron containing aggregates. As
a result of these observations a surface pressure of Π = 20 mN/m was chosen for all following
experiments.
Figure 5.3 shows the Fresnel normalized XRR data recorded at different times after preparing
a DPPA film having an anionic headgroup on a subphase of an iron(III) chloride solution with
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Figure 5.2.: Left: Fresnel normalized reflectivities from monolayers of stearic acid on iron(III)chloride
subphases with a concentration of 1 mmol/L. Ammonia was added after a time of t = 55 min. The
reflectivities are shifted vertically for clarity. Right: Electron density profiles.
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Figure 5.3.: Left: Fresnel normalized reflectivities from monolayers of DPPA on iron(III)chloride sub-
phases with a concentration of 1 mmol/L. Ammonia was added after a time of t = 64 min. The reflectiv-
ities are shifted vertically for clarity. Right: Electron density profiles.
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Figure 5.4.: Left: Fresnel normalized reflectivities frommonolayers of EPC on iron(III)chloride subphases
with a concentration of 1 mmol/L. Ammonia was added after a time of t = 693 min. The reflectivities
are shifted vertically for clarity. Right: Electron density profiles.
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Figure 5.5.: Left: Fresnel normalized reflectivities from monolayers of DPPC on iron(III)chloride sub-
phases with a concentration of 1 mmol/L. Ammonia was added after a time of t = 50 min. The reflectiv-
ities are shifted vertically for clarity. Right: Electron density profiles.
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Figure 5.6.: Left: Fresnel normalized reflectivities frommonolayers of stearyl alcohol on iron(III)chloride
subphases with a concentration of 1 mmol/L. Ammonia was added after a time of t = 110 min. The
reflectivities are shifted vertically for clarity. Right: Electron density profiles.
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Figure 5.7.: Left: Fresnel normalized reflectivities from monolayers of stearyl amide on iron(III)chloride
subphases with a concentration of 1 mmol/L. Ammonia was added after a time of t = 60 min. The
reflectivities are shifted vertically for clarity. Right: Electron density profiles.
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a concentration of 1 mmol/L. Ammonia was added after 64 minutes. After 127 minutes a
change in the reflectivities can be observed as the intensity for low qz increases. This process is
accompanied by a change in the oscillation period. Figure 5.3 shows the electron density profiles
obtained by the refinement of the XRR data. The data show the evolution of a 40 Å thick layer
at the liquid-gas interface. It should be noted that the DPPA layer is still present at this stage.
Nevertheless, no clear distinction can be made between the Langmuir layer and the material
aggregating at the interface. Thus, additional material penetrates the Langmuir layer. This
effect is most pronounced in the region of the anionic headgroups.
Further, the phospholipid EPC was employed as a Langmuir film possessing a cationic head-
group. The Fresnel normalized reflectivity curves shown in figure 5.4 exhibit already in the
beginning (t = 0) an increase of intensity for low qz. This indicates an enrichment of material
with a high electron density just after the deposition of the amphiphiles. This can be better
seen in the electron density profiles obtained by the refinement of the XRR data shown in figure
5.4. The layer has a thickness of 50 Å without the addition of ammonia. Thus, an electrostatic
repulsion of the iron ions by the headgroups is not observed. The aggregation dies down after
620 minutes where a layer with a thickness of 160 Å has been formed. Hence, after 693 minutes
ammonia was added in order to check if the film growth process can be continued by increasing
the pH value in the subphase. The surface pressure up to this point was constant and as am-
monia was added a strong decrease of the pressure happened. In order to maintain the surface
pressure at Π= 20 mN/m the accessible area for the amphiphiles had to be decreased by 18 %.
The electron density profile of this final state shows an increase of the interfacial roughness and
thickness.
In contrast to this, the zwitter-ionic DPPC Langmuir layer deposited on iron(III) chloride
solution exhibits no film formation. Figure 5.5 shows the electron densities and XRR data. Only
the disturbance of the monolayer structure is visible. The observations made in relation to
stearic acid hinted that the used surface pressure of Π = 20 mN/m might be too low to induce
aggregation of iron compounds at the DPPC Langmuir film. Therefore experiments with an
elevated surface pressure of Π = 40 mN/m were performed. These experiments also showed no
aggregation at the liquid-air interface, see appendix figure B.1. Accordingly, the zwitter-ionic
layer seems to suppress the enrichment of material at the interface but precipitates could be
observed after the experiment.
Two further investigated Langmuir layers of stearyl alcohol and stearyl amide both having
non-ionic headgroups show layer formation at the liquid-gas interface as ammonia is added, see
figure 5.6 and figure 5.7. The respective Langmuir film structure is indistinguishable in the end
state from the grown film.
In the case of stearyl amide in the beginning an aggregation of additional material at the
headgroups is observed without disturbing the vertical layer structure. With ongoing time a
progressively growth towards the subphase can be viewed as well as a blurring of the Langmuir
layer structure by the penetration of aggregates.
Figure 5.8 shows the GID scans from Langmuir layers on top of iron(III) chloride solutions. All
scans were performed in between the XRR experiments at a surface pressure of Π = 20 mN/m.
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Figure 5.8.: Grazing incidence diffraction measurements from monolayers on iron(III) chloride solutions.
The surface pressure for all measurements was Π = 20 mN/m. Points represent the measured data, lines
are the corresponding refinements. a) DPPA, ammonia was added after a time of t = 64 min. b) DPPC,
ammonia was added after a time of t = 50 min. c) stearyl alcohol, ammonia was added after a time of t
= 60 min. d) stearyl amide, ammonia was added after a time of t = 60 min.
The structural parameters of the films extracted from GID scans are summarized in table 5.2.
The GID data for the EPC is not shown due to the lack of any Bragg reflection.
The diffraction patterns acquired from Langmuir layers of DPPA are shown in 5.8a. The data
suggests the organization of the Langmuir layer in a hexagonal unit cell. Upon the addition
of ammonia, the lateral reflection shifts to a lower wave vector of q||= 1.531 Å
−1
accompanied
by a decrease of the intensity. The slight shift of the Bragg reflection shows the change of the
lattice constant from (4.66 ± 0.01 )Å to (4.73 ± 0.01 )Å. The size of the crystalline domains is
about 150 Å. By comparing the obtained data with the reference measurements (chapter 4.2.4)
a different behavior can be observed. The increased tilt of the tailgroup induced by ammonia
observed for the water subphase is suppressed on an iron(III) chloride subphase. In principle
two different mechanisms can explain this observation. The iron(III) chloride subphase has a
lower pH value compared to the pure water subphase thus, the pH value of the solution, which
increases due to ammonia diffusing from the air phase towards the solution, could be too low to
induce the tilting. Another explanation is the interaction of the iron species with the Langmuir
layer stabilizing the lateral structure. An interaction between an anionic phospholipid or anionic
fatty acid with complexes formed by Fe3+ ions was observed at pH values above 2.[168, 177]
Due to the presence of the iron complexes, the surface pressure needed to reach a phase were
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the hydrocarbon tails were not tilted was significantly lowered.
In the case of the DPPC monolayer, where no film growth was observed, the GID scan shows
a change in the tilt angle of the Langmuir layer tailgroup after addition of ammonia, see figure
5.8b. The Langmuir layer structure can be described in the beginning by a hexagonal unit
cell. After ammonia is added a transition to a centered rectangular cell can be observed. The
repulsion between the headgroups increases and the distance between the single amphiphiles
increases. The area per molecule increases from 19.58 Å
2
to 22.3 Å
2
. Due to this, the tail groups
are able to tilt towards the water surface. The full width of half maximum of the reflection at
q||= 1.508 Å
−1
slightly decreases indicating an increasing size of the crystalline domains from
(339 ± 6 )Å) to (364 ± 7 )Å). From this data the tilt angle of the tailgroup of the amphiphiles
can be extracted. The analysis of the Bragg rods is shown in the appendix paragraph A. In the
beginning the tails are in the upright position with a tilt angle of τ = 0◦ which increases by the
addition of ammonia to τ = (28.0 ± 0.2 )◦. The reference measurements described in chapter
4.2.5 show significant difference to this data prior to the addition of ammonia. The observed
final states for DPPC on pure water subphases and subphases containing iron(III) chloride are
the same within the errors. In the case of pure water subphases the tails are tilted right from the
beginning. The difference can be ascribed to the pH value in the subphase.[178] Due to the low
pH value of the iron(III) chloride solutions the repulsion between the headgroups is diminished
leading to a closer arrangement of the amphiphilic molecules. Ammonia diffusing from the air
phase into the interfacial region increases the pH value, thus, resulting in an increased repulsion
and expansion of the layer. By this the repulsion is increased and the layer expands. As a
consequence the hydrocarbon tailgroup tilts towards the solution surface.
The lateral structure of the stearyl alcohol Langmuir film shows only minor changes as am-
monia is added. Only the intensity of the reflection decreases. This behavior is similar to the
reference measurements on pure water subphases. By this it can be concluded that the observed
slight changes in the lateral structure are a result of ammonia.
The GID measurements from the stearyl amide monolayer are shown in 5.8d. Here, a continu-
ous change of the film from a centered rectangular phase towards an oblique lattice is observable
with the ongoing growth process. In the initial state an orthorhombic phase can be seen as in-
dicated by the two reflections at q||= 1.416 Å
−1
, qz= 0.174 Å
−1
and q||= 1.530 Å
−1
, qz= 0 Å
−1
which can be indexed as the degenerated (1,1),(1,1¯) and the non degenerated (0,2) reflections.
The hydrocarbon tails are tilted by 8.3◦ from the surface normal. The Bragg rod analysis is
shown in the appendix in paragraph A. After the film formation is induced, a third reflection
appears at q||= 1.497 Å
−1
, qz= 0.9 Å
−1
showing the transformation of the unit cell towards an
oblique phase. Starting at low q|| the reflections can be indexed in the following order (0,1),
(1,0) and (1,1). In case of an oblique unit cell all reflections are moved out of the horizontal
plane having an qz 6= 0 component. The determination of the qz position of the maximum in
the single Bragg rods for this sample system was not possible. The maxima of the Bragg rods lie
very close to the horizontal plane and therefore the calculation of the tilt was not possible with
reliable results.1 However, the area per molecule can be deduced from the q|| position to be Axy
1See chapter 3.10, a determination of the qz position of maximum in Bragg rod would have a high error. A reliable
conclusion is thus not possible.
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DPPA (anionic) t = 25 min t = 81 min t = 142 min
lattice type hexagonal hexagonal hexagonal
lattice constant a[Å] 4.66 ± 0.05 4.73 ± 0.05 4.73 ± 0.05
lattice constant b [Å] - - -
unit cell size Axy [Å2] 18.8 ± 0.3 19.3 ± 0.2 19.3 ± 0.2
area per molecule A0 [Å2] 18.8 ± 0.3 19.3 ± 0.2
tilt τ[◦] 0 0 0
DPPC (zwitter-ionic) t = 45 min t = 447 min
lattice type hexagonal centered rectangular
lattice constant a [Å] 4.65 ± 0.05 8.50 ± 0.05
lattice constant b [Å] 5.25 ± 0.05 -
unit cell size Axy [Å2] 19.58 ± 0.3 45.6 ± 0.2
area per molecule A0 [Å2] 19.58 ± 0.3 22.8 ± 0.2
tilt τ[◦] 0 28 ± 0.2
stearyl alcohol (non-ionic) t = 20 min t = 90 min t = 150 min
lattice type hexagonal hexagonal hexagonal
lattice constant a[Å] 4.76 ± 0.05 4.76 ± 0.05 4.77 ± 0.05
lattice constant b[Å] - - -
unit cell size Axy [Å2] 19.6 ± 0.3 19.6 ± 0.2 19.7 ± 0.2
area per molecule A0 [Å2] 21.4 ± 0.3 21.4 ± 0.2 21.3 ± 0.4
tilt τ[◦] 0 0 0
stearyl amide (non-ionic) t = 20 min t = 93 min t = 154 min
lattice type centered rectangular oblique oblique
lattice constant a[Å] 8.14 ± 0.05 4.22 ± 0.05 4.21 ± 0.05
lattice constant b[Å] 4.43 ± 0.05 4.43 ± 0.05 4.42 ± 0.05
unit cell size Axy [Å2] 42.8 ± 0.3 20.4 ± 0.8 20.8 ± 0.5
area per molecule A0 [Å2] 21.4 ± 0.3 20.4 ± 0.8 20.8 ± 0.5
tilt τ[◦] 8.3 ±0.4 - -
Table 5.2.: Properties of Langmuir films on iron(III) chloride subphases determined by evaluation of the
GID scans.
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= 20.8 Å.
Nevertheless the reference measurement on water subphases showed no transition of the crys-
tal lattice from the centered rectangular phase towards an oblique phase. It can be concluded
that the iron(III) chloride subphase is responsible for this behavior.
For all these systems studied no reflections from crystalline iron oxide or hydroxide species
were observable indicating the formation of amorphous aggregates. A decrease of the scattered
intensity of the reflection originating from the lateral Langmuir layer structure was visible in all
measurements showing that the aggregation process goes simultaneously with the degeneration
of the Langmuir films.
In order to gain insight into the structure of the forming layers in-situ XAFS experiments at
the iron K-edge were performed at the beamline A1, DORIS III, Germany. The experiments in-
vestigated the thin film growth at stearyl alcohol and stearic acid layers with iron(III) chloride
concentrations ranging from 1 mmol/L up to 100 mmol/L. In the first step XAFS data were ac-
quired at bare interfaces of 1 mmol/L and 100 mmol/L iron(III) chloride solutions as references.
The data show no change in the structure of the iron K-edge upon the addition of ammonia, see
appendix figure B.2 and figure B.3, respectively. In the next step samples were prepared with
stearyl alcohol present at the interface. As already pointed out XRR measurements proved the
formation of 150 Å thick layers using 1 mmol/L iron(III) chloride solutions. The XANES spectra
obtained on this sample system showed no change in the near-edge structure in the presence
of ammonia neither for concentrations of 1 mmol/L nor for concentrations of 100 mmol/L, see
appendix figure B.4 and figure B.6. Nevertheless EXAFS scans were performed on these samples
and were processed with the program package ATHENA.[140] The Fourier transformed EXAFS
signal χ(R) is displayed in figure 5.10. The obtained data showed the existence of only one
coordination shell in a distance of 1.5 Å for both concentrations. After ammonia is added the
coordination shell does not change. By considering XAFS data obtained by Suzuki et al. the
first shell of iron hydroxides (lepidocrocite and goethite) can be found at a distance of roughly
2 Å hosting six oxygen atoms.[179, 180] The different value of the distance of the first coor-
dination shell is due to the fact that no phase correction was performed. This phase correction
was not performed because in a mixture of elements with unknown composition the phase shift
is determined by the chemical element which scatters the photo electron. This is not taken into
account by ATHENA. The program is only capable to do a phase correction for materials com-
posed of one single atom type. However, comparing the obtained data to literature the peak at
1.5 Å is a common feature of iron compounds showing the first coordination shell with oxygen
atoms.[94, 179, 181–183]
The investigations of subphases of 1 mmol/L iron(III) chloride solutions in combination with
stearic acid monolayers show no change in the structure of the absorption edge during the
aggregation, see appendix figure B.5. In the following the experiment was repeated with an
elevated concentration of 100 mmol/L. These spectra are depicted in figure 5.11 showing a
change in the near-edge structure of the iron K-edge. A further feature develops at 7.14 keV
and the intensity of the pre-edge at 7.11 keV increases. This indicates a change in the type of
coordination of the iron atom.
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Figure 5.11.: Near-edge structure of the iron K-edge at samples of iron(III) chloride subphases with
stearic acid monolayers present at the interface.
Figure 5.12.: Fourier transformed EXAFS signal of the iron K-edge on samples of a 100 mmol/L iron(III)
chloride subphases with stearic acid monolayers present at the interface. Furthermore the χ(K) of a
fitted model is plotted. This curve is plotted without the phase correction performed by ARTEMIS.
The pre-edge is determined by a 1s-3d transition.[94] The increase of the intensity shows a
mixing of the 4p and 3d states due to a non centrosymmetric coordination resulting in an in-
creased possibility for this transition. This hints at an increased amount of non centrosymmetric
coordinated iron atoms.
The Fourier transformed EXAFS signals χ(R) extracted from the spectra acquired on the sam-
ple system in the initial state (directly after deposition) and the final state (after addition of
ammonia) are shown in figure 5.12. By using a stearic acid monolayer in combination with a
100 mmol/L iron(III) chloride solution the development of a second coordination shell can be
observed, indicating an increased order around the iron atom. In order to gain qualitative infor-
mation a model consisting of two coordination shells was fitted to the data by using the program
package ARTEMIS.[140] The model consists of two coordination shells, the first is occupied by
oxygen the second by iron atoms. First only the coordination shell hosting the oxygen was fitted.
After satisfactory agreement was achieved in the R-range from 0 Å to 2 Å a second coordination
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shell was added with iron atoms. The resulting fit is depicted in figure 5.12 showing still a dif-
ference compared to the experimental curve. The s20 was estimated by reference measurements
of magnetite to be 0.68. The first coordination shell was determined to be at a phase corrected
distance of 1.92 Å. The distance of the second coordination shell was determined to be 3.03 Å
and the value of the mean iron content to be 2 ± 0.3 iron atoms. For comparison in the hematite
structure 5 iron atoms are present in the second coordination shell.[179]
5.1.2. Conclusion
XRR measurements revealed the layer formation of aggregates containing iron under different
interfaces which are modified with cationic, anionic and non-ionic amphiphiles. The film growth
is only inhibited at the interface of the zwitter-ionic amphiphil DPPC. The observed changes for
this sample can be attributed to a change in the pH value. The XRR measurements hint at an
aggregation of small particles at the liquid air interface as the observed electron densities are
lower than closed layers of common iron hydroxides or oxides. Indications for such a behavior
were also observed by optical ex-situ studies where the growth of small particles at the interface
was reported.[184]
The GID measurements show stable Langmuir layers at the interfaces during the aggregation
process. Especially for DPPA, a stabilizing effect on the structure of the Langmuir layer was
observed during the growth process if ammonia was present. On iron(III) chloride solutions,
the DPPA film changes the unit cell parameters only slightly. Because the pKA value for DPPA
is 2.1 it can be concluded that the headgroup is fully deprotonated on the iron(III) chloride
solution (pH 3) leading to a negatively charged interface attracting positively charged ions and
complexes.[185] This leads to the assumption that the iron complexes nucleate at the interface
and interact with the Langmuir layer. This is in agreement to the reports of Wang et al. on
the interaction of iron(III) complexes with negatively charged Langmuir monolayers.[168, 177]
In these experiments, a pH dependence of the interaction was observed which was explained
by the formation of iron complexes forming covalent bonds with the carboxylate headgroups
influencing the Langmuir layer structure.
For DPPC, a transition from an untilted phase towards a tilted phase is visible. This effect is
caused by the change of the pH value in the subphase which was also observed for other Lang-
muir layers e.g. fatty acids.[178] No effect of the iron(III) chloride solution on the Langmuir
layer was observed as the lateral structure after the addition of ammonia is similar to the struc-
ture on water. For stearyl amide a structural change of the monolayer caused by the aggregation
process could be seen. The transformation from an orthorhombic towards an oblique unit cell is
influenced by the presence of an evolving inorganic layer leading to a different lateral structure.
This effect is clearly induced by the presence of iron species because reference measurements
of this amphiphile on pure water subphases did not show this effect. The lateral structure of
Langmuir layers of stearyl alcohol seem to be unaffected by the presence of iron(III) chloride
solutions. The decrease in the intensity can be attributed to ammonia disturbing the lateral layer
structure.
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For all measurements no diffraction signals from any crystal were observed. This might indi-
cate the formation of amorphous material. In order to gain more insight into the structure of the
forming inorganic films, in-situ XAS experiments were performed at the solution air interface.
These data show that for low iron(III) chloride concentrations the iron atom has only one coor-
dination shell which can be attributed to an iron oxygen coordination.[179] Boyanov et al. have
investigated the interaction of Pb2+ ions with the carboxylate headgroup of Langmuir layers by
XAS.[37] The authors state a covalent binding of polynuclei complexes to the carboxylate head-
group. The insufficient k-range and high noise level in the data presented in this chapter prevent
an analysis similar to Boyanov et al.[37] Also, Boyanov at al. used much lower concentrations
of 10−2 mmol/L decreasing the contribution to the signal from unbound ions in the proximity
of the interface. Nevertheless by comparing the data sets of Boyanov and the data presented in
this chapter such features as observed in the report are not visible indicating that the scenario
proposed for Pb2+ is not congruent for iron containing solutions.
As the concentration in the subphase is increased, an ordering occurs in the presence of stearic
acid as hinted by the EXAFS data. A second coordination shell evolves indicating an increased
order. Further, the XANES data show a change in the coordination of the iron atom as the
intensity of the pre-edge increases showing a change to a non centrosymmetric coordination.
A qualitative analysis of the EXAFS data shows that the second coordination shell is occupied
by 2 ± 0.2 iron atoms in average. Structural data from iron hydroxides show that normally 6
iron atoms can be found in the second coordination shell. This underlines the presence of small
aggregates with lacking long range order. Such an effect was not observed for stearyl alcohol
where no increase in order occurred. It is speculative that a differing saturation level of iron
complexes in the vicinity of the Langmuir layer is responsible for this. Comparing the electron
density profiles of stearic acid and stearyl alcohol, the electron density of stearic acid is higher
than for stearyl alcohol. By this, a higher saturation level could be achieved enabling a partial
crystallization which increases the order around the iron atoms. Nevertheless, this is supported
by the fact that the process only occurs in higher iron(III) chloride solutions and cannot be
observed by using 1 mmol/L iron(III) chloride solutions.
It might be speculated that in the case of the non-ionic and anionic amphiphiles different
aggregation processes are present compared for the cationic Langmuir layers. This can be con-
cluded by the fact that the shape of the layer structures observed by the XRR experiments differs
significantly for the different headgroup structures. In case of DPPA and stearic acid, having
cationic headgroups, thin films with a high electron density in the vicinity of the Langmuir film
are observed, whereas for non-ionic headgroups the thickness of the film is much larger and
the electron density is much lower. Furthermore, the XAFS experiments show no second co-
ordination shell by using stearyl alcohol films. For the explanation of this behavior, the iron
complexes present in the subphase have to be considered, see chapter 2.1. At anionic Langmuir
layers the aggregation of negatively charged iron complex Fe(OH)−14 might happen forming an
inorganic layer where as under cationic Langmuir layers the positively charged complexes might
aggregate.
To summarize, the formation of amorphous layers was observed under Langmuir layers with
different types of headgroups. Although Mann et al. stated the formation of magnetite from
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hydrated iron(III) oxide species in magnetotactic bacteria this process was not observed in this
ex-vitro experiments.[24] A surface pressure of Π = 20 mN/m was necessary to achieve a suc-
cessful layer formation. Subphases having an iron(III) chloride concentration which is higher
than 1 mmol/L show the growth of macroscopically rough films. Structures without any crys-
talline character were observed to form at the interfaces. An increase in the short range or-
der of the aggregate structure could be induced by increasing the subphase concentration to
100 mmol/L. Nevertheless, this structure is still far away from a long range ordering. It is rea-
sonable that a much higher iron(III) chloride concentration is needed to induce a successful
growth of crystalline structures. However, investigations of such highly concentrated solutions
by XRR and XAFS will be complicated by enhanced roughness of the interface.
5.2. Subphases with low iron(II) chloride concentrations
In this chapter the investigation of the aggregation process at Langmuir layers using solutions
with a 0.1 mmol/L concentration of iron(II) chloride is reported. The experiments were per-
formed at the beamline BW1, DORIS III, using the liquid scattering setup described in chapter
3. The Langmuir layers were prepared as described in chapter 3.9. The experiments were per-
formed at a constant surface pressure of Π = 20 mN/m. The phospholipid DPPC (zwitter-ionic),
DPPA (cationic) and EPC (anionic) were employed for the investigations, see chapter 2.5.
Water free iron(II) chloride (purity ≥ 99 %, Sigma-Aldrich) was applied for the preparation
of the solutions using ultra pure water (specific resistance 18.2 MΩ cm). Because the solutions
containing the iron(II) chloride are subjected to aging the samples were prepared shortly before
the measurements.[186] The subphase pH of the 0.1 mmol/L iron(II) chloride solution was 4.
As mentioned in chapter 2.4 iron(II) ions can form water insoluble iron hydroxide (Fe(OH2)).
The amount of Fe(OH)2 formed at this subphase conditions was calculated to be 10−8 mmol/L
by using the solubility product.[187] It can be concluded that mainly positively charged iron(II)
ions are present in solution and water insoluble complexes can be ignored.
The study on the investigation of the formation of inorganic films using low concentrations of
iron(II) chloride were performed within the collaboration with the group of Prof. Metin Tolan
(TU Dortmund) and Prof. Heinz Rehage (TU Dortmund).
5.2.1. Experimental data
In a first step the aggregation of inorganic compounds at the aqueous solution-air interface was
studied without a monolayer. The XRR and GID measurements in the presence of ammonia
are depicted in figure 5.13. The GID experiments performed on this sample show no diffraction
signal from crystalline material. The obtained XRR data can be modeled without a layer yielding
an interface roughness of σ =(3.37 ± 0.09 )Å. By comparing this data to values found in
literature for the roughness of a water interface of σ = (3.24 ± 0.05 )Å no significant deviation
can be observed.[188] Formation of aggregates would result in an increase of the interfacial
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Figure 5.13.: Left: XRR measurements and electron density profile of an iron(II) chloride subphases with
a concentration of 0.1 mmol/L after the addition of ammonia. Right: GID measurements of the iron(II)
chloride subphase with a concentration of 0.1 mmol/L.
roughness, thus this data demonstrates that no formation of aggregates occurs at the solution-
air interface by using this subphase concentration.
In the next step the interface was modified by different types of Langmuir layers. Figure 5.14
shows the XRR data recorded from the samples. The XRR data obtained on EPC show a shift
of the first minimum to lower qz values upon addition of ammonia (figure 5.14a). The electron
density profiles which are obtained from the data are given in figure 5.15a and show an increase
of the length of the tailgroup of 2 Å after 619 minutes. These observations are in agreement
with measurements on a pure water subphase after the addition of ammonia. Thus, the changes
in the electron density curves can be attributed to ammonia. No influence due to the iron(II)
chloride solution can be noticed.
The XRR data and electron density profiles obtained from DPPC monolayers are shown in
5.14b and 5.15b. These data reflect the disturbance of the Langmuir layer upon addition of
ammonia which is in agreement to the reference measurements (see chapter 4.2.5). In the
beginning the electron density profiles show the characteristics of a DPPC layer. After ammonia
is added the structure gets smeared out.
A completely different behavior can be observed when using DPPA Langmuir layers. The XRR
curves are depicted in figure 5.14c and show an increase of the reflected intensity for small
qz values indicating the enrichment of material with a higher electron density at the interface
upon the addition of ammonia (t = 64 min). Furthermore a slight shift to larger qz values
of the minima can be seen. In order to keep the surface pressure constant at Π=20 mN/m
the accessible area of the amphiphiles had to be reduced during the experiment. The minimal
area was reached during the third XRR measurement and the surface pressure decreased to
Π= 12.7 mN/m. Nevertheless a fourth reflectivity was recorded still showing oscillations. The
decrease of the surface pressure Π can be attributed to a loss of amphihpiles from the interface.
The electron density profiles are depicted in figure 5.15c. In the initial state the structure of the
Langmuir layer can be seen. After ammonia is added an increase of the electron density can be
observed. In this state the structure of the Langmuir layer is clearly evident. With ongoing time
the growing inorganic film and the Langmuir layer can not be distinguished anymore (t = 98
min). The tails of the DPPA layer can only be seen as a shoulder at z = 25 Å.
After the XRR measurements a GID scan was performed on the DPPA sample shown in figure
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Figure 5.14.: XRR data acquired on subphases of iron(II) chloride solutions with different phospholipid
Langmuir layers. a) EPC, ammonia added after t = 66 min. b) DPPC, ammonia added after t = 100 min.
c) DPPA, ammonia added after t = 64 min.
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Figure 5.16.: GID data of a DPPA layer on an iron(II) chloride subphase showing the diffraction peak
originating from the Langmuir layer at qz = 1.527 Å−1.
5.16. Even though the surface pressure decreased to 12.7 mN/m a diffraction signal can be seen
at q|| =(1.527 ± 0.003 )Å
−1
, which can be attributed to a Langmuir layer organized in a hexag-
onal unit cell with a lattice constant of (4.75 ± 0.01 )Å. Langmuir layers of DPPA on pure water
subphases exhibit a unit cell constant of 4.79 Å.[164] Although a loss of amphiphilic molecules
is observed in the experiments the structure of the Langmuir layer is still in a crystalline state. It
is likely that the Langmuir layer is in a phase witch is similar to the so called X-phase.[189] This
phase is observed at Langmuir monolayers where divalent ions are present in the subphase. The
ions begin to condensate at the headgroup under the monolayer structure.[35] This process not
only depends on the protonation state of the headgroup but also depends on the divalent ion
concentration in the subphase. Due to this an effective electrostatic force may appear between
headgroups with and without condensated ion. In this phase the amphiphiles organize in an
untilted lattice even at low surface pressure. However, in the X-phase the layer adopts a cen-
tered rectangular unit cell where the maximum in the intensity of the Bragg rod has a position
of qz =0 Å
−1
. This is not observed for the DPPA layer showing only a single reflection at qz =
0 Å
−1
. Diffraction signals from crystalline iron oxides or hydroxides were absent.
The final state of the DPPA sample was examined more closely by scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM) images. A Stereo Scan 360 SEM by Leica, (Cambridge Ltd., Cambridge, UK)
electron microscope was employed. The Langmuir Blodgett (LB) technique was used to pre-
pare thin films of the final product of the DPPA sample on silica. The obtained image is shown
in figure 5.17. Irregularly shaped agglomerates can be identified spread at the interface. The
smallest structures are roundly shaped with a diameter of 17 nm. This shows that no closed film
is formed but small aggregates form all along at the interface.
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Figure 5.17.: SEM image of the film formed at interfaces modified with DPPA in the final state.
5.2.2. Discussion and conclusion
In the framework of the collaboration, dynamic light scattering experiments were performed
by P. Degen, Physikalische Chemie II, TU Dortmund, on 0.1 mmol/L bulk solutions of iron(II)
chloride. These measurements show the presence of objects with a diameter of 248 nm ± 21 nm
with a very high polydispersity of 0.8 ± 1 . Due to the low count rates a low concentration of
the objects can be assumed. After addition of ammonia particles with a diameter of 64 nm were
detected which grow to a diameter of 250 nm with ongoing time. This growth is accompanied
by a decrease of the polydispersity to 0.4 ± 0.1 and an increases of the counts by a factor of 10.
This hints at the formation of nanoparticles floating in the solution.
In order to gain more information on the influence of the ions on the Langmuir layer, surface
pressure/area (Π/A) isotherms were recorded by P. Degen, Physikalische Chemie II, TU Dort-
mund. The isotherms were measured on 0.1 mmol/L iron(II) chloride solutions and on pure
water for comparison. The data of the three phospholipids are depicted in figure 5.18. For the
zwitter-ionic DPPC, the characteristic shape of the phospholipid on water can be seen(see figure
5.18).[190] No change in the isotherms can be observed as iron(II) chloride is present. The
isotherm of the positively charged EPC shows a steady increase (no plateau) of the surface pres-
sure on both subphases. Nevertheless, the isotherm measured on an iron(II) chloride subphase
shows a shift to smaller areas which might be due to a reduced repulsion of the headgroups, be-
cause of the presence of chloride ions. The isotherms of the negatively charged DPPA also reflect
a reduced repulsion of the headgroup. The area needed for the transition from liquid expanded
to the liquid condensed state is shifted to lower values. This might be due to the presence of
positively charged iron(II) ions screening the electrostatic repulsion.
Additional Brewster angle microscopy (BAM) images were recorded by P. Degen, Physikalis-
che Chemie II, TU Dortmund. DPPA monolayers were spread on iron(II) chloride solutions and
ammonia was added. The sample system was monitored in absence and presence of ammonia
at different times. The images show already in the beginning an inhomogeneous film (see figure
5.19a). Similar inhomogeneities were observed in other studies investigating the interaction of
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Figure 5.18.: Π/A isotherms of DPPA, EPC, and DPPC on a) iron(II) chloride (green) and b) water (red).
The isotherms were measured by P. Degen, Physikalische Chemie II, TU Dortmund.
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Figure 5.19.: a-c: BAM images of DPPA on iron(II) chloride solution (0.1 mmol/L), before (a), 10 min
after addition of NH3 (b) and 60 minutes after addition of NH3 (c). The images were recorded by P.
Degen, Physikalische Chemie II, TU Dortmund.
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copper ions in solution with Langmuir layers.[189] The intensity of the images is increases af-
ter ammonia is added indicating the enrichment of material at the interface (see figure 5.19b).
Figure 5.19c shows a later state of the Langmuir layer with a higher structuring. In these mea-
surements, no structures which could be identified as crystals could be seen.
The experiments on phospholipid monolayers of DPPC and EPC show no film formation.
This is in contradiction to the study of Maas et al., who report the formation of iron con-
taining aggregates independent of the lipid headgroup using iron(II) chloride concentrations
of 8 mmol/L.[184] This discrepancy can be explained by the lower iron(II) chloride concentra-
tions of 0.1 mmol/L used in these experiments.
The obtained surface pressure-area isotherms on the DPPA monolayer show an increase of
the screening due to the presence of iron(II) ions in the interfacial region. Similar observations
were reported for studies investigating the condensation of multivalent ions at carboxylate head-
groups. Here, a reduced headgroup area could be found due to the condensation of counter ions
inverting the sign of the headgroup charge.[141, 191] By varying the pH value of the subphase,
the degree of deprotonation could be controlled and by this, the degree of the condensed ions.
Due to the condensation an effective attractive force evolves between the amphiphiles.[35, 141]
The experiments exhibit no evidence for crystalline iron oxide at the liquid interface. Due to
this the micro structure of the compound can not be determined. The formed aggregates might
exhibit a complete amorphous structure or are made of ferrihydrid. This polymorph can be
synthesized by a fast deprotonation of iron solutions.[103] Because ferrihydrid often exhibits a
very weak crystalline order, a diffraction signal is hard to detect and could be indistinguishable
from the background.[192]
The investigations show the nucleation of aggregates in the bulk solution without adsorption
taking place at the bare interface. If the interface is covered by a DPPA monolayer, a successful
heterogeneous nucleation can be observed. The Langmuir layer acts as a heterogeneous nucle-
ation side for the iron containing aggregates. The DPPA amphiphiles have a pKA value of 2.1.
Thus, the monolayer is fully deprotonated because the solution has a pH value of 4.[185, 187]
Consequently the Langmuir film is negatively charged and iron ions are attracted. Accumulation
of the nanoparticles, observed in the solution, can be ruled out since the size of the nanopar-
ticles in the solution (d = 64 nm) is much bigger than the thickness of the growing layer (d
= 10 nm). The surface pressure-area isotherms of DPPA hint at an increase of the iron ions in
the interfacial region. For comparison, the surface pressure-area isotherms on EPC monolayers
indicate an increase of the chloride ion concentration in the vicinity of the interface explaining
the hampered aggregation. A similar conclusion can be made for DPPC monolayers, where the
surface pressure-area isotherms indicate no interaction of the ions in solution with the Langmuir
layer at all.
5.3. Subphases containing high iron(II) chloride concentration
The investigations reported in chapter 5.2 showed a discrepancy to the findings of Maas et al.
where much higher iron(II) chloride concentrations were used.[184] In order to gain more in-
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sight into the influence of this concentration dependency, experiments with elevated iron(II)
chloride concentrations were performed. The concentration in the subphase was raised to
1 mmol/L, 8 mmol/L and 100 mmol/L. Test XRR experiments showed the formation of rough
interface and made the use of XRR experiments inapplicable. Hence, the main techniques which
were used to probe these samples were XRD and XAFS. These experiments were performed at
different beamlines of the synchrotron light sources DELTA, Dortmund and DORIS III, Hamburg.
The experimental end-stations along with the available techniques are summarized in table 5.3.
The sample preparation and the experimental procedure is described in chapter 3.9.
Solutions were prepared by using water-free iron(II) chloride (purity ≥ 99 %, Sigma-Aldrich)
for the XRD measurements with ultra-pure water (specific resistance 18.2 MΩ cm). For the XAS
experiments iron(II) chloride tetra-hydrate (purity ≥ 99 %, Sigma-Aldrich) was used. Because
these solutions are subject to aging samples were prepared shortly before the measurements.
5.3.1. Experimental data
Iron(II) chloride subphases were prepared with a concentration of 8 mmol/L and the bare sur-
face of these solutions was investigated by XRD. The integrated XRD data are shown in figure
5.20 as a function of the wave vector transfer. In the initial state only scattering from the water
subphase can be seen as indicated by the presence of the water structure factor. After the initial
state was characterized, 30 mL of a 3 wt% ammonia solution were placed inside the sample cell.
In the following Bragg reflections could be observed. The intensity of these reflections increased
as a function of time. This process stops after 142 minutes. From the two-dimensional scatter-
ing pattern (data not shown) an unoriented growth can be proposed as the diffraction pattern
was circularly shaped. By comparing this data to theoretically simulated scattering signals an
agreement with iron hydroxide lepidocrocite could be found. The data clearly shows the growth
of crystalline iron hydroxide (lepidocrocite) even without monolayers.
XAFS measurements at the iron K-edge on interfaces of a 1 mmol/L iron(II) chloride solution
were performed at the beamline A1, DORIS III and BL8, DELTA. The evolution of the system was
monitored by XANES measurements (data not shown). The XANES spectra show no significant
deviations as ammonia is present indicating no change in the local structure of the iron atom
within the surface region.
Figure 5.21 shows the extracted EXAFS signal of the iron K-edge and figure 5.22 the Fourier
transformed EXAFS signals χ(R) of the 1 mmol/L iron(II) chloride solution with and without
ammonia. The EXAFS measurements were performed on the as deposited sample (initial state)
and after the addition of ammonia (final state). By comparing the extracted data sets from the
experimental station synchrotron light source technique
A1 DORIS III XANES/EXAFS
Bl8 DELTA XANES/EXAFS
Bl9 DELTA XRD
Table 5.3.: Experimental station used for the investigation of the interface at solution with iron(II) chlo-
ride solution exceeding 1 mmol/L.
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Figure 5.20.: GID data on an iron(II) chloride subphase with a concentration of 8 mmol/L. Ammonia
was added after 26 minutes. The black line shows the calculated diffraction pattern of lepidocrocite.
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Figure 5.21.: Extracted EXAFS signal of the initial and end state of a 1 mmol/L iron(II) chloride subphase
with a concentration of 1 mmol. The measurement of the final state was performed after 240 minutes.
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Figure 5.22.: Fourier transformed EXAFS signals χ(R) on 1 mmol iron(II) chloride solutions with and
without ammonia. An experimentally obtained reference of lepidocrocite taken from [193] is shown.
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initial and final state to reference data taken from [193] the formation of a lepidocrocite like
structure can be observed even without the presence of ammonia.[180, 180] However, this is
not in contradiction to the XRD data as XAS is only sensitive to the short range order.[125]
Combining the information gained by the GID and XAFS experiments the following picture
can be drawn. In the initial state small seeds with a local structure similar to lepidocrocite can
be observed at the interface as indicated by the EXAFS data. The addition of ammonia induces
an aggregation whereby the degree of crystallinity and the size of the particles increase as shown
by the GID experiments.
In further experiments the iron(II) chloride concentration in the subphase was raised to
100 mmol/L. The initial state was again monitored by XANES and EXAFS before adding am-
monia. The changes in the sample were monitored by XANES measurements until the process
stopped. The extracted and k weighted EXAFS signal of the initial and final state of the sample
are shown in figure 5.23. These data show an increase of the number of oscillations in the
EXAFS signal accompanied by a damping of the amplitudes. The damping can be attributed to
an enhanced self-absorption decreasing the fluorescence signal coming out of the sample. The
spectra were Fourier transformed and are shown in figure 5.24. In the initial state only one
coordination shell is present as indicated by the presence of one single maximum. This maxi-
mum can be attributed to a Fe-O distance indicating the coordination of oxygen to the iron ions
as already mentioned in the foregoing chapter.[94, 179, 181–183] After ammonia is added an
increase in the local order around the iron atom can be observed as indicated by the appearance
of a second maximum. This maximum can be assigned to be a Fe-Fe scattering path showing
the formation of a further coordination shell. The experimentally obtained data was compared
to reference data.[180, 180, 193] An agreement to lepidocrocite can be found.
Influence of Langmuir layers on the nucleation process
So far only bare interfaces were investigated. The observations made in chapter 5.2 demon-
strate the influence of anionic lipid membranes on the formation process. Therefore, studies
on the aggregation of inorganic films with elevated iron(II) chloride concentration were con-
ducted with the amphiphiles stearic acid (anionic headgroup) and further stearyl alcohol (non-
ionic) for comparison. XAFS experiments were performed on subphases with 1 mmol/L and
100 mmol/L iron(II) chloride concentration. The experiments on iron(II) chloride solution with
a concentration of 1 mmol/L (data not shown) show no difference to the experiments at the
bare interfaces. The data offer the presence of small seeds in the beginning with a lepidocrocite
like structure independent of the monolayer and presence of ammonia. It can be concluded that
these monolayers have only minor influence on the crystallization of iron oxide using iron(II)
chloride subphases with a concentration of 1 mmol/L.
The extracted and k-weighted EXAFS signal from interfaces of 100 mmol/L iron(II) chloride
solutions with a Langmuir layer of stearyl alcohol are displayed in figure 5.25 and the Fourier
transformation χ(R) is depicted in figure 5.26. The data show the evolution of further coor-
dination shells between a distance of 2 Å and 4 Å as ammonia is added. The comparison to
reference data of different iron oxides yielded no agreement.
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Figure 5.23.: Extracted EXAFS signal of the initial and end state of an iron(II) chloride subphase with a
concentration of 100 mmol/L. The measurement of the final state was performed after 220 minutes.
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Figure 5.24.: Fourier transformed EXAFS signals χ(R) on 100 mmol/L iron(II) chloride solutions with
and without ammonia. A reference of lepidocrocite taken from [193] is also shown.
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Figure 5.25.: Extracted EXAFS signal of the initial and end state of an iron(II) chloride subphase with a
concentration of 100 mmol/L and a stearyl alcohol monolayer. The measurement of the final state was
performed after 220 minutes. The measurement of the final state was performed after 216 minutes.
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Figure 5.26.: Fourier transformed EXAFS signals χ(R) on 100 mmol/L iron(II) chloride solutions with
and without ammonia and a stearyl alcohol monolayer. The references of lepidocrocite and goethite
taken from [193] are also shown.
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Because the extracted EXAFS data show no agreement with the reference data a combined
XRD and SEM experiment was performed. For this the ammonia concentration was lowered to
stop the thin film formation after some time. Then the sample was investigated by XRD and
afterwards a fragment of the film was deposited on a silicon wafer to investigate it by SEM.
6 hours after the initial addition of ammonia a layer had formed which could be seen by the
naked eye. Nevertheless no diffraction signal could be obtained (data not shown). A part of the
layer was then transferred via the Langmuir-Blodgett technique onto a silicon wafer for ex-situ
investigation. The formation process was then continued by adding ammonia a second time.
This resulted in the formation of crystalline iron hydroxide as shown by XRD. The obtained
scattering pattern along with simulated scattering data are shown in figure 5.27. The observed
scattering curve can be described by lepidocrocite alone indicting only a single crystalline phase.
Again, a part of the sample was transferred to a silicon wafer for ex-situ characterization by SEM.
This images are shown in figure 5.28.
The SEM image made from the top of the sample after the first application of ammonia is
shown in figure 5.28a. This picture shows the formation of a thick layer with small holes in the
surface. A more detailed view of the composition can be seen in image 5.28b showing a side
view of the sample. It seems that the layer was formed by the aggregation of small particles.
Because the XRD experiments showed no diffraction signal the observed structures exhibit no
long range ordering. After ammonia was applied for a second time the layer has grown further
into the subphase. In this state the layer can be divided in three parts. The first part can be
identified as the initial nucleation layer observed in the pictures of the top row. This part is
followed by a layer with darker color indicating a layer with higher electron density. The middle
layer seems to be composed of small crystallites indicating a starting mineralization. The part of
the layer being in contact with the water phase is composed of long needle-like structures with
random orientation. The crystalline structures are composed of lepidocrocite as proven by XRD.
Further the influence of stearic acid monolayers on the formation process was investigated.
XANES spectra were recorded from solutions with a concentration of 100 mmol/L and are shown
in figure 5.29. In the beginning the typical structureless curve can be seen as in the other
investigated samples. On addition of ammonia a decrease of the white line accompanied by an
increase in the structure can be observed. Furthermore the absorption edge shifts by 2 eV to
lower energies. The EXAFS data obtained on this sample system is shown in figure 5.30 and
the Fourier transformed χ(R) is shown in figure 5.31. The data indicates the presence of two
coordination shells just in the beginning. After ammonia is added the second coordination shell
becomes more pronounced indicating an increased order around the iron atom. The highest
accordance of these spectra can be found to that of magnetite. Nevertheless the agreement is
not satisfactory.
Subphases with an iron(II) chloride concentration of 100 mmol/L and stearic acid monolay-
ers present at the interface were further subject of XRD experiments. The obtained scattering
pattern is depicted in figure 5.32. The data shows the formation of crystalline structures at the
interface after the addition of ammonia. By comparing the so obtained pattern to simulated scat-
tering signals the data can be best described by a combination of lepidocrocite and magnetite.
The presence of magnetite is in agreement to the EXAFS data.
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Figure 5.27.: XRD curves of a samples of iron(II) chloride with a concentration of 100 mmol/L with
stearyl alcohol monolayers.
A B
C B
Figure 5.28.: SEM images taken on films grown on iron(II) chloride solutions with a concentration of
100 mmol/L and stearyl alcohol monolayers present at the interface. The images show different states of
the film evolution. A) Top view, ammonia added. B) Side view, ammonia added. C) Side view, second
addition of ammonia. D) Side view higher magnification, second addition of ammonia.
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Figure 5.29.: XANES spectra obtained on iron(II) chloride subphases with a concentration of 1 mmol/L
and a stearic acid monolayer showing the time evolution of the sample. Ammonia was added after 30
minutes. The data is shifted vertically for clarity.
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Figure 5.30.: Extracted EXAFS signal of the initial and end state of an iron(II) chloride subphase with
a concentration of 100 mmol/L and a stearic acid monolayer showing the evolution of the near edge
structure. The measurement of the final state was performed after 200 minutes.
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Figure 5.31.: Fourier transformed EXAFS signals χ(R) of 100 mmol/L iron(II) chloride solution with and
without ammonia and a stearic acid monolayer. A reference of lepidocrocite taken from [193] is also
shown.
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Figure 5.32.: XRD curves on sample of iron(II) chloride with a concentration of 100 mmol/L with stearic
acid monolayers.
Figure 5.33.: SEM images taken on films grown on iron(II) chloride solutions with a concentration of
100 mmol/L and stearic acid monolayers present at the interface. The images show the final state of the
film. A) Top view, B) side view.
Although the magnetite (113) reflection at q=2.45 Å
−1
can not be observed in the measured
diffraction curve, the diffraction peak at q=2.09 Å
−1
can only be explained by taking the (202)
magnetite reflection into account. The flank of the (301) lepidocrocite reflection at q=2.51 Å
−1
seems to have an increased intensity indicating the existence of the (331) magnetite reflection.
The observation might hint at a growth with a preferred orientation at the interface.
The final product was again a brittle film which could be seen by the bare eye. A piece of
the formed film was again transferred via the Langmuir Blodgett technique to a silicon substrate
and SEM images were recorded. The images are depicted in figure 5.33 showing the formation
of a structured layer. The top side of the sample is nearly closed and almost no holes can be
seen in it. The first part seems to persist of an unordered structure quite similar to the layers
observed for amphiphiles of stearyl alcohol. This layer is followed by sharp structures which are
supposed to be composed of crystals.
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5.3.2. Discussion and Conclusion
The experiment on subphases containing iron(II) chloride with a concentration greater than
1 mmol/L show the formation of lepidocrocite crystals at the interface upon the addition of
ammonia. Furthermore, the XAFS experiments demonstrate that in solutions with 1 mmol/L
iron(II) chloride concentration, aggregates with a lepidocrocite structure can be observed even
without a monolayer. In this state XRD experiments show no diffraction signal indicating a weak
crystalline order or very small structures which are not detectable by the experimental setup.
After the addition of ammonia, these seeds grow, as seen by the XRD experiments, yielding
lepidocrocite crystals with random orientation at the interface. By keeping the results of chapter
5.2 in mind, the following model can be postulated: Upon the addition of ammonia, aggregates
form in the bulk solution. As the concentration in the bulk solution increases, particles start to
accumulate to the interface. The same behavior could be observed for nanoparticles, where also
a sufficient bulk concentration is needed to induce adsorption at the surface.[91]
XAFS experiments on iron(II) chloride solutions with 100 mmol/L concentration showed only
the existence of one coordination shell around the iron atom in the beginning. No second coor-
dination shell can be observed, as found for 1 mmol/L iron(II) chloride solutions. Because the
precipitation reaction is pH dependent, this observation can be explained by the higher pH value
of the 1 mmol/L solution. In this case the pH is high enough to enable a small fraction of iron
ions to nucleate adapting a lepidocrocite like structure. If ammonia is introduced to the sample
system the precipitation reaction is triggered as observed by the evolution of a second coordi-
nation shell. The analysis shows that the obtained χ(R) can be best described by lepidocrocite.
X-ray diffraction experiments performed in the framework of the diploma thesis of F. Wirkert
showed the growth of lepidocrocite crystals at the interface after the addition of ammonia.[194]
The width of the observed scattering reflections decreased with time indicating the growth of
the crystals.
The XAFS and XRD data obtained on 1 mmol/L iron(II) chloride solution showed the forma-
tion of lepidocrocite without any contribution from other phases.
Langmuir monolayers seem to have no influence on the crystalline structures forming in
1 mmol/L iron(II) chloride solutions. In all cases, the obtained data show a signal originat-
ing from lepidocrocite structures.
This changes as the concentration is raised to 100 mmol/L, in the presence of stearic acid
magnetite crystals start to form aside of lepidocrocite as proved by the XRD experiments. These
changes are supported by the XAFS experiments which also show the existence of magnetite.
Prior to the addition of ammonia, the local structure around the iron atoms seem also more
ordered than without monolayer which is indicated by the presence of a weak maximum in the
χ(R). The SEM image revealed the formation of a closed surface layer. The formation starts with
an unstructured layer which is likely to be amorphous. With time, sharp structures are formed at
the face of the layer oriented towards the aqueous solution. It is supposed that these structures
have a crystalline character. The formation of such composite films was also observed by Maas
et al.[184]
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Langmuir layers of stearyl alcohol seem to have no influence on the polymorph of the formed
crystals as seen in the XRD experiments showing the growth of lepidocrocite. The deviation
observed in the XAFS experiments from the bare interface can be explained by the formation of
a composite structure as proven by the SEM images. As this is no phase pure material EXAFS
signal from iron atoms with a varying environment are obtained. In a first step a composite
structure forms without crystalline order by the fusion of small aggregates. As the growth of
the layer continues the formation of lepidocrocite crystals takes place. The fact that the EXAFS
data can be described not by lepidocrocite alone is due to the different coordinations of the iron
atoms. All iron atoms in the illuminated area are probed and not only the crystalline part alone.
These observations are in clear contrast to the measurements performed by Lin et al.[195] These
studies report on the formation of magnetite by using stearyl alcohol. The discrepancy can be
attributed to varying sample treatment as Lin et. al. deposited the sample on glass substrates via
the Langmuir-Blodgett technique. Due to this, the samples dried which might result in a phase
transformation.
From the data the following picture of the nucleation of inorganic film from subphases con-
taining iron(II) chloride can be drawn. In the case of charged interfaces, iron containing aggre-
gates nucleate at the interface as revealed by the experiments on low iron(II) concentrations.
Parallel to this interfacial nucleation, aggregates start to form in the bulk solution which can
adsorb at the interface if a critical subphase concentration is passed. Thus, the iron hydrox-
ide aggregation at the interface can be achieved without monolayers by adjusting the subphase
concentration alone. At iron(II) chloride concentrations of 100 mmol/L, the formation of a com-
posite structure is observed which seems to have an amorphous character. It is likely that the
roundly shaped aggregates, which form the first layer, are the same as observed for low iron(II)
chloride concentrations in combination with DPPA Langmuir layers. These aggregates show no
long range order. As the pH value drops, which results in an enhanced formation of lepidocrocite
particles in the bulk solution, a competitive adsorption at the interface takes place.
5.4. Growth of inorganic thin films at polysiloxane membranes
In this chapter the growth of thin films at solution-air interfaces modified with polysiloxane
networks is discussed. In a first step subphases containing iron(III) chloride were studied. The
iron(III) complexes present in the subphase have the affinity to accumulate in the interface
region.[168] By this a seeding layer could be formed from which the nucleation starts.
Synthesis protocols for iron oxide nanoparticles (magnetite or maghemite) make use of iron
salt solutions composed of a mixture of salts with varying oxidation states.[196] In order to
investigate how the presence of different ions with varying oxidation states influence the growth
process aqueous solutions containing a mixture of iron(II) chloride and iron(III) chloride were
used.
In the first part of the following chapter the aggregation of inorganic films under polysiloxane
networks is presented using an iron(III) chloride. After this, the study of thin film growth
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Figure 5.34.: Polysiloxane membranes on iron(III) chloride solutions with a concentration of 1 mmol/L.
The samples were investigated at different evolution times. Left: Fresnel normalized reflectivities. Right:
Electron density profiles.
at polysiloxane membranes using solutions with a mixture of iron(II) chloride and iron(III)
chloride is represented. The chapter closes with a conclusion of the observations.
5.4.1. Subphases containing iron(III) chloride
X-ray reflectivity and grazing incidence diffraction measurements were performed on polysilox-
ane networks using subphases of iron(III) chloride solution. The concentration of the iron(III)
chloride was chosen to be 1 mmol/L resulting in a pH value of 3 for the solution. The ex-
periments were performed using the liquid scattering setup of the beamline BW1, DORIS III,
Hamburg, Germany. The Langmuir layers were prepared as described in chapter 3.9 using a
1 mmol/L solution of OTS in chloroform. In the following the film was compressed to a surface
pressure of Π = 20 mN/m and was kept constant.
The Fresnel normalized XRR curves are depicted in figure 5.34 as a function of the wave
vector transfer perpendicular to the surface. The reflectivities were measured at different time
of the evolution of the system. The curve marked with t = 0 min denotes the time when the
first measurement was started. The reflectivities show an increase of intensity in the low qz
range around 0.05 Å
−1
. This indicates an enrichment of material with high electron density at
the interface. By closer inspection of the obtained data also changes in the characteristics of the
curves can be observed.
The XRR curves were analyzed in order to obtain the electron density profile perpendicular to
the surface. For the actual sample system a model consisting of 3 layers was used. The obtained
profiles are shown in figure 5.34. The electron density profile obtained directly after compres-
sion of the monolayer show already a slight increase in the region beneath the headgroup. A
gradient with a length of 20 Å from the water towards the headgroup can be observed. During
the following time a further increase of the electron density takes place in a region of 60 Å be-
low the headgroup of the polysiloxane network. In the later evolution states the headgroup of
the polysiloxane networks can not be distinguished anymore from the growing layer. However,
the tail group can be clearly identified until the end of the growth process although the elec-
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Figure 5.35.: GID data obtained from polysiloxane networks on top of iron(III) chloride solutions. The
left side shows the two dimensional scattering pattern and the right side depicts the scattering signal
integrated along the qz direction. a) 36 min after the first measurement b) 174 min after the first
measurement.
tron density in the tailgroup region increases as well. In fact an absorption throughout the film
structure takes place. It has to be pointed out that in this state no ammonia was present yet.
In order to investigate the lateral structure of the polysiloxane network GID experiments
were performed in between the reflectivity scans. The two dimensional GID data along with
the integrated data along the qz direction is shown in figure 5.35. In the beginning a single
diffraction peak can be observed at q|| = 1.537 Å
−1
. The two-dimensional crystal lattice can
be described by a hexagonal unit cell. The resulting parameters are summarized in table 5.4.
The tails of the polysiloxane network are in an upright position. By comparing the unit cell
parameters of polysiloxane networks on iron(III) chloride subphases with values obtained on a
water subphase no change can be observed (see chapter 4.1). From this it can be concluded that
the iron(III) chloride has no influence on the lateral polysiloxane network structure.
The ongoing aggregation process seems to disturb the lateral order thereby decreasing the
size of the crystalline patches as indicated by the increase of width of the Bragg reflections, see
table 5.4. GID scans covering a larger q range were performed in order to search for reflections
from crystalline iron oxide or hydroxide species. In these scans no reflections could be found
indicating the formation of an amorphous layer.
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t = 34 min t = 174 min
FWHM [Å−1] 0.026 ± 0.003 0.039 ± 0.006
q|| [Å−1] 1.536 ± 0.005 1.528 ± 0.005
lattice constant a [Å] 4.72 ± 0.3 4.75 ± 0.3
unit cell size Axy [Å2] 19.1 ± 0.3 19.3 ± 0.2
I [a.u.] 16.1 ± 0.4 14.3 ± 0.1
Table 5.4.: Parameters of the Voigt function fitted to GID scans of the polysiloxane networks on iron(III)
chloride subphases, full width of half maximum (FWHM), q|| lateral position of the reflection, I intensity
of the diffraction peak. Properties were estimated by evaluation of the GID scans using Voigt profiles.
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Figure 5.36.: Polysiloxane membranes on iron(III) chloride solutions with a concentration of 1 mmol/L
in the presence of ammonia. The samples were investigated at different evolution times. Left: Fresnel
normalized reflectivities. Right: Electron density profiles.
In the following ammonia was added to the system to investigate if a phase transformation
could be induced. Four vials containing in total 30 mL of a 3 wt% ammonia solution were placed
inside. After this XRR and GID measurements were performed again. The Fresnel normalized
XRR data are shown in figure 5.36. After ammonia was added the oscillation in the reflected
signal was damped. Additionally a further increase in the intensity around qz = 0.05 Å
−1
can be
seen. The corresponding electron density profiles are shown in figure 5.36 reflecting a further
increase of the electron density as ammonia is present. During this process the vertical structure
of the polysiloxane network is completely destroyed. The final state of the system is reached after
a time of t = 480 min. At the end a GID measurement was performed in order to examine the
lateral structure of the polysiloxane network again and to search for reflections from crystalline
material (data not shown). No scattering signal at all could be detected. From this it can be
concluded that no crystalline iron compound was present in the sample and the lateral order of
the polysiloxane was completely destroyed. This is in contrast to the reference measurements
presented in chapter 4.1. During these experiments the homogeneity of the membrane increased
as ammonia was added.
5.4.2. Subphases containing a mixture of iron(III)- and iron(II) chloride
The growth of inorganic films at polysiloxane monolayers was studied for mixtures of iron salts.
A stock solution with a mixture of iron(II) chloride and iron(III) chloride in the ratio of 2:3 was
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Figure 5.37.: Polysiloxane membranes on solutions containing an iron(II):iron(III) chloride mixture with
a concentration of 1 mmol/L in the presence of ammonia. The samples were investigated at different
evolution times. Left: Fresnel normalized reflectivities. Right: Electron density profiles.
prepared. The overall iron concentration in solution was adjusted to 1 mmol/L. X-ray reflectivity
measurements and grazing incidence diffraction measurements were performed at the beamline
BW1, DORIS III, Hamburg. Polysiloxane layers were prepared as mentioned in chapter 3.9 using
a 1 mmol/L solution of OTS in chloroform. The film was compressed to a surface pressure of Π
= 20 mN/m which was kept constant during the measurements.
The Fresnel normalized XRR data measured on this system is shown in figure 5.37. Because of
the observation made in chapter 5.4.1 two reflectivity measurements were performed one after
another in order to investigate if aggregation also occurs without ammonia (data not shown).
Both curves show no deviation indicating no aggregation of inorganic material at the interface.
After this ammonia was added to the gas phase above the sample. The first scan (t=195 min)
after the addition of ammonia shows only minor changes. Whereas the scan started after 282
minutes shows a strong increase in the reflected intensity of the low qz range.
The electron density profiles obtained from the XRR data are shown in figure 5.37. The
electron density profiles show only a small increase of the layer roughness as ammonia is added
( t = 193 min) implying a hindered aggregation. After a further waiting period of 200 minutes a
100 Å thick layer was observed at the interface. The electron density increases gradually from the
water subphase towards the headgroup which is merged with the growing layer. By comparing
the electron density of the tailgroup in the initial state with the later one a decrease can be
observed. This might be due to the aggregation of an inorganic film at the headgroup whereas
the polysiloxane patches are pushed apart. By this the electron density of the polysiloxane
network decreases accompanied with a decrease of the electron density of the tailgroup.
GID experiments performed on these polysiloxane network are shown in figure 5.38. After
the polysiloxane network is deposited at the interface a Bragg reflection at q|| = 1.538 Å
−1
can
be observed. This indicates the organization of the hydrocarbon chains in a hexagonal unit cell.
After ammonia was added to the gas phase the intensity of the diffraction peak dropped. The
width of the reflection increased implying a shrunk lateral size of the crystalline patches. The
structural parameters are summarized in table 5.5. Bragg reflections originating from crystalline
material were not present in the GID experiments covering a larger q range (data not shown).
This hints at the formation of amorphous aggregates at the polysiloxane interface.
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t = 32 min t = 129 min 226 min
FWHM [Å−1] 0.025 ± 0.002 0.035 ± 0.006 0.048 ± 0.009
q|| [Å−1] 1.538 ± 0.005 1.540 ± 0.005 1.532 ± 0.009
lattice constant a [Å] 4.72 ± 0.09 4.71 ± 0.08 4.7 ± 0.2
unit cell size Axy [Å2] 19.3 ± 0.2 19.2 ± 0.2 19 ± 1
I [a.u.] 36.3 ± 0.4 23.6 ± 0.4 8.4 ± 0.9
Table 5.5.: Parameters of the Voigt function fitted to GID scans of the polysiloxane networks on a mixture
of a iron(III):iron(II) chloride subphases, full width of half maximum (FWHM), q|| lateral position of the
reflection, I intensity of the diffraction peak. Properties were estimated by evaluation of the GID scans
using Voigt profiles.
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Figure 5.38.: GID data obtained from polysiloxane networks on solutions containing an iron(II):iron(III)
chloride mixtures. The left side shows the two dimensional scattering pattern and the right depicts the
scattering signal integrated along the qz direction. a) 32 min after the first measurement b) 129 min
after the first measurement c) 226 min after the first measurement.
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5.4.3. Conclusion
The experiments utilizing iron(III) chloride subphases show a formation of inorganic films with-
out the presence of ammonia in a region of 60 Å below the interface. During the formation
process, the iron species penetrates the polysiloxane layer completely. These experiments show
no sole adsorption at the headgroup. The lateral structure of the polysiloxane network is not
influenced by the formation process, although the vertical layer structure is penetrated. The fact
that no Bragg reflection from crystalline material could be observed, implies the formation of an
amorphous layer at the interface.
If ammonia is added, a further increase of the electron density can be observed which goes in
hand with the destruction of the lateral layer structure, although the reference measurements
discussed in chapter 4.1 show an increase of the homogeneity of the polysiloxane layer. This
effect seems to be blocked in the presence of iron(III) chloride solutions, in fact, the layer
structure is disturbed as ammonia is present. As an inorganic film formation is observed even
without ammonia another nucleation pathway might be present in this sample system. Because
the exact composition of the inorganic films is unknown, no statement can be made about the
restructuring of the inorganic film, which might induce the collapse of the lateral film structure.
Nevertheless, ammonia is not responsible for this phenomena.
By using solutions which contain a mixture of iron salts, a growth of an inorganic film at the
interface could be observed without iron penetrating the tailgroup of the monolayer. This is in
contrast to subphases containing iron(III) chloride. The small particles formed in the headgroup
region grow in the following progressively into the subphase. This process is accompanied by
an increase of the width of the diffraction peaks showing a reduction in the lateral patch size.
Additional measurements, performed by P. Degen, Physikalische Chemie II, TU Dortmund,
show a strong dependence of the crystallization kinetics on the iron salt and ammonia con-
centration. Since the measurements presented here are performed at very low concentrations,
it is reasonable that only the initial stage is observed. The obtained data suggest that in the
beginning iron containing aggregates are formed at the headgroup structure which is incorpo-
rated into the growing layer. By this, a composite structure is formed and the polysiloxane
layer is disrupted. The formation of a composite structure was also observed by SEM images
on samples using higher iron concentrations showing sponge like structures that form at the
membrane. Ex-situ XRD measurements reveal the formation of maghemite by using higher sub-
phases concentrations. This also supports the observation of a precursor phase which nucleates
the interface and transforms to a crystalline structure at sufficient supersaturation levels.
5.5. Summary
The experiments on iron chloride solutions, performed in the framework of this thesis, observed
the growth of inorganic films using different iron salt solutions and concentrations. Different
nucleation and growth behavior are observed depending on the experimental conditions. The
investigations reveal clearly, that not only pure electrostatic effects are responsible, but rather
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more complex mechanisms have to be accounted. These mechanisms are quite difficult to iden-
tify as the system is very complex.
Low iron(II) chloride solutions showed the formation of amorphous aggregates at the nega-
tively charged interface. For zwitter-ionic or cationic Langmuir layers, no growth was observed.
Although the formation of aggregates was observed in the bulk solution for these concentrations
no influence on the thin film forming at the interface was obvious. An attachment from the bulk
phase to the interface can be ruled out due to the different sizes of the aggregates observed in
the bulk solution and the inorganic layer formed at the interface.
If the concentration of iron(II) chloride was increased and with this, the number of aggregates
forming in the solution, an accumulation of crystalline iron hydroxide (lepidocrocite) even with-
out monolayers was observed at the interface. This was accompanied by a dramatical increase
of the interfacial roughness. By modification of the interface with neutral amphiphile stearyl
alcohol, no change in the growing polymorph could be induced. The formation of an amor-
phous structure with a subsequent growth of lepidocrocite could be seen. As stearic acid is used
the formation of magnetite and lepidocrocite could be proven by XRD and XAFS measurements.
The layer formation is, thus, not only a function of the amphiphiles, but also depends strongly
on the subphase concentration. The structures formed at the interface might be produced by a
combined adsorption of lepidocrocite crystals and an interfacial aggregation process.
By using iron(III) chloride solutions, a different behavior could be observed. This system
showed only in the presence of Langmuir layers a formation of inorganic films. For bare inter-
faces, no adsorption could be achieved. Also, a critical surface pressure of Π = 20 mN/m was a
requirement for the interfacial adsorption. The layers forming at the interface in the presence
of amphiphiles were amorphous with no long range ordering. The formation of thin films was
proven to happen at anionic, cationic and non-ionic Langmuir layers. Only for the zwitter-ionic
Layer the formation process was suppressed.
By the right choice of the sample parameters (concentration of 100 mmol/L and a stearic acid
monolayer) an ordering, which is still far away from a crystalline phase, could be observed
by XAFS measurements. These samples showed the formation of a second coordination shell
with less iron content than for crystals of bulk iron hydroxides. The investigations showed no
formation of closed inorganic films suggesting the formation of small particles at the interface.
During the aggregation process the Langmuir layer structure was recognized to be disturbed.
This effect can mainly be attributed to ammonia as seen in the reference measurements. The
presence of iron(III) chloride in the subphase influenced the properties of DPPA monolayers,
which can be attributed to iron complexes interacting with the phosphate headgroup, thus,
stabilizing the lateral structure.[168, 177]
The experiments utilizing polysiloxane layers showed the formation of amorphous aggregates
even without ammonia. The membrane structure is penetrated by the aggregates adsorbing
into the tailgroup and headgroup region. During this process the lateral structure keeps stable
and only a decrease of the intensity of the diffraction peak can be observed. A further addition
of ammonia increases the electron density more and leads to the destruction of the layer. The
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healing effect of ammonia discussed in chapter 4.1 seems to be suppressed in the presence of
iron(III) chloride which might be caused by iron complexes aggregating at the polysiloxane
membrane.
A penetration can be avoided by using a mixture of ion(II) and iron(III) chloride solutions
as subphases. The nucleation takes place at the headgroup region without the penetration of
the tailgroup. The headgroup is still influenced by the aggregates which grow in the direction
of the subphase. During these measurements, again no crystalline material could be found
to form at the interface. In analogy to the observations made for iron(II) chloride, crystal
structures could be observed to form in case of elevated iron concentrations as observed by P.
Degen, Physikalische Chemie II, TU Dortmund. This again shows the strong dependence on the
subphase concentration of the iron chlorides.
The results present a survey of the parameters influencing the formation of inorganic films
at interfaces from iron salt solutions. The results discussed above clearly show the complexity
of the system. The concentration of the iron salt solution has a differing influence for the
two salts and also the Langmuir layers. The studies on the low iron(II) chloride solution hint
predominately at the influence of electrostatic forces on the formation process as only interfacial
growth was observed for DPPA amphiphiles. For solutions containing trivalent ions this is not
true any more as the in solution formed complexes seem to have a greater influence on the
formation of the inorganic films.
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6. Surface adsorption of nanoparticles
controlled by surfactants
Control over the properties of fluid interfaces is of great interest for applications utilizing systems
with high specific surface areas. The stability of e.g. foams or emulsions can be influenced by
adding ionic or non-ionic surfactants or colloidal particles.[8, 89, 197] Moreover, the research
on the combination of surfactants and particles shows great opportunities due to synergetic
effects highlighting the relevance of this research field.[198, 199]
On the one hand, in systems where only surfactants are present the properties of the fluid in-
terface depend on the thermal equilibrium and dynamics of the adsorption and desorption of the
surfactants. However, if colloids are accumulating at fluid interfaces the inter particle interac-
tion can cause self assembly or aggregation altering the interfacial properties significantly.[200]
But also the size of the adsorbing particles is crucial. The particles must have a sufficient size
for a successful stabilization of the fluid interface.[201] Consequential the mixing of different
types of systems could induce changes in the adsorption process at the interface thus resulting
in unique interfacial properties. The most important factors controlling the fluid interface in this
context are the adsorption of the surfactant to the surface of the particles, the influence of the
surfactant on the interaction of the particles in solution, and the effect of the particles surfactant
interaction on the interface properties.[202]
Rheological measurements on the composite system of iron oxide nanoparticles (maghemite,
γ-Fe2O3) in the presence of sodiumdodecylsulfate (SDS) showed an increased adsorption of the
nanoparticles at the interface which depends on the ratio of the surfactant and nanoparticles
in solution.[203] Surface shear rheological measurements showed increased elastic properties
pointing to the formation of a film at the surface.[203] During these measurements the film was
stressed until rapture. Subsequently, the measurements were repeated with the same sample
showing again a film formation at the interface. By this it can be concluded that after the film
was teared a reformation occurred. The enhanced surface activity is attributed to synergetic
effects between the nanoparticles and surfactants. The surfactant is bound to the nanoparticle
by electrostatic forces and the nanoparticle surface gets hydrophobic. As a consequence the
nanoparticles are more likely to adsorb to the interface forming nanoparticle thin films. Fur-
ther, the formation of aggregates was observed in bulk solutions of the nanoparticle surfactant
mixture.[203] By adjusting the interaction of the surfactant nanoparticles composites the size
of the aggregates can be influenced.
In order to gain information on the microscopic structure on the forming films XRR experi-
ments on solution mixtures of surfactant and nanoparticles were performed. In these measure-
ments the adsorption behavior of electrostatically stabilized iron oxide (maghemite, γ-Fe2O3)
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and gold nanoparticles was studied which are charged positively and negatively, respectively.
These particles were combined systemically with aqueous solutions of sodiumdodecylsulfate
(SDS), cetyl trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), and 2-dodecoxyethanol (Brij 35), being an-
ionic, cationic and non-ionic surfactants, respectively.
The experiments were performed at the D8 laboratory diffractometer using a wavelength of
1.54 Å. The samples were prepared by mixing solutions of nanoparticles with solutions of the
surfactants. The concentrations mentioned in the following are the resulting concentrations in
the final solution. The samples were placed in a sample cell which was flushed with helium in
order to suppress air scattering and evaporation.
The study on the nanoparticle solutions was performed within the collaboration with the
group of Prof. Metin Tolan (TU Dortmund) and Prof. Heinz Rehage (TU Dortmund). Part of
the presented results were published as: Patrick Degen, D. C. Florian Wieland, Sabine Leick,
Michael Paulus, Heinz Rehage and Metin Tolan Effect of magnetic nanoparticles on the surface
rheology of surfactant films at the water surface. Soft Matter 2011, 7, 7655.
In following chapter the adsorption behavior of iron oxide nanoparticles is investigated in the
presence of different surfactants. This part is followed by the study of the adsorption behavior of
gold nanoparticles under varying surfactant additives. The chapter is finished by the conclusion
and discussion of the observations made.
6.1. Iron oxide nanoparticles
The XRR experiments were performed using solutions of nanoparticles with a solid fraction of
iron oxide of 0.05 wt%. The concentration of SDS was adjusted to 0.01 mmol/L and 20 mmol/L,
respectively. These concentrations were chosen because the surface rheological measurements
showed a strong increase of the elastic moduli at a SDS concentration of 0.01 mmol/L. In
contrast to this at a SDS concentration of 20 mmol/L no increase was monitored.
First experiments of pure nanoparticle solution without the presence of surfactants showed
no adsorption at the interface. The obtained XRR data on solution of SDS with a concentration
of 0.01 mmol/L together with reference data of a pure SDS solution were normalized by the
Fresnel reflectivity and are shown in the appendix figure C.4. The electron densities acquired by
refinement of the data are depicted in figure 6.1. The time t denotes the point between prepa-
ration of the sample and the end of the measurement. The data show a strong increase of the
electron density in a region of 90 Å below the interface after the first reflectivity measurements.
By comparing these data to the results of a pure SDS solution the adsorption of the nanoparti-
cles to the interface is obvious. In order to extract the size of the particles an electron density
profile was modeled theoretically. Because the size of the nanoparticles is logarithmic-normal
(log-normal) distributed a model was constructed consisting of spheres being weighted by a
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Figure 6.1.: Electron density profiles on solutions of 0.05 wt% γ-Fe2O3 and 0.01 mmol/L SDS solution
obtained by the refinement of the reflectivity. The data was recored at different times after the prepara-
tion. Additional the electron density profile of spheres with log-normal distribution is drawn. a) t = 1.5h
b) t = 20h.
log-normal distribution function.[204] This distribution is defined by
ξ(∆µ, µ, ri) =
u√
2π ln(∆µ)ri
exp

−1
2
(
ln( riµ )
ln(∆µ)
)2 , (6.1)
with the most probable particle radius µ, the scaling amplitude u, and the width of the particle
distribution ∆µ. The electron density profile ED(z) was calculated via
ED(z) =
∑
i
[(2πriz − πz2)ξ(ri)] (6.2)
with z ≤ ri. The parameters obtained by refining equation 6.2 to the data are summarized in
table 6.1. The resulting electron density is shown in the figure 6.1a. The sample was left for
18.5 hours and a second reflectivity was recorded afterwards. The resulting electron density
is shown in figure 6.1b. By comparing the obtained profiles it gets obvious that the electron
density increases further accompanied by a decrease of the width of the adsorbed layer. This
density profile was again modeled by a log-normal weighted sphere distribution. The obtained
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parameters are given in table 6.1 as well.
The data suggest an enhancement of adsorbed nanoparticles at the interface with time as the
electron density of the layer increases. A side effect seems to be a decrease of the width of
the adsorbed nanoparticle layer. But these results have to be reviewed with precaution. For
a successful modeling of the electron density profile 6 slabs had to be used resulting in 25
parameters which had to be adjusted. Further the q range was only accessible up to 0.2 Å−1.
The reason for this is the high fluorescence emission from the sample. The absorption edge
of iron lies at 7.9 keV which is only 0.1 keV beneath the X-ray energy used. As a result the
background is enlarged in these experiments reducing the accessible q range.
t = 1.5 h t = 20.0 h
∆µ 1.35 ± 0.02 1.2 ± 0.03
µ [Å] 32 ± 0.5 32 ± 0.5
Table 6.1.: Parameters of the log-normal distribution used for simulating the electron density profiles of
iron oxide nanoparticles for different adsorption times.
Further experiments were performed for a solution of nanoparticles and increased SDS con-
centration of 20 mmol/L. The electron density profiles show the adsorption of SDS to the in-
terface alone. No thin film composed of nanoparticles forms at these conditions, see figure
appendix C.1(b). Similar observations were made when using CTAB and Brij solutions. Figure
C.2(b) and figure C.2(b) of the appendix show the formation of a sole surfactant adsorption
layer independent on the presence of nanoparticles.
6.2. Gold nanoparticles
The experiments on the gold nanoparticles utilized aqueous solutions with different concen-
trations. The electron density profiles obtained on solutions with a solid fraction of 0.05 wt%
gold combined with 0.5 µmol/L CTAB solutions are shown in the appendix figure C.6(b). The
obtained data show no film formation at the interface. If the concentration of the nanoparticles
and surfactant is changed by using 0.1 wt% solution and 1 µmol/L CTAB solution a formation
of a film can be observed. The obtained electron density profiles are depicted in figure 6.2. The
electron density at the interface region increases with ongoing time until the process stops after
12.5 hours. For comparison an electron density originating from a pure CTAB layer is shown.
The final state was again modeled by a log-normal distributed sphere ensemble using equation
6.2 and the obtained parameters are summarized in table 6.2.[204]
Similar experiments utilizing gold nanoparticle concentrations of 0.2 wt% and a CTAB con-
t = 26.5 h
∆µ 1.42 ± 0.02
µ [Å] 63.0 ± 0.5
Table 6.2.: Parameters of the log-normal distribution used for simulating the electron density profiles of
the gold nanoparticles after 26.5 hours of adsorption.
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Figure 6.2.: Electron density profiles of the interface of 0.1 wt% gold nanoparticle solution and 1 µmol/L
CTAB solution obtained by the refinement of the reflectivity data. As reference a density profile of a
pure SDS solution is drawn. Additionally an electron density profile generated by summing log-normal
weighted spheres distribution is shown.
centration of 1 µmol/L showed a faster adsorption. The process was completed after 4.5 h, see
figure C.6(b). Subsequent experiments were performed using nanoparticle solution in combina-
tion with SDS and without surfactant, see appendix figure C.9(a) - C.12(a). The data show no
formation of nanoparticles thin films as expected.
6.3. Discussion and Conclusion
The adsorption of nanoparticle thin films can be controlled by surfactants in the solution as
shown by the experiments. By adjusting the concentrations of the surfactant the adsorption
behavior of nanoparticles can be tuned. The observations made can be explained by an electro-
static interaction of the ionic surfactant molecules with the oppositely charged nanoparticles. As
a result the composite system tends to a stronger interfacial adsorption. The interaction of the
surfactant and nanoparticles leads to the formation of surfactant nanoparticles composites with
increased hydrophobic interaction at the particle surface.
The surface of the iron oxide nanoparticle is positively charged which explains the adsorption
behavior by using negatively ionic surfactants of SDS. In this system a nanoparticle layer can be
observed at the interface. The experiments showed a dependence on the ratio of the number
of SDS molecules to those of the number of nanoparticles in solution. If the amount of SDS is
low in the solution only few molecules bind to the nanoparticles thus increasing the interfacial
adsorption only slightly, see figure 6.3. As a result no film formation can be induced. Vice versa a
too high concentration of the SDS solution also prevents a film formation. At this point a double
layer of SDS is formed around the nanoparticle as shown in the right of figure 6.3. A SDS layer
forms at the nanoparticles surface. But SDS molecules which are still in solution continue to
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adsorb to the surface due to the interaction of the hydrophobic groups. By this the hydrophobic
forces are neutralized.
The system offers the unique possibility to tune the wettability of the nanoparticles by adjust-
ing the surfactant concentration. This is highly important for the stabilization of liquid-liquid
interfaces. At these interfaces an optimal stabilization is observed if the particles are wetted
each with 50 % of the organic and 50 % of the inorganic phase.[201]
surfactant
nanoparticle
low surfactant 
concentration
ideal surfactant 
concentration
high surfactant 
concentration 
Figure 6.3.: Sketch of the composite nanoparticle structure under different solution conditions.
The diameter of the iron oxide nanoparticles was determined by DLS measurements to be 16
nm.[203] A transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM) image was taken by P. Degen, Physikalische
Chemie II, TU Dortmund, of samples of the nanoparticles and is shown in figure 6.4. The
particle size can be determined by evaluation of the image yielding a radius of 6.6 nm ± 1.5
nm. By comparing this radius with the size of 6.3 nm ± 0.5 obtained by modeling a log-normal
weighted sphere distribution to the obtained data it can be concluded that only a monolayer
of nanoparticles forms at the interface. The experiments show a deviation from the particles
radius determined by DLS in comparison to the TEM data. The deviation of the DLS data
can be attributed to an ion and hydration shell surrounding the nanoparticle and affecting its
diameter thus enhancing virtually the particle radius. This happens because in DLS experiments
the diameter is determined indirectly by measuring the diffusion speed of the particles under
consideration.
If the positively charged nanoparticles were combined with CTAB and Brij solutions no film
formation was observed. For CTAB the Coulomb repulsion of the equally charged nanoparticles
and surfactants prevented the formation of composite particles and therefore the film formation
at the liquid-air interface. For the non-ionic Brij the same explanation can be applied. Be-
cause of the absence of electrostatic interactions between the nanoparticles and surfactant no
nanoparticle composite forms.
The gold nanoparticles, in contrast to the iron oxide nanoparticles, exhibit a negative surface
charge. This explains the adsorption behavior of the sample system by using cationic CTAB. The
experiments showed the formation of thin films during a period of hours depending on the gold
concentration. No film formation was observed when using SDS. The same explanation holds for
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Figure 6.4.: TEM picture of iron oxide nanoparticles.
this composite system as for the iron oxide nanoparticle solution. The electrostatic interactions
between the positively charged CTAB and the negatively charged gold nanoparticles induces the
formation of a nanoparticle composite which adsorbs in the following to the interface. The thin
film was modeled by a log-normal weighted sphere distribution yielding a diameter of 13.0 nm
± 0.1 nm. The particle diameter was determined by DLS experiments to 23 nm. The obtained
size by the XRR experiments is smaller than the DLS data. Nevertheless the experiments on
the iron oxide nanoparticles already showed that the particles diameter determined by DLS are
too large. It can also be stated that in the gold-surfactant composite system a monolayer of
nanoparticles forms.
The slower film formation rate for gold nanoparticles can be attributed to a low nanoparticle
concentration. As mentioned, a finished film formation was achieved in 4.5 hours by using
higher gold nanoparticle concentrations. The concentrations denoted above belong to the total
amount of gold in solution but give no clue about the actual number of nanoparticles. An
estimation of the number can be made by using the radii of the nanoparticles obtained by the
XRR data. The volume of a nanoparticle is calculated on the basis of the most proper radius µ
by neglecting the radii distribution. The concentration of gold nanoparticles can be calculated
to be 1.25 · 1020 L−1. By doing this for the iron oxide nanoparticles a concentration of 5.47 ·
1020 L−1 is obtained. The concentration of the iron oxide particle is roughly a factor 5 higher
as for the gold nanoparticles which might explain the faster kinetics. Further the adsorption of
the gold nanoparticles might be slowed down due to the larger diameter of the nanoparticles
as the film formation process is controlled by diffusion. The Stokes-Einstein diffusion constant
is proportional to the inverse particle radius.1 [205] As a consequence the diffusion kinetics of
the gold nanoparticles is slowed down by a factor of 1.7 in comparison to the iron nanoparticles
because of the higher diameter.
1D = kbT
6piνR0
;kb Boltzmann constant, T temperature, ν viscosity,R0 hydrodynamic radius
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7. Summary & Outlook
Aqueous solution-gas interfaces were investigated by means of in-situ X-ray scattering tech-
niques concerning structural changes through adsorption processes. Different parameters like
the subphase composition or the solution’s pH value were changed in order to modify basic con-
ditions of the film growth processes. Further, an approach combining XRR, GID, XAS and ex-situ
techniques was made in order to obtain a comprehensive picture of the samples on different
length scales. By this, a class of parameters influencing the growth process were obtained.
The structure of polysiloxane membranes at the liquid-air interface was studied regarding the
influence of the subphase’s pH value. The lateral cross linking of the polysiloxane network is
inhibited under acidic conditions and the presence of loose monomers forming a Langmuir layer
was observed. It can be concluded that the hydrolysis reaction of the trichlorosilane group,
which is slowed down under these subphase constitutions, controls the network formation. If
the subphase’s pH value of such a sample system is increased by adding ammonia to the gas
phase, the hydrolysis equilibrium is shifted, thus, increasing the amount of reactive monomers
enabling the membrane formation process. The micro crystalline structure of the polysiloxane
network in the final state is similar to the structure observed on neutral or alkaline subphases.
Under neutral subphase conditions the membranes are composed of patches with voids between
them. A subsequent addition of ammonia causes a reduction of these voids resulting in a better
arrangement of the single patches. However, the micro crystalline structure of the patches does
not alter. The GID experiments on acidic subphases showed that the tailgroups of the single
OTS monomers are not well aligned parallel to each other and that they still posses still some
degree of disorder. An increase of the surface pressure could decrease this disorder and align the
tailgroups parallelly. Enabling the lateral cross-linking in this state could lead to the formation
of a membrane with larger patch size.
Films of amphiphiles which are not joined by covalent bonds, were subject to investigations
regarding the influence of the interfacial pH value on their film structure. These experiments
showed that ammonia has mainly a destructive impact on the film arrangement. Only for EPC
a different behavior was observed as this amphiphile showed a phase transition to a condensed
state.
The formation of inorganic thin films from solutions containing iron chloride salts, either
iron(II) chloride or iron(III) chloride, showed a differing growth process depending on the oxi-
dation state of the iron species present in solution.
By using subphase solutions containing iron(III) chloride, the growth of inorganic films com-
posed of small aggregates was observed under cationic and anionic as well as under non-ionic
monolayers reflecting little influence of the headgroup charge or composition. This observation
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can be understood by the different iron species which are formed in aqueous media offering a
variety of possible interactions of the iron species with the Langmuir layers. A hint for different
nucleation and growth process at the Langmuir layers can be identified from the differing shape
of the electron density profiles. However, all layers forming lack long range order as shown by
XAS and XRD experiments. An increase in the local order around the iron atom could be proven
by XAS experiments under Langmuir layers of stearic acid and iron(III) chloride concentrations
of 100 mmol/L. Under these experimental conditions the evolution of a second coordination
shell possessing 2 iron atoms in average could be identified.
At interfaces of iron(II) chloride solutions with a concentration of 0.1 mmol/L the formation
of amorphous aggregates could be induced by employing negatively charged Langmuir layers of
DPPA. Although aggregates forming in the bulk solution could be seen by DLS measurements.
An accumulation of these aggregates at the interface can be ruled out due to the different sizes
of the aggregates observed in the solution and the structures nucleating at the interface. At
zwitter-ionic as well as at the cationic Langmuir layers no formation of inorganic films was
seen. This indicates mainly an electrostatic interaction. A major impact on the film growth
was identified being the iron(II) chloride concentration. The formation of lepidocrocite crys-
tals was observed at the bare interface of iron(II) chloride solutions with a concentration of
1 mmol/L. The modification of the solution interfaces with Langmuir layers induced no change
in the growing polymorph resulting still in the formation of lepidocrocite. For iron(II) chloride
solutions with a concentration of 100 mmol/L the formation of a composite structure was ob-
served when Langmuir layers of stearyl alcohol were employed. The XRD and SEM data of this
sample system indicate a growth mechanism where first an amorphous structure is formed and a
subsequent transition to the growth of lepidocrocite occurs. However, when Langmuir layers of
stearic acid were employed the growth of magnetite along with lepidocrocite could be detected.
Thus, a competitive adsorption of lepidocrocite, which is formed in the bulk phase, with the
nucleation of magnetite at the interface can be proposed for this sample system.
Further studies are needed to get a more detailed view on the single aspects of the nucleation
and growth process. No optimal parameters are known for the growth of crystalline films from
iron(III) chloride solutions. As the saturation level in the vicinity of interface could be one
critical factor as indicated by the XAS data, experiments on higher iron(III) chloride solutions
or the use of Langmuir layers having a higher surface charge, thus, increasing the concentration
highly at the interface, could shed light on the aspect whether the formation of crystals can
be induced for this sample system. Furthermore, for the controlled growth of crystalline films
from iron(II) chloride solutions, the formation of lepidocrocite has to be suppressed in the bulk
solution. Investigations using either buffer solutions or solutions with a higher pH value could,
thus, inhibit the formation of lepidocrocite in bulk solution. By this, it could be clarified in which
way the magnetite accumulates under stearic acid as the data hinted to the oriented growth of
this polymorph.
Thin films of nanoparticles could be generated at the liquid-air interface by using solutions
containing nanoparticles and surfactants. The adsorption of the nanoparticles to the interface
was proven to depend on the ratio of the nanoparticle and the surfactant concentration and on
the charge states of the components. If nanoparticles with a positive surface potential are em-
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ployed the adsorption to the interface occurs by using anionic surfactants whereby for nanopar-
ticles with a negative surface potential cationic surfactants are needed. These experiments illus-
trate that the wettability of the nanoparticles can be tuned by the surfactant-nanoparticle ratio,
thus, changing the adsorption properties of the particles. This adsorption process is further
controlled by diffusional processes and the time for the film formation depend on the solution
concentration and with this on the nanoparticle concentration.
The experiments give only insight into the vertical density profile and no conclusion on the
lateral order can be made. As rheological measurements showed a reversible network formation
for these films after stress load the lateral structure on a microscopic scale is of great interest.
This could help to understand the process by which the film encounters the stress and reforms.
These measurements can be best performed at the solution-air interface by in-situ grazing in-
cidence small angle scattering measurements. Here the lateral order of the nanoparticles can
be probed in-situ even when the film is stressed giving information on the deformation and
reformation of the film structure.
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8. Concomitantly performed projects
Besides the investigations which were performed in the framework of this thesis, a further
project was continued collaterally, which was started during the author’s Diploma thesis. This
work was conducted in the collaboration of the groups of Prof. Fischer (Ruhr-Universität
Bochum) and Prof. Wöll (Karlsruher Institut für Technik) and investigated structural properties
of metal-organic frameworks (MOF). These hybrid structures are a fast developing field in ma-
terial sciences as they offer exciting properties for advanced applications. Key features of these
structures are their high porosity and the channels in the framework which opens the possibil-
ity for the application as molecular sieves or for gas purification. These crystalline compounds
gained attention due to their possibilities for modification which are found in their principle
design. The network of these structures is composed of two parts being an organic ligand and
an inorganic metal node. The crystal is, thus, formed by joining the metal nodes through the or-
ganic ligands by coordination bonds. The properties of the so formed network can be influenced
by the modification of the organic ligand without changing the three dimensional structure. The
other way around these building blocks offer the opportunity to fabricate crystals with a desired
structure. The controlled fabrication of MOFs as coatings is, thus, a key ability for advanced
materials like membranes and detailed knowledge of the process parameters leading to high
quality coatings is essential. A special class of these MOFs exhibit structural flexibility upon
external stimuli like the adsorption of guest molecules to the network. The integration of such
flexible MOF structures into coatings is of great interest as it might lead to the fabrication of
sensing devices and smart membranes.
In a first step of this project samples were investigated in order to get insight into the quality
of the MOF coatings in general and to examine if oriented growth could be achieved. This step
is crucial as for membrane applications the control over the channel direction is needed. In the
course of this project a newly developed MOF [Zn2 (BME-bdc)2(dabco)](n) was first character-
ized as a powder sample regarding the structural transition and flexibility upon adsorption of
CO2 at 195 K. After the successful characterization, this flexible MOF was grown as coating onto
substrates. Different aspects were investigated concerning the control of the growth direction
along a distinct crystal axis and the CO2 adsorption behavior. It could be shown that depending
on the nucleation conditions the crystal axis which changes upon CO2 adsorption could be ei-
ther grown parallel to the interface or perpendicular, respectively, without losing the structural
flexibility.
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8. Concomitantly performed projects
Intercalation in Layered Metal-Organic Frameworks: Reversible Inclusion of an Ex-
tended pi-System
Arslan, H.K., Shekhah, O., Wieland, D.C.F., Paulus, M., Sternemann, C., Schroer, M.A., Tiemeyer,
S., Tolan, M., Fischer, R.A., Wöll, C.
Journal of the American Chemical Society Volume: 133 Issue: 21 Pages: 8158-8161
Step-by-step growth of highly oriented and continuous seeding layers of [Cu2(ndc)2(dabco)]
on bare oxide and nitride substrates
Yusenko, K.,Meilikhov, M., Zacher, D., Wieland, F., Sternemann, C., Stammer, X., Ladnorg, T.,
Wöll, C. and Fischer, R.A.
Crystal Engineering Communications Volume: 12 Issue: 7 Pages: 2086-2090
Multiple phase-transitions upon selective CO2 adsorption in an alkyl ether functional-
ized metal-organic framework-an in situ X-ray diffraction study
Henke, S., Wieland, D.C.F., Meilikhov, M., Paulus, M., Sternemann, C., Yusenko, K., Fischer, R.A.
Crystal Engineering Communications Volume: 13 Issue: 21 Pages: 6399-6404
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A. Bragg rod analysis
Bragg rod analysis of the DPPA Langmuir layer
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Figure A.1.: Bragg rod of a DPPA Langmuir
layer on a pure water subphase at a lateral
wavevector transfer of q|| = 1.530 Å
−1
. The cir-
cles denote the measured data, lines represent
the fitted structure factor.
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Figure A.2.: Bragg rod of a DPPA Langmuir
layer on a pure water subphase at a lateral
wavevector transfer of q|| = 1.500 Å
−1
after ad-
dition of ammonia. The circles denote the mea-
sured data, lines represent the fitted structure
factor.
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Figure A.3.: Bragg rod of a DPPA Langmuir
layer on a pure water subphase at a lateral
wavevector transfer of q|| = 1.439 Å
−1
after
addition of ammonia. The circles denote the
measured data, lines represent the fitted struc-
ture factor.
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A. Bragg rod analysis
Bragg rod analysis of the DPPC Langmuir layer
The deviations in the fitted structure factor can be explained as the approximation for the struc-
ture factor hold only for lipids in the free rotator phase.[119, 120] DPPC amphiphiles at an
surface pressure of Π =20 mN/m are not in the free rotator phase. This could also induces
changes in the intensity distribution along the rod explaining the difference.[124]
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Figure A.4.: Bragg rod analysis of a DPPC
Langmuir layer at a lateral wavevector transfer
of q|| = 1.414 Å. The circles denote the mea-
sured data, lines represent the fitted structure
factor.
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Figure A.5.: Bragg rod analysis of a DPPC
Langmuir layer at a lateral wavevector transfer
of q|| =1.479 Å. The circles denote the mea-
sured data, lines represent the fitted structure
factor.
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Figure A.6.: Bragg rod analysis of a DPPA Lang-
muir layer at a lateral wavevector transfer of
q|| = 1.405 Å after addition of ammonia. The
circles denote the measured data, lines repre-
sent the fitted structure factor.
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Figure A.7.: Bragg rod analysis of a DPPA Lang-
muir layer at a lateral wavevector transfer of
q|| = 1.476 Å after addition of ammonia. The
circles denote the measured data, lines repre-
sent the fitted structure factor.
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Bragg rod analysis of DPPC Langmuir layers deposited on iron(III)
chloride solutions
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Figure A.8.: Bragg rod analysis of a DPPC
Langmuir layer at a lateral wavevector trans-
fer of q|| =1.508 Å
−1
on iron(III) chloride so-
lutions. The circles denote the measured data,
lines represent the fitted structure factor.
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Figure A.9.: Bragg rod analysis of a DPPA
Langmuir layer at a lateral wavevector trans-
fer of q|| = 1.407 Å
−1
on iron(III) chloride so-
lutions after addition of ammonia. The circles
denote the measured data, lines represent the
fitted structure factor.
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Figure A.10.: Bragg rod analysis of a DPPA
Langmuir layer at a lateral wavevector trans-
fer of q|| = 1.478 Å
−1
on iron(III) chloride so-
lutions after addition of ammonia. The circles
denote the measured data, lines represent the
fitted structure factor.
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A. Bragg rod analysis
Bragg rod analysis of stearyl amide Langmuir layers deposited on
iron(III) chloride solutions
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Figure A.11.: Bragg rod analysis of a stearyl
amide Langmuir layer at a lateral wavevector
transfer of q|| = 1.416 Å
−1
on iron(III) chlo-
ride solutions. The circles denote the mea-
sured data, lines represent the fitted structure
factor.
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Figure A.12.: Bragg rod analysis of a DPPA
Langmuir layer at a lateral wavevector trans-
fer of q|| = 1.537 Å
−1
on iron(III) chloride so-
lutions. The circles denote the measured data,
lines represent the fitted structure factor.
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B. Iron(III) chloride solutions
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Figure B.1.: a) Fresnel normalized reflectivities of DPPCmonolayers at a surface pressure ofΠ=40 mN/m
on an iron(III)chloride subphase. b) Electron density profiles obtained by refining the reflectivity data.
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Figure B.2.: Near edge structure of the iron K-edge
of an iron(III) chloride subphase with a concentra-
tion of 1 mmol/L .
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Figure B.3.: Near edge structure of the iron K-edge
of an iron(III) chloride subphase with a concentra-
tion of 100 mmol/L .
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Figure B.4.: Near edge structure of the iron K-edge
of an iron(III) chloride subphase with a concentra-
tion of 1 mmol/L and a stearyl alcohol monolayer
present at the interface.
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Figure B.5.: Near edge structure of the iron K-edge
of an iron(III) chloride subphase with a concen-
tration of 1 mmol/L and a stearic acid monolayer
present at the interface.
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Figure B.6.: Near edge structure of the iron K-edge
of an iron(III) chloride subphases with a concentra-
tion of 100 mmol/L and a stearic acid monolayer
present at the interface.
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C. Nanoparticles
Iron oxide nanoparticles
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(a) Fresnel normalized XRR data.
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(b) Electron density profiles obtained by the re-
finement of the reflectivity data.
Figure C.1.: Experiments on solutions containing iron oxide (γ-Fe2O3) nanoparticles with a concentra-
tion of 0.05 wt% and SDS with a concentration of 20 mmol/L.
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(a) Fresnel normalized XRR data.
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(b) Electron density profiles obtained by the re-
finement of the reflectivity data.
Figure C.2.: Experiments on solutions containing iron oxide (γ-Fe2O3) nanoparticles with a concentration
of 0.05 wt% and a CTAB concentration of 2.5 mmol/L.
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C. Nanoparticles
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(a) Fresnel normalized XRR data.
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(b) Electron density profiles obtained by the re-
finement of the reflectivity data.
Figure C.3.: Experiments on solutions containing iron oxide (γ-Fe2O3) nanoparticles with a concentration
of 0.05 wt% and a Brij concentration of 2.5 mmol/L.
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Figure C.4.: XRR data from the interface of an aqueous iron oxide nanoparticle (γ-Fe2O3) solution with
a concentration of 0.05 wt%. The concentration of SDS was 0.01 mmol/L.
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Gold Nanoparticles
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Figure C.5.: XRR data from the interface of an aqueous gold nanoparticle solution with a concentration
of 0.1wt% and a CTAB concentration of 1 µmol/L.
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(b) Electron density profiles obtained by the re-
finement of the reflectivity data. The electron
density profile of the interface of a pure CTAB
solution is shown for comparison.
Figure C.6.: Experiments on solutions containing gold nanoparticles with a concentration of 0.05 wt%
and a CTAB concentration of 1 mmol/L.
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(a) Fresnel normalized XRR data.
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(b) Electron density profiles obtained by the re-
finement of the reflectivity data. The electron
density profile of the interface of a pure CTAB
solution is shown for comparison.
Figure C.7.: Experiments on solutions containing gold nanoparticles with a concentration of 0.1 wt% and
a CTAB concentration of 1 mmol/L.
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(b) Electron density profiles obtained by the re-
finement of the reflectivity data. The electron
density profile of the interface of a pure CTAB
solution is shown for comparison.
Figure C.8.: Experiments on solutions containing gold nanoparticles with a concentration of 0.1 wt% and
a CTAB concentration of 1 mmol/L.
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(b) Electron density profiles obtained by the re-
finement of the reflectivity data. The electron
density profile of the interface of a pure SDS so-
lution is shown for comparison.
Figure C.9.: Experiments on solutions containing gold nanoparticles with a concentration of 0.1 wt% and
a SDS concentration of 0.01 mmol/L.
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(b) Electron density profiles obtained by the re-
finement of the reflectivity data.
Figure C.10.: Experiments on solutions containing gold nanoparticles with a concentration of 0.1 wt%
and a SDS concentration of 1 mmol/L.
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(b) Electron density profiles obtained by the re-
finement of the reflectivity data.
Figure C.11.: Experiments on solutions containing gold nanoparticles with a concentration of 0.2 wt%
and a SDS concentration of 1 mmol/L.
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(b) Electron density profiles obtained by the re-
finement of the reflectivity data.
Figure C.12.: Experiments on solutions containing gold nanoparticles with a concentration of 0.1 wt%
and a SDS concentration of 2 mmol/L.
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